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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

Background and Study Purpose
 

The PRICOR project in Papua New Guinea (PNG) resulted from a request by
 
a Church Health Secretary for help to reorient the health delivery system of
 
East New Britain Province (ENB) toward primary health care (PHC). During
 
pre-project interaction, some initial problem solving took place. The
 
ultimate target of the PHC efforts would be the peoole of the remote rural
 
villages. However, the goal of reorienting health delivery required
 
focussing on some aspoct of the delivery system. Decision-makers identified
 
the need to train rural health workers as the place to begin. Therefore,
 
the project's operational problem was to train rural health workers to do
 
PHC.
 

Methodology Employed
 

In considering the methods to be used to solve the operational problem,
 
the project investigators took a number of factors into account: 1) the
 
quality of available data, 2) the decision-makers experience with and know
ledge of the rural health worker and rural health center, 3) the sophistica
tion of the decision-makers in planning, and 4) the selection of techniques
 
that could be understood and used by all of the members of the planning
 
group. The almost complete lack of relevant and reliable data, the diffi
culties of gathering data in the remote areas, the wide range of knowledge
 
and experience of the members of the planning group, and the eagerness of
 
the decision-makers to implement a training program suggested planning tools
 
that utilized "expert opinion."
 

Therefore, the project investigators designed a central set of planning
 
sessions that used brainstorming, nominal group technique (NGT), and
 
multiple criteria utility assessment (MCUA) to do problem analysis and
 
solution development. The major tasks of the planning sessions included:
 
creating a common understanding of PHC, defining the objectives of the
 
training program, identifying decision variables and constraints, generating
 
alternative solutions to the problem, and assessing the alternatives to
 
determine the optimal solution.
 

Problem Analysis and Solution Development
 

Using the OR techniques, the participants moved from a common under
standing of PHC to defining the program objectives. The objectives focussed
 
on increasing skills in: community relations, problem identification, acces
sing resources, and implementation of PHC projects. The process of clari
fying the objectives brought to a conscious level some of the operational
 
problem clusters embedded in developing a health worker (HW) training
 
program. These included: developing a training strategy, creating
 
community organization and support, specifying HW tasks, and selecting and
 
training health workers.
 



After specifying the constraints and identifying the decision
 
variables, the planners constructed three alternative solutions to the
 
problem of how to effectively train rural health workers. Then they used
 
MCUA to arrive at an optimal solution. That solution created a village
based training program so that HW training took place "among the people"
 
rather than "within the health system" such as at the School of Nursing
 
located in a hospital complex at Vunapope. It expanded the program target
 
to include the rural villagers as well as the health worker. And, it
 
utilized a group discussion and workshop approach to training.
 

Solution Validation
 

Acting on the recommendations of the planning group, the Church Health
 
Service (CHS) chose four health centers and surrounding villages as training
 
sites. Two of the sites were in ENB and two in WNB. The sites were among
 
the most remote and least developed areas on the island of New Britain.
 
Each site and the province in which it is located was unique, and the
 
characteristics and location presented different contexts in which to try to
 
implement the training program. Thus, specific areas and not specific
 
individuals were designated for the training program. The place-specific
target, plus the constraints on data collection suggested a case study
 
approach to solution validation. The program objectives gave direction to
 
the case studies by defining two dimensions on which to base evaluation of
 
the success or failure of the project. First, was there a positive change
 
in the workers' and villagers' use of the skills targeted in the training
 
program? Second, were there PHC projects where such projects had not
 
existed prior to project implementation?
 

Results
 

Following the guidelines set in the original planning sessions, the
 
training team developed a three phase generic approach that was then adapted
 
to the needs of each site. The program began by focussing on community
 
relations and problem identification skills. Then, while continuing the use
 
of these skills, emphasis shifted to knowledge of and skills in accessing
 
resources and skills in implementing PHC projects. The final phase
 
emphasized assessment of PHC project implementation and reinforced the other
 
skills targeted by the program objectives.
 

Following the implementation of Phase 1 at the ENB sites, key decision
makers began to realize that both short term and long term success of the
 
project would require finding a way: 1) to sustain the commitment of the
 
health systems to PHC, and 2) to integrate the program into a multi-sectoral
 
approach to community development. Building on this realization, the PRICOR
 
investigator worked with decision-makers to pilot test Phase 2 implementa
tion at Vatnabara on the Duke of York Islands.
 

The Vatnabara workshop was as strategic to project implementation as
 
the original planning sessions were to problem analysis and solution
 
development. Vatnabara expanded the project target to the entire delivery
 
system. It provided a means of addressing the emerging operational problem
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of sustaining system support. It pilot-tested the use of district-level
 
workshops as a context for multi-level planning. It tested the use of
 
community diagnosis mapping, the linking game, and a solution development
 
matrix as techniques to be used within that context. And, it led to the
 
emergence of Phase 2 as the central component of the training program.
 

The training program was implemented at Nutuve and Muela in ENB and at
 
Unea and Kandrian in WNB. The results of the case studies reflect the
 
unique characteristics of each site. There are, however, some results that
 
were common to all or a number of the sites. In Nutuve, Muela and Unea the
 
HWs established development committees and scheduled visits to the villages
 
to improve community relations and work with the villagers to identify and
 
solve problems. At Kandrian, the health center was a great distance from
 
the targeted villages, and there was little system support for changes in HW
 
activities. The lack of interest and support led to a redefinition of the
 
target to focus on district development workers. Once targeted workers were
 
identified at each site, the villagers, workers and decision-makers used
 
brainstorming, community diagnosis mapping, the linking game and the solu
tion development matrix to identify problems and propose solutions. At
 
Nutuve, Unea and Kandrian district level workshops were held. These work
shops brought together the worker, the village big men and decision-makers
 
from many provincial and district level departments. The extreme isolation
 
of Muela prohibited such a workshop. The Muela workers did, however, par
ticipate in the Nutuve district level workshop. At each site a significant
 
number of PHC projects were implemented. These included such projects as
 
training village health workers, building water tanks, and planting experi
mental gardens. The projects addressed the health, education, social and
 
spiritual needs of the people. Thus, problem identification and the PHC
 
projects reflected the broad understanding of PHC enunciated at Alma Aca.
 

Conclusions
 

Examination of the results of the case study supports three general
 
conclusions.
 

1. 	The OR effort created a solution that effectively reached the
 
goal and objectives of the training program.
 

2. 	The flexibility of the OR approach increased the probability
 
of successful project implementation.
 

3. 	The OR approach made possible the transfer of self-reliant
 
development skills.
 

Based on the implementation results and conclusions, the PRICOR
 
investigators made the following recommendations to the Church and the
 
Provincial Health Services.
 

1. 	The training program should continue to be reinforced at the
 
four original sites and expanded to other sites in each
 
province.
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2. 	The Church Health Service should train additional staff to
 
work with the health extension team.
 

3. 	The Archdiocese of Rabaul should use the OR approach and
 
techniques in training its church staff to do community
 
development work in the rural areas.
 

4. 	The Provincial Health Service should continue implementing
 
and expanding the performance appraisal system that
 
emphasizes the PHC component of health worker's responsi
bilities.
 

5. 	The Provincial Health Service should reinforce and expand the
 
community development network with other provincial depart
ments, especially, Education, Primary Industry and Communica
tions.
 

6. 	The Church Health Service and the Provincial Health Service
 
should continue their joint effort to plan and implement the
 
HW training and other projects directed toward reorienting
 
the health delivery systems toward primary health care.
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BACKGROUND
 

Early in 1984, a Church Health Secretary in Papua New Guinea (PNG)
 

contacted planners in the U.S. requesting help to develop and implement a
 

Primary Health Care (PHC) program in East New Britain Province (ENB). Her
 

request focussed on the need to reorient the health delivery system toward
 

PHC. As part of her request the Health Secretary submitted a proposal
 

directed toward "The Primary Health Care Component of a Team Approach to
 

Health Extension Work in ENB" (Tewes, 1983). The Health Secretary's propo

sal was important for a number of reasons. It represented the commitment of
 

a key decision-maker in the health delivery system to reorient that system
 

toward primary health care. It endorsed the proclamation of the Alma Ata
 

Conference which called for "Health for All by the Year 2000." It targeted
 

the people of the remote rural villages of ENB. It began a process of
 

communication and problem analysis that led to the PRICOR project to
 

Health Workers in Papua New Guinea."1
"Training Rural 


Target Population
 

The Health Secretaryfs proposal identified the target population as the
 

rural villagers. In the past, the concept of a target population had been
 

defined in terms of an age, sex, or disease category. Individuals in the
 

target population often had no common bond other than that single character

istic. While that approach to defining target populations was useful, it
 

was not especially meaningful when considering PHC in a society such as that
 

of PNG. Rather, it was counterproductive in the area of PHC, the very basis
 

of which is the community. New Guinea, like many developing countries, has
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a rural population which is naturally divided into small cohesive village
 

units. In the remote areas the village is sometimes the only level of
 

community that exists for the people, as opposed to regional, provincial or
 

even national allegiance. A fear of the outside world beyond the bounds of
 

the village locks the people into isolation. Superstition, taboos, and
 

geographic barriers reinforce the homogenous social bonds. The Health
 

Secretary's proposal recognized the danger of too limited a scope in health
 

extension work.
 

The focus of such work (health education) has been the patrols to
 
health centers and aid posts to conduct maternal and child health
 
(MCH) clinics. While work other than MCH has been done in these
 
clinics, e.g. immunization, treatment of common illness, control of
 
endemic diseases, assistance in family planning, supply of drugs,
 
and some health education, the main section of the population
 
contacted through such work has been mothers, children and those
 
who are sick. For some time now it has been apparent that in order
 
that all the necessary areas of PHC receive attention, the total
 
community needs to be involved. (Appendix A - Health Secretary,
 
December 12, 1983).
 

Thus, the village unit must be the target of any PHC program. There
 

must likewise be a coupling of medical services with social and economic
 

achievements to improve the health status. This holistic approach would be
 

more appropriate to the village lifestyle than any single-focussed plan for
 

health intervention, and it would emphasize Alma Ata's broad community
 

development orientation toward health.
 

Health Problems
 

Nutrition
 

The health problems of the village people in ENB are profound. Poor
 

nutrition is an overwhelming condition, especially considering its pervasive
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impact on all aspects of life. The low infant survival rate, the high
 

percentage of malnourished children, and the anemic condition of many adults
 

are all direct results of poor diet. Taro, singapore and kaukau, all
 

starchy potato-like-tubers, make up the staple diet. These food crops are
 

being threatened by various diseases, but the people are reluctant to change
 

their subsistence agriculture techniques. Protein intake is low. There are
 

few chickens to be Lined as a meat and egg source. Domesticated pigs roam
 

the villages, often destroying food gardens, but they are only killed for
 

special feasts and thus are not a regular source of protein. Wild game
 

which includes grasshoppers, frogs, lizards, grubs, crocodiles, fish and
 

birds are alternate sources of protein sometimes used by thf people.
 

Although a tremendous amount of effort by the National Government of PNG has
 

gone into research and development of food crops, alternate cooking styles
 

and food preservation techniques, major program implementation emphasis has
 

been plac-d on cash crops.
 

Malaria
 

Malaria, one of the leading killers in the world today, is rampant in
 

New Guinea. Resistance to normal treatment has reached high proportions.
 

No spraying operations are attempted due to high cost and doubtful effec

tiveness. Rough estimates suggest that over 68% of the children in ENB are
 

suffering from the effects of malaria.
 

Hygiene
 

froper hygiene is almost totally lacking. A low level of knowledge
 

about the need for sanitation and waste disposal results in extremely poor
 

living conditions and sets up a high risk situation for disease. Flies,
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pigs, dogs, cockroaches, mosquitos and rats all add to the problem. The
 

water supply is often far from the village and not a reliable source year
 

round. Soap is non-existent. Personal hygiene is low. Skin infections are
 

extensive. A study of a group of inland villages in ENB indicated that 36%
 

of the children examined had leg sores and 15% had scabies. To combat the
 

cold at night in mountainous regions, houses have no windows ror chimneys
 

and are built directly on the ground. All of these factors create a vicious
 

cycle of infection and reinfection that threaten the health status of the
 

villagers.
 

Maternal/Child Health
 

Very little is known about village childbirth practices, and the women
 

are reluctant to utilize what professional services are available. Exten

sive taboos for new mothers on the food they may eat make postnatal weakness
 

and anemia almost certain. The low-birth-weight ifants delivered by these
 

women begin a new cycle of undernourishment. Bouts with diarrhea compound
 

problems for mothers and children.
 

Immunization
 

Problems with immunization efforts, confounded by breaks in the cold
 

chain, are almost insurmountable. Prolonged rainy reasons create rough seas
 

along the coast and extremely hard walking conditions inland. Thus, it is
 

difficult to keep drugs cold while they are transported, and children can be
 

immunized with non-potent vaccines.
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Community-Based Health Care System
 

Examination of rural areas of PNG reveals that delivery of even the
 

most basic health care is extremely difficult. The remote health centers
 

(HC) are the heart of the rural delivery system. In the target area, most
 

of the centers serve about 3,200 people with a range from about 2,000 to
 

5,500. Access to these centers is limited by distance, other geographic
 

barriers, and cultural differences. These centers provide intermediate
 

health care for the rural villages in an average radius of one to one-and

one-half days travel time. The staff generally consists of a nurse-in

charge who directs two to three other nurses or aides. Most centers have
 

about a 20 bed capacity. Services delivered are limited chiefly to dis

pensing drugs, treating minor injuries and common illnesses, delivering
 

babies and immunizing children. Regularly scheduled patrols from the health
 

centers provide maternal/child care and immunization programs for the
 

children in some of the remote villages.
 

In each district varying numbers of aid posts have been built as satel

lites to the health center. The aid post orderlies (APO) assigned to these
 

posts usually have 12-24 months of elementary medical training. They are
 

supervised by the nurse-in-charge of the nearest health center. The APO's
 

drug supply and treatment capabilities are restricted to basic care and
 

referral to the health center. The service is very narrow in view of the
 

health needs. Analysis of the monthly reports sent to the Health Secretary
 

by each nurse-in-charge of the health centers indicates that utilization of
 

the health center or aid post is generally limited to serving those who come
 

to the facility and request treatment. In some areas underutilization has
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been reported as a problem. Likewise, the patrols into the outlying areas
 

are designed to address the needs of a few narrowly defined groups of people.
 

The root of the utilization problem as well as the limited extension
 

efforts is very complex. The willingness of the health worker (HW) to serve
 

in the rural villages is not in question. They are highly trained profes

sionals representing an elite segment of New Guinea society. These nurses
 

have experienced "the better life" of the city and earn a salary which
 

makes it affordable to them. It is a statement of their dedication that
 

they are willing to serve at a remote health center. However, the health
 

workers' training does not prepare or motivate them to go out into the
 

village and consider the family/social context of the situation. It does
 

not train them to assess problems and seek solutions acceptable to the rural
 

people. It does not teach them to assist the villager to understand the
 

process of disease and sickness or his ability to influence personal health.
 

Instead the health workers unthinkingly encourage the villagers to believe
 

in the miraculous curative power of "western magic" as a substitute for
 

their own superstitions. This is not suprising since the health workers
 

themselves have been captivated by the "band-aid" syndrome of modern medi

cine which implies that a shot or pill can fix anything.
 

The health worker's curative orientation is merely a reflection of the
 

health care system of New Guinea, which is a stereotypic end-product found
 

in the health delivery system of many countries. However, the request for
 

help by the Health Secretary, the endorsement of her proposal by the Provin

cial Department of Health, and the development goals of the National Govern

ment all indicated a readiness to alter this orientation.
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STUDY PURPOSE
 

Operational Problem
 

The first stage of problem analysis began with the Health Secretary's
 

proposal. It signaled the readiness of the decision-makers in the delivery
 

system to reorient their approach to include PHC and community development.
 

The PRICOR proposal was designed to work with people at all levels in the
 

health system and to assist them in assessing the needs of the rural people
 

and developing a suitable PHC approach to community development. Its focus,
 

however, was delineated by the Health Secretary's proposal which identified
 

the rural health worker (health extension officers, nurses, nurse aids, and
 

APO's) as the key to reorienting the system to PHC. Therefore, the opera

tional problems examined in the PRICOR project was the question of how to
 

train health workers in New Britain, PNG to do disease prevention, health
 

promotion, and community development work in the rural villages. The opera

tional objective was to use operations research (OR) to identify the most
 

effective means of training the rural health worker.
 

As the background discussion indicated, the health center is the compo

nent responsible for providing PHC to the rural population. These health
 

centers are staffed by nurses whose training prepares them to immunize,
 

inject -- basically provide curative care. This failure to focus on the
 

total community and to see health needs as part of the larger life situation
 

was recognized in the Health Secretary's proposal.
 

Seeing that the goal of providing "Health for All by the Year
 
2,000" is to permit people to lead a socially and economically
 
productive life, it would seem desirable that as far as possible
 
health personnel do not work in isolation but rather together with
 
others responsible for leadership and development in the village
 
community... (Appendix A - Health Secretary, December 12, 1983).
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Persons in the health delivery system of PNG genuinely perceived the
 

need to reorient the delivery system, not just change training procedures,
 

and to root that reorientation in broader based community development.
 

These insights brought them to the point of taking a first step toward
 

implementing PHC i.e., determining the most effective way to train the rural
 

health worker. Although the ultimate target was the rural villager, this
 

preliminary problem analysis led the decision-makers to identify the rural
 

health workers as the more immediate target of the training project. This
 

choice differed from the choices made in many developing countries. Gener

ally, training programs have focussed on either training local villagers as
 

community health workers (CHWs) or training trainers. The target of
 

training in this project fell between these two choices and was identified
 

as the health workers stationed in rural areas. The context of the situa

tion in New Britain supports this choice.
 

Most of the people currently involved in the health delivery system
 

were a product of curative medical training. All of their efforts and
 

training to this point have been directed toward the treatment dimension of
 

health service. It was not surprising that they were not prepared to invest
 

their resources to train people from completely outside the medical system.
 

This pilot project allowed health professionals at all levels of the system
 

to begin to reorient their thinking, to become familiar with using PHC
 

interventions, and to broaden their understanding of health and health
 

delivery to include PHC, community participation and community development.
 

In addition to the decision-makers' curative orientation, the limited
 

resources of East New Britain made financial support for the program a key
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consideration. Since the health worker was already salaried and placed in
 

the rural setting, it was logical to begin project implementation with the
 

available personnel. No great additional investment needed to be made at
 

this time. Again, it gave everyone involved in the delivery system an
 

opportunity to become comfortable with the results of PHC intervention and
 

to anticipate the probable transition of funds from curative treatment to
 

PHC programs.
 

Cultural constraints also pointed to the health worker as the choice
 

for training. The level of understanding of the average villager, who has a
 

limited comprehension of the concept of health and the disease process, made
 

it unlikely that the rural community would be ready to assume responsibility
 

for supporting a CHW. Just as the professionals in the health system needed
 

an opportunity to reorient their commitment to PHC, so too did the rural
 

people need assistance in developing an understanding of the impact disease
 

prevention and health promotion intervention could have on their lives.
 

In one sense the village community had directed the choice of who
 

should be trained for PHC. As suggested earlier, the villager had learned
 

respect for "western magic" which was dispensed through the hands of the
 

health workers. The ability to manipulate western techniques carried pres

tige. Such perceived power could become a vital factor to galvanize commu

nity efforts. It could create credibility and acceptance for those involved
 

in PHC. The efficacy of PHC intervention must be demonstrated for an
 

ongoing program to survive. Credibility and acceptance of the worker could
 

help to carry a project through to the point when results become apparent.
 

As has been discussed, a certain degree of problem analysis and
 

decision-making occurred before the project began. The key element in that
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process was the decision to focus on rural health worker (HW) training as
 

the starting point for reorienting the system toward PHC. This decision
 

also dictated the starting point for the PRICOR project in PNG. Thus, the
 

initial operational problem of the project was to determine the most effec

tive way to train rural HWs to do PHC. As the project developed, additional
 

operational problems were identified and the target was expanded. These
 

changes occurred gradually as investigators and decision-makers continued to
 

work through the processes of problem analysis, solution development and
 

solution validation.
 

As work continued, it became evident that change could not be effective
 

if only the health workers were the target. Rather the whole system had to
 

change, not just one part of it. Embedded in the realization that system

wide change was necessary was a growing ability to identify the many opera

tional problems tied to the health worker training. These realizations
 

occurred throughout the life of the project. As a consequence, the project
 

actually functioned on two different levels. First, it focussed on the most
 

effective way to train rural health workers to do PHC. Second, it involved
 

everyone from the rural villager to the Provincial Health Officer and other
 

provincial level ministers in a new and ongoing process of planning
 

together. The approach and techniques that guided that process were the
 

tools of operations research. Since these changes occurred at different
 

points in the project and sometimes varied with the project site, they will
 

be discussed more thoroughly in the sections on methodology and results.
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METHODOLOGY EMPLOYED
 

As indicated in the previous discussion, a good deal of problem analy

sis occurred before the formal start of the PRICOR project. The focus on
 

the health workers in the rural areas and the rationale for this choice
 

preceded the official beginning of the project. However, that analysis was
 

done in conjunction with the project investigators. The actual starting
 

point of the project focussed on clarification of the problem of training
 

rural health workers and movement toward solution development. To accom

plish these tasks the project investigators took a number of factors into
 

account:
 

1) the quality of available data,
 

2) the decision-makers' experience and knowledge of that aspect of
 
the health delivery system for which they were planning,
 

3) the sophistication of the decision-makers in planning, and
 

4) the selection of techniques that could be understood and used by
 

members of the planning group.
 

The almost complete lack of relevant and reliable data, the wide range
 

of knowledge and experience of the members of the planning groups, the
 

difficulties of gathering data in remote areas, and the eagerness of the
 

decision-makers to implement a training program directed attention to those
 

planning tools that utilize "expert opinion." Emphasis was on techniques
 

that could capitalize on the experience of people familiar with the rural
 

villages, the rural HW and the health delivery system in ENB. Given the
 

constraints of the situation just mentioned, the ability to tap the experi

ence and insights of these persons appeared to be the key to effective
 

planning.
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Therefore, project investigators developed an initial set of planning
 

sessions to continue the problem analysis process and to generate and
 

evaluate solutions to the health worker training problem. Building on the
 

Health Secretary's early efforts to broaden the involvement in the system
 

reorientation process, the investigators chose participants from both the
 

Church and provincial government health service systems. In addition, they
 

sought individuals from many levels of the delivery system. These included
 

administrators and decision-makers, middle-level managers, and health
 

workers themselves. The major tasks of the planning sessions included:
 

1) 	discussion of the nature of PHC and the identification of
 
problems in rural villages which PHC could address,
 

2) 	a definition of the knowledge and skills that the rural
 
workers needed to address PHC problems, in other words, a
 
specification of the training objectives,
 

3) 	identification of constraining factors,
 

4) 	identification of decision-variables to be considered in
 
developing a training program,
 

5) 	generation of alternative solutions, and
 

6) 	evaluation of those alternatives.
 

A combination of brainstorming and nominal group technique methods was
 

used to address tasks #1 through #5. Multiple criteria utility assessment
 

(MCUA) was used tc reach an optimal solution to the operational problem of
 

identifying the most effective way to train rural health workers.
 

Problem Analysis
 

The first two tasks of the planning session continued the problem
 

analysis that had begun in the pre-project communication between project
 

investigators and decision-makers of the Church health system. This contin
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uation of problem analysis served three purposes. First, it was important
 

to integrate the entire planning group into the problem analysis process
 

that had previously been restricted to the Church Health Secretary, a few of
 

her advisors, and the project investigators. Second, the discussion helped
 

the participants arrive at a common understanding of PHC. Third, it identi

fied additional operational problems embedded in the issue of how to effec

tively train rural HWs to do PHC.
 

The first task was to come to a common understanding of PHC and to
 

identify problems in the rural villages that could be addressed through a
 

PHC approach. The kinds of problems the participants identified clearly
 

indicated that they did have a broad view of PHC and were not working from
 

the more narrow curative orientation. Some examples of the things that they
 

identified as problems that could be addressed through a PHC approach in

cluded : hygiene, sanitation, isolation created by the very remoteness of
 

the villages, a safe water supply, poor nutrition, lack of education, not
 

enough variety in crops, and so forth. It was interesting that the partici

pants listed almost 40 problems nearly any one of which they felt that PHC
 

could affect at least to some extent. Although none of the participants had
 

attended such a multi-level planning session before there was no hesitation
 

to participate and no single individual or group appeared to dominate. In
 

addition, the outcome of this discussion helped prepare the participants for
 

the next planning task, that is the definition of the knowledge and skills
 

that would be the focus of the training program.
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Objectives
 

In this next set of discussions, the participants did two things: 1)
 

they clarified the objectives of the training programs, and 2) they identi

fied a number of operational problem clusters embedded in designing an
 

effective health worker training program. After much discussion, the par

ticipants arrived at a concensus of five objectives or combination of skill
 

and knowledge that they felt were necessary or most essential for health
 

extension workers to implement the PHC approach for community development.
 

These objectives were:
 

1) Developing personal and community relations skills.
 

2) Choosing workers who had physical, mental, social and spiritual
 
stability.
 

3) Developing skills to identify the needs and problems of the
 
rural villages.
 

4) Developing knowledge of resources available to them and skills
 
to utilize those resources.
 

5) Developing knowledge and skills necessary to implement PHC
 
projects.
 

By working together to clarify the objectives the participants identi

fied a number of problem clusters that must be addressed in creating basic
 

health worker training programs (Shaefer, M. and J. Reynolds, 1985:13).
 

These included:
 

1) Developing of a HW program strategy
 

2) Creating community organization and support
 

3) Specifying of HW tasks
 

4) Selecting of community health workers
 

5) Training of community health workers
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Although the participants did not think in terms of operational problem
 

clusters, examination of the objectives and listening again to the tapes of
 

the planning sessions suggest attempts to define oIjectives that recognized
 

these operational problems.
 

After defining the objectives, participants were asked to weight these
 

five objectives from "most" to "least" important. Because of the inexperi

ence of the participants in thinking quantitatively, rather than using the
 

ordinary weighting scale of 0-1, a scale of 10-1 was used with 10 being the
 

highest rating and 1 being the least important. Table 1 illustrates these
 

results. Objectives #1 and #2 were both rated at 10. The other three
 

objectives were all rated 9. It was evident from the discussion that the
 

participants felt that each of these objectives was essential for an effec

tive program to train workers to implement PHC projects.
 

Table 1
 

Objectives of the Training Program
 

WEIGHT OBJECTIVES
 

10 Personal and community relations skills
 

10 Physical, mental, social and spiritual stability among
 
the workers
 

9 Needs and problems identification skills
 

Knowledge of resources and skills to use the resources
 

9 


9 


Primary health care skills and knowledge
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A few additional comments should be made concerning the specification
 

of objectives because of the implication these decisions have for the solu

tion development and validation phases of the planning process. First, the
 

original objective--designing a program to train HWs--could be easily stated
 

in quantifiable terms i.e., how many workers were trained. The further
 

specification of the objectives by the planning group more clearly focussed
 

the nature of the training program but identified objectives that were not
 

so easily quantified. Nevertheless, the objectives did have verifiable
 

behavioral indicators. They focussed on change in HW behavior and not just
 

on the number of health workers in a program. This provided a basis for
 

measuring the program's ability to bring about the desired behavioral
 

changes. Second, the objective that focussed on choosing workers for the
 

rural areas who had strong physical, mental, social and spiritual stability
 

was beyond the scope of the project. Instead it needed to be taken into
 

account by those administrators who assigned workers to the remote areas.
 

Solution Development
 

Decision Variables
 

The third task of the planning session was to identify the decision
 

variables. Again the participants proposed a broad list of variables and
 

then narrowed it to six components. These variables included:
 

1) Where to do the training
 

2) Who to train
 

3) How to train i.e., training approach
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4) What should be the content of the training
 

5) When to train - how long - how often
 

6) Who should do the training
 

Using the decision variables, the group generated a number of alterna

tive training programs. After ,iscussion they identified three programs as
 

the most feasible solutions. These alternatives are listed inTable 2.
 

Examination of these three alternatives and additional comments on the
 

The first three
discussion that generated them will help clarify them. 


decision variables are the key elements that delineate the different alter-


These are where, who, and the approach.
natives. 


Alternative #1 targeted Vunapope as the location for the training
 

program. Vunapope is the headquarters for the Church Health Service (CHS)
 

of nursing. Thus,
in ENB. It includes both a hospital and a school 


Vunapope represents the center of the CHS operation, but its coastal loca

tion puts it some distance from the targeted rural areas. Alternative #2
 

These would be
identified the health center (HC) as the training site. 


The third
certain HC's identified for the training program by the CHS. 


alternative selected "a central village" for the training location. This
 

choice focussed the training to take place "among the people" rther than
 

within a health delivery system location.
 

influenced by the loca-
The identification of who would be trained was 


tion of the training. In Alternative #1, senior HWs would more readily be
 

selected to go to Vunapope. Training at a health center as designed in
 

the staff present. It is interesting to
Alternative #2 would include all 


note that Alternative #3 broadened the definition of "who" to go beyond
 

health workers and included the villager as the target of training.
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VARIABLES 


Where 


Who 


Approach 


Content 


Time 


Trainers 


Table 2
 

Decision Variables and the Alternatives
 

ALTERNATIVE 1 
 ALTERNATIVE 2 


Vunapope 
 Individual health center 


Senior Health Workers 
 Health Center Staff 


Classroom lecture 
 A combination of on the job 

and workshop 


All PHC skills and Knowledge 
 All PHC skills and knowledge

previously identified 
 previously identif 4 ed 


Training sessions occurring 
 One week in duration occur-

twice a year, each 
one 
 ring 3 to 4 times a year 

lasting one week
 

Project Team and Resource Project Team 
and Resource 

Personnel 
 Personnel 


ALTERNATIVE 3
 

Central vi;'age
 

At first with all the health
 
workers and later with key
 
villagers
 

Workshop and then group
 
discussions
 

All PHC skills and knowledge
 
previously identified
 

2 days a week for 4 weeks,
 
several times a year
 

Project Team and Resource
 
Personnel
 



Again, the selection of the location influenced the training approach.
 

The Vunapope-based solution was characterized by the traditional classroom
 

lecture scheme. Alternative #2 focussed on the use of workshops and on-the

job training. The third alternative identified workshops and then group
 

discussions that included the village people along with the professional
 

staff in the training process.
 

The proposed alternatives differ only slightly for the final three
 

decision variables. Each alternative identified the skill and knowledge
 

represented by the objectives as the "content" of the training program. The
 

"length of time" for training viried slightly. And a team approach to "who
 

would do the training" had already been established by decision-makers in
 

the CHS. The planners also left the specifics of content to the trainers
 

and in general allowed for flexibility within each proposed training site.
 

Constraints
 

The fourth task of the planning sessions was the identification of
 

constraints. Again, after lengthy discussion, the participants narrowed the
 

list of constraining factors. Table 3 presents the list of constraints. It
 

also lists the weights the participants assigned to the constraints. Recall
 

that the rating ranged from 10-1.
 

Factors 2 through 6 represented constraints in the technical sense that
 

constraint is used within OR. Constraint #1 is actually an operational
 

problem. At this stage of the work, however, the planners were not ready to
 

deal with the system support issue. Instead they saw the "system's lack of
 

support" as a given and NOT as a problem to be solved. Thus in that sense,
 

#1 was a constraint. Further into the program, this constraint would come
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to be viewed as an operational problem, and in fact, the program expanded to
 

deal with the issue of central support.
 

Table 3
 

Constraints of the Training Program
 

WEIGHT CONSTRAINTS
 

10 Problems in continuing support
 

9 Curative attitude
 

8 Difficulty in setting work priorities
 

5 Time away from work and home
 

5 Problems in transportation
 

2 Cultural bias
 

At this point in the planning sessions a number of things had been
 

accomplished: 1) the participants had continued the problem analysis
 

process and begun to specify operational problems within the issue of how to
 

more effectively train rural health workers to do PHC, 2) they identified
 

the program objectives and constraints, and 3) they also assigned weights to
 

both the objectives and constraints. The weighting process anticipated use
 

of MCUA as the model to be used to reach an optimal solution.
 

Determining the Optimal Solution
 

The final objective of the planning session was to use MCUA to evaluate
 

the three alternatives and arrive at an optimal solution. This analysis had
 

several phases. Phase 1 focussed on the ability of the alternatives to
 

reach the objectives. The steps in phase 1 were:
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1) constructing a utility curve for each objective,
 

2) determining the impact of each alternative,
 

3) locating the impact for each alternative on the utility curve,
 

4) multiplying each alternative's respective utility times the
 
weight of the objective, and
 

5) calculating the total and then a mean weighted utility for
 
each alternative. (Delp et al, 1977)
 

Figures 1, 2 and 3 depict the steps necessary in determining the util

ity of each alternative relative to a specific objective. Figure i shows
 

the construction of the utility curve. Figure 2 illustrates the impact of
 

each alternative. Figure 3 depicts the utility of each alternative relative
 

to the specific objective. Figure 3 indicates that Alternative #3 was rated
 

most useful and Alternative #1 was rated least useful.
 

Figure 1
 

Utility Curve for Lommunity Relations Objective 

Utility 

100% T 

50%
 

0% 
Not at All Not Very Effective Very 
Effective Effective Effective 
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Figure 2 

Impact Assessment for Community Relations By Each Alternate
 

Utility
 

100%T
 

75%
 

[50% 


Alt Alt Alt
 

0%
 
Not at All Not Very Effective Very
 
Effective Effective 
 Effective
 

Figure 3 

Utility of Alternatives for Community Relations 

Utility 
Alt #3 = 97% 

100% ------ ,-

Alt #2 = 77% 

50%, 
Alt L = 40% 

I I 

II 
I I 

0%
 
Not at All Not Very Effective Very
 
Effective Effective Effective
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----------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 4 summarizes the results of this first phase of solution assess

ment. As the data in the table indicate, the mean utility of each alterna

tive to reach the objectives of the training program was as follows: Alter

native #1 = 50.6, Alternative #2 = 66.2, and Alternative #3 = 74.8. Thus,
 

the planning group estimated that #3 would be a more effective alternative
 

to reach the training programs objectives.
 

The second phase of solution assessment focussed on the utility of each
 

alternative in handling the constraints. Again, Phase 2 followed the steps
 

outlined above.
 

This phase can be illustrated with the following example. Figure 4
 

depicts the utility curve constructed for the constraint of the curative
 

orientation of the workers, the ability of each alternative to handle the
 

curative attitude, and its location on the utility curve.
 

Figure 4
 

Utility of Alternatives to Handle Curative Attitudes
 

Utility
 

100%
 

I Alt #3=88% 

Alt #2 = 62% 

50=
 
Alt #1 =43%
 

0% 
Ineffective 
In Combating 
Curative Attitude 

Not Very 
Effective 

Effective Very 
Effective 
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OBJECTIVES 


Community Relations 


Stability 


Problem Identification 


Resource Knowledge 


PHC Skills 


TOTAL UTILITY 


MEAN UTILITY 


Table 4
 

Objectives: Summary of Weighted Utilities
 

WEIGHT ALTERNATIVE 1 ALTERNATIVE 2 

(weight x utility) (weight x utility) 


10 (10 x 40) = 400 (10 x 77) = 770 


10 (10 x 52) = 520 (10 x 52) = 520 


9 (9 x 31) = 279 (9 x 78) = 720 


9 (9 x 91) = 812 (9 x 60) = 540 


9 (9 x 40) = 360 (9 x 64) = 576 


. 47 : 2378 . 3108 

(2378/47) = 50.6 (3108/47) = 66.2 

ALTERNATIVE 3
 
(weight x utility)
 

(10 x 97) = 970
 

(10 x 52) = 520
 

(9 x 96) = 864
 

(9 x 41) = 369
 

(9 x 88) = 792
 

2 3515 

(3515/47) = 74.8 



Table 5 summarizes the results of Phase 2. As the data in Table 5 

indicates, the mean utility of each alternative in handling the constraints 

was as follows: Alternative #1 = 46, Alternative #2 = 60.9, and Alternative 

#3 = 7-6. 

In Phase 3 of solution assessment, the participants considered the
 

issue of cost. In this phase the investigators deviated from the usual
 

approach to cost utility analysis, i.e., constructing a cost utility ratio
 

(Reynolds, J. and K. Gaspari, 1985:D-10). Instead, the investigators inte

grated the cost factor into the MCUA process. Only data on direct costs
 

were collected. These included: travel, training costs, food and accommo

dations. The ccst to train the HW at the different locations was estimated
 

as follows: Alternative #1: cost per trainee = NGK 275; Alternative #2:
 

cost per trainee = NGK 95; Alternative #3: cost per trainee = NGK 185 (NGK
 

New Guinea Kina: NGK 1.00 = US 1.03 early in 1985).
 

After collecting the cost data, the participants were asked to: 1)
 

determine the effect of different levels of cost on an alternative's utility
 

and 2) evaluate the importance of cost relative to the other criteria of
 

achieving objectives and handling constraints. The discussions focusing on
 

cost were both long and difficult due to cultural perceptions. The partici

pants' initial view of cost can be summarized as "ifyou have money you
 

spend it, if not, then you make do with what you have." Nevertheless, after
 

much discussion, the final outcome of the effect of cost utility and the
 

relative significance of the cost variable represented a strong group con

census. Table 6 summarizes the results of the MCUA strategy using this
 

method.
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Table 5
 

Constraints: Summary of Weighted Utilities
 

OBJECTIVES WEIGHT ALTERNATIVE 1 ALTERNATIVE 2 ALTERNATIVE 3
 
(weight x utility) (weight x utility) (weight x utility)
 

Continuing Support 
 10 (10 x 38) = 380 (10 x 58) = 580 (10 x 75) = 750
 

Curative Attitudes 9 (9 X 43) = 387 (9 x 62) = 558 
 (9 x 88) = 792
 

Work Priorities 8 
 (8 x 58) = 364 (8 x 73) = 584 (8 x 73) = 584
 

Time Away 
 5 (5 x 55) = 275 (5 x 55) = 275 (5 x 85) = 425
 

Transport 5 
 (5 x 37) = 185 (5 x 47) = 235 (5 x 47) = 235
 

Cultural Bias 2 (2 x 52) = 104 (2 x 72) = 
144 (2 x 90) = 180
 

TOTAL UTILITY $ 39 1795 Z2376 < 2966
 

MEAN UTILITY (1795/39) = 46 (2376/39) = 60.9 (2966/39) =76
 



Table 6
 

Summary Matrix: MCUA Method
 

CRITERIA WEIGHT ALTERNATIVE 1 ALTERNATIVE 2 ALTERNATIVE 3
 

Objectives 10 (10 x 50.6)=506 (10 x 66.2)=662 (10 x 74.8)=748
 

Constraints 9 (9 x 46)=414 (9 x 60.9)=548 (9 x 76)=684
 

Cost 6 (6 x 39)=234 (6 x 79)=474 (6 x 64)=384
 

TOTAL UTILITY 525 1154 Z1684 :1816
 

MEAN UTILITY (1154/25)=46 (1684/25)=67.4 (1816/25)=72.6
 

As the data in Table 6 indicate, the participants ranked the variable
 

cost (6) less important than either achieving objectives (10) or handling
 

corstraints (9). The relative weighting of these criteria clearly led to
 

the emergence of Alternative #3 as the most desirable choice.
 

Sensitivity Analysis
 

After arriving at Alternative #3 as the optimal solution, two types of
 

sensitivity analysis were conducted. First, participants were asked to
 

consider the outcome of the solution assessment session. They were asked if
 

the outcome reflected their opinions or if they wanted to change or modify
 

the results. Second, the investigators used the previously described data
 

and constructed a cost utility ratio. Table 7 depicts the construction of
 

the mean utility for each option without cost being included. Table 8
 

presents the cost utility ratio for each alternative.
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Table 7
 

Utility of Alternatives
 

CRITERIA WEIGHT ALTERNATIVE 1 ALTERNATIVE 2 ALTERNATIVE 3
 

Objectives 10 (10 x 50.6)=506 (10 x 66.2)=662 (10 x 74.8)=748
 

Constraints 9 (9 x 46)=414 (9 x 60.9)=548 (9 x 76)=684
 

TOTAL UTILITY : 19 5 920 1210 :5 1432 

MEAN UTILITY (920/19)=48.4 (1210/19)=63.7 (1432/19)=75.4 

Table 8
 

Cost Utility Ratio Method
 

ALTERNATIVE MEAN UTILITY COST/TRAINEE COST UTILITY RATIO
 

1 48.4 275K 5.68
 

2 63.7 95K 1.49
 

3 75.4 185K 2.45
 

Since the alternative of choice differed according to the assessment
 

method, the participants were asked to consider the top two choices again.
 

Despite the fact that Alternative #2 has the lowest cost utility ratio, the
 

participants remained adamant concerning the choice of Alternative #3. It
 

is possible that the participants believed that they had reached a decision
 

prior to the break and did not want to contradict the earlier decision
 

despite the cost evidence. The fatigue factor could also have accounted for
 

the reluctance to reconsider the decision. However, all of the planning
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sessions were taped and therefore it was possible to "listen again" to the
 

discussion of this issue. The discussion focussed on the substantive merits
 

of the two alternatives. The participants' key argument for choosing Alter

native #3 was the importance of the village-based training component of that
 

program. Thus, while other explanations cannot be ruled out, the discussion
 

of the decision seems to reflect a genuine belief in the merits of Alterna

tive #3.
 

Solution Validation
 

Acting on the recommendations of the planning group the CHS chose four
 

health centers and their surrounding villages as sites for training. Thus,
 

specific areas and not specific individuals were designated for the training
 

program. This place-specific-choice, plus the constraints on data collec

tion, suggested a case study approach to solution validation. The objec

tives of the project gave direction to the case studies by defining two
 

dimensions on which to evaluate success versus failure. First, were the
 

workers and villagers using the skills targeted in the training program?
 

Second, were there now Primary Health Care/Community Development (PHC/CD)
 

projects where there were none existing prior to project implementation?
 

Design
 

To answer these questions each designated area was treated as a case.
 

Within each area a modified multiple base line design was used to assess the
 

skill level associated with each objective. In this quasi-experimental
 

design each group served as its own control. However, unlike the classic
 

ABA designs, no attempt was made to recover the baseline. Instead, to the
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extent possible, baseline observations were made for each skill. As the
 

training proceeded, changes in the use of specific skills were noted. The
 

program focussed on different skills at different phases during implementa

tion. If the program was a success, changes in skills would follow that
 

skill specific phase of training. Skills acquired in an earlier phase
 

should continue to be used.
 

Measurement
 

Data necessary for defining a baseline and for measuring change were
 

gathered using traditional case study methods i.e., interviews, observa

tions, written documentation e.g., letters, reports, etc., when available.
 

No single source of information or single indicator was an adequate measure
 

of the targeted skills and knowledge. Therefore, data were gathered using
 

multiple indicators from multiple sources. In addition, only crude measures
 

were likely to be available. Often measures documented the existence or use
 

vs. non-existence or non-use of a skill. Sometimes there were indicators in
 

increasing or decreasing use of a skill. Sometimes qualitative indicators
 

of increasing expertise in the skill could be documented.
 

The effectiveness of the training program will be separately evaluated
 

for each site. Also, the impact of the project on the different health
 

delivery systems (CHS, ENB, WNB) needs to be evaluated.
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Timetable
 

Table 	9 illustrates the original and actual timetables for the project.
 

The time was extended one monLh to allow for an additional workshop in
 

Vunapope at the end of the project.
 

TABLE 9
 

Project Timetable
 

TASKS ORIGINAL TIME ACTUAL TIME
 
IN MONTHS IN MONTHS
 

A. Problem Analysis and Solution Development
 
1. Meeting Preparation
 
2. Introduction of Partcipants to PHC 1 	 1
 
3. Planning Session
 
4. Gathering Data
 
5. Assessment Process
 

B. Prepare Training Implementation
 
1. Gather Resource Information
 
2. Analyze Health Center Records 	 2 2
 
3. Design Skill Training Plan
 
4. Schedule Team Activities
 

C. Training Project Implementation
 
1. Introduction of HWs to PHC
 
2. Skill Training 	 11 12
 
3. Test PHC Project
 
4. Ongoing Evaluation
 
5. Workshop Coordination
 

D. Evaluation
 
1. Preparation of Report to PNG
 
2. 	Presentation of Results and
 

Recommendations to PNG
 

E. Final Report
 
1. Report to PRICOR 	 1
 
2. Report to PNG
 

TOTAL 	MONTHS 16 i7
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RESULTS
 

Training Program
 

In the solution development step, the planners identified skill and
 

knowledge oriented objectives, and focussed t.raining within the rural vil

lages. They left the specifics of the program to the training team. The
 

team developed a three phase generic approach which was then adapted to the
 

needs of each training site. The training phases were outlined as follows:
 

Phase 1
 

Objectives: Gather baseline data
 
Develop community relations skills
 
Begin work on problem identification skills
 

Participants: Rural health workers
 

Health extension team
 

Location: Health center and surrounding villages
 

Procedure: Daily training sessions: discussions,
 
structured meetings with villagers using
 
simple OR techniques
 

Phase 2
 

Objectives: Continue community relations skills and
 
problem identification skills
 
Focus on developing knowledge of resources
 
and how to access them as well as PHC skills
 

Participants: Rural health workers
 
Health extension team
 
Other community development workers
 
Resource people 

Location: Health Center 
Nearby villages 

Will try a central 
health center to 
accommodate bringing 
in resource people. 

Procedure: Sessions on community diagnosis procedures 
and resources available to HC workers 
Visit to a village to do community diagnosis 
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Phase 3
 

Objectives: Assess implementation progress of activity
 
plans designed in Phase 2
 
Reinforce implementation skills, and
 
knowledge and skills necessary to access
 
resources
 

Participants: Rural health workers
 
Health extension team
 
Resources people (ifpossible)
 
Health center and surrounding villages
 

Procedure: Use community diagnosis procedures and PHC
 
activity plans as basis for assessing
 
progress
 
Emphasize participation of workers and
 
villages in assessment
 

In the actual implementation, Phase 2 became the central component of
 

the training program. First, it reinforced the awareness of PHC problems
 

and community relations skills emphasized in Phase 1. Second, it expanded
 

the program's target from the rural health worker and villager to include
 

middle-level managers and top provincial level decision-makers from the
 

health and other development oriented sectors. Third, it provided an oppor

tunity for multi-level planning and led participants to acquire the tech

niques necessary for such planning.
 

The real definition of what Phase 2 "should be" was a result of the
 

first training phase. After the implementation of Phase 1 at the ENB sites,
 

there was a growing belief that both the short term success and the long
 

term maintenance of any positive outcomes of the project would require: 1)
 

sustaining the commitment of both the Church Health Service and the
 

Provincial Health Department to PHC, and 2) integrating the proglam into a
 

multi-sectoral approach to community development. This realization began
 

the shift of the idea of "the continuing need for system support" away from
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being perceived as a constraint to being seen as an operational problem.
 

This awareness began with decision-makers in the Provincial Health System
 

and was communicated to those in the Church Health Service. Together, with
 

the help of the PRICOR investigator, they began to address this problem in
 

Phase 2 of the training process.
 

A pilot test of Phase 2 was conducted in a workshop held at Vatnabara
 

in the Duke of York Islands. Its purpose was: 1) to develop problem
 

identification skills and awareness of resources and how to access them, 2)
 

to orient persons throughout the health system toward PHC, and 3) to help
 

participants understand the role of the rural health worker in PHC and see
 

themselves as resources in the community development process.
 

Vatnabara Workshop
 

The workshop was jointly sponsored by the Church Health Service and the
 

Provincial Health Service. Major funding for it came from the World Health
 

Organization and secondarily from the Harms Seidel Foundation. The PRICOR
 

investigator coordinated the workshop. The 35 participants included: the
 

Provincial Health Officer, Health Department Section Heads (Child Maternal
 

Health, TB and Leprosy Control, Water and Sanitation, Malaria Control,
 

Health Education, Special Projects, etc...) and the Church Health Service
 

counterparts, the Church Health Secretary, Health Extension Officers (HEO)
 

and Officer-in-Charge (OIC) of the majority of rural health centers in ENB.
 

The workshop had three phases: 1) orientation of participants to PHC, 2)
 

development of community diagnosis skills (problem identification), and 3)
 

joint work by health providers and villagers to identify problems, assess
 

resources, set priorities and construct an implementation plan (solution
 

development).
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Phase 1 of the workshop focussed on creating a common orientation
 

toward an understanding of PHC. It stressed the classic approach to PHC
 

that included the use of appropriate technology, intersectoral interaction,
 

and community participation. The objective was to provide both information
 

and motivation for the participants.
 

Phase 2 had an instructional and an experiential component directed
 

toward developing community diagnosis skills. A major part of the instruc

tion included presentations by Health Department Section Heads who discussed
 

their jobs, how their section operated, and what information they needed to
 

do their work properly. These presentations helped the participants to
 

learn about the kinds of information needed for a community diagnosis as
 

well as to acquaint participants with available resources and how to access
 

them. After the instructional sessions, the participants were divided into
 

groups and sent to nearby villages to do a community diagnosis. The groups
 

checked the village water source and the gardens, did a general village
 

inspection, interviewed families and individuals and performed physical
 

examinations.
 

In Phase 3, the participants returned to the villages they had visited
 

earlier. They met with the villagers to discuss what the villages identi

fied as key problems. Using a simple matrix, the villagers and health
 

workers identified problems and resources, set priorities, and proposed a
 

plan of action.
 

Prior to going into the villages, the participants were quite anxious
 

about interacting with the villagers. They feared that the people would put
 

them into the uncomfortable position of being asked to respond to unrealis
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tic expectations. The participants returned with positive attitudes toward
 

the village experience. They found the assessment matrix usable and effec

tive in the village situation. The follow-up discussion also indicated that
 

in the assessment process the villagers came to see themselves as the
 

"doers" and to see the workshop participants as outside resources to be used
 

as supporting agents.
 

Vatnabara Techniques
 

At Vatnabara the PRICOR investigator tested three techniques that would
 

be used throughout the project. The investigators tried to choose and
 

modify techniques to be truly usable and understandable to all the partici

pants.
 

Community Diagnosis Mapping
 

The creation of a community diagnosis map is a problem identification
 

technique that visually depicts a village. Working together the villagers
 

and the health worker draw a picture of the village. They identify the
 

nature and location of the houses, water supply, latrines, waste disposal
 

sites, gardens, animals, etc... Together they can then focus on the vil

lage, discuss its positive and negative impact on health and begin to iden

tify PHC problems. Figure 5 illustrates one of the community diagnosis
 

maps.
 

Linking Game
 

The linking game is a problem analysis tool. It helps health workers
 

to: 1) examine a general problem and break it into smaller components, and
 

2) consider the nature of these components. The linking game is a technique
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that can be used in many situations and at various levels of sophistication.
 

It can be used with the lowest level workers to help them see that many
 

factors influence health. Figure 6 depicts the linking game used with APO's
 

at one of the training sites. In this instance, APOs discussed the problem
 

of infant mortality. They identified factors in a cycle beginning with
 

pregnancy to the death of a child. They considered a variety of problems
 

within the cycle. The nature of these problems may be social, economic,
 

cultural or physical. The linking game can also be used with more sophisti

cated participants to focus on the health delivery system.
 

Solution Development Matrix
 

Designed at Vatnabara, the Solution Development Matrix (SDM) is a
 

simple planning tool. It focuses the group's attention on a set of decision
 

variables. Initially, these variables included the problem, manpower avai

lability, local resources, technical advice and outside assistance. The
 

final form of the matrix and the tool that would be used at the actual
 

training sites is depicted in Table 10. The matrix can be used at the
 

village level, it does not require literacy of all the participants, and yet
 

is understandable to all of them.
 

Table 10
 

Solution Development Matrix Design
 

PLACE NEEDS LOCAL LOCAL TECHNICAL OUTSIDE TIME COORDI-

MANPOWER RESOURCES ADVISOR RESOURCES NATOR
 

I I8 
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The Vatnabara workshop was as strategic to project implementation as
 

the roiginal planning sessions were to project analysis and solution
 

development. Besides being a pilot test of an important phase of the
 

project, Vatnabara gave crucial direction to the entire project in four key
 

areas. These were: 1) expansion of the target, 2) creating awareness of
 

additional operational problems, 3) broadening of the objectives of the
 

training program, and 4) development of an approach and a set of techniques
 

for multi-level planning. First, Vatnabara expanded the target from the
 

villagers and health workers to include middle and top level decision-makers
 

as well as outside funding organizations. Of the outside funders, the
 

participation of the Hanns Seidel Foundation was particularly important. At
 

the time of Vatnabara, Hanns Seidel was beginning to work with the Provin

cial Health System to develop a performance appraisal system. Through
 

continuing interaction with and seeking the assistance of the PRICOR inves

tigator in the planning process, the health worker evaluation process (per

formance appraisal) came to emphasize PHC responsibilities.
 

Second, Vatnabara was important in exparding the decision-makers'
 

understanding of the operational problems embedded in the issue of how to
 

effectively train health workers. It brought into clearer focus four
 

additional operational problems: 1) system support of the HW, 2) HW incen

tives and motivation, 3) evaluation and monitoring of the HW prrformance,
 

and 4) linking the HW with other resources. Vatnabara helped solidify the
 

redefinition of the target as the entire health delivery system and began
 

the process of addressing many of the additional operational problems.
 

Third, Vatnabara expanded the understanding of the objectives of the
 

training. The objectives defined in the original planning session were
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The Vatnabara
formulated as the tools the health workers needed to do PHC. 


workshop suggested that the original orientation was too narrow. By
 

expanding the target and providing instruction in problem identification and
 

analysis, and solution development, an important technology transfer could
 

occur. People throughout the system could begin to acquire key skills in
 

self-reliant development. The original objectives still remained but the
 

importance of technology transfer was added to it.
 

Fourth, Vatnabara pilot tested an approach and a set of techniques that
 

would characterize the rest of the project. These included multi-level
 

participation in most training sessions, initial orientation of the partici

pants to create a common basis and understanding of the sessions' tasks,
 

choosing techniques usable and understandable to all participants, and
 

repeated use of community diagnosis mapping, the linking game and the solu

tion development matrix.
 

Vatnabara tested the feasibility of multi-level planning and techniques
 

that could be used in a situation that included everyone from villagers to
 

top provincial administrators. However, this workshop was held in a rela

tively developed coastal area and focussed primarily on health department
 

personnel. The implementation of Phase 2 at the designated sites included
 

participants from many sectors, i.e., agriculture, education, commerce,
 

forestry, etc. as well as health. The workshops took place in very remote
 

areas. These were not always under the auspices of the highly supportive
 

health delivery system of ENB.
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Case Studies
 

Introduction
 

The Church Health Service designated two locations in East New Britain
 

and two in West New Britain as training site (See Map: Figure 7). Those
 

chosen were among the most remote and least developed areas on the island of
 

New Britain. Each site was unique and the characteristics and location
 

presented different contexts in which to try to implement the training
 

program. Of particular importance were the differences between the two
 

provinces in which the sites were located.
 

East New Britain (ENB)
 

In terms of development, ENB is a province of contrasts. The Gazelle
 

Peninsula is one of the most developed and densely populated areas in PNG.
 

The remainder of its rural areas resembles the rural development of the rest
 

of PNG. In particular, Pomio is sparcely populated, extremely remote and
 

one of the least developed areas of the country. Table 11 illustrates these
 

contrasts in terms of infant and child mortality rates and life expectancy.
 

Table 11
 

Mortality Rates and Life Expectancy
 

RATE PNG ENB ENB ENB
 
CATEGORY OVERALL OVERALL URBAN RURAL
 

Infant Mortality 72 60 35 104
 

Child Mortality 115 90 53 162
 

Life Expectancy 49.5 55.5 59.4 50.4
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ENB has a strong, centrally organized government structure. Primarily,
 

planning and decision-making responsibilities are held by those in the top
 

provincial-level offices located in Rabaul. Therefore, the individual who
 

is the Provincial Assistant Health Secretary is the key decision-maker of
 

the Provincial Health System. The Church Health System in ENB is also
 

centrally controlled by the Church Health Secretary. Each of these irdivid

uals plays an important role in planning, implementing and supporting the
 

health worker in ENB. Each is very committed to the PHC approach to health
 

delivery, and each works well with the other.
 

West New Britain (WNB)
 

Unlike ENB, WNB is a younger and less developed province. Its most
 

developed areas resemble the development level of coastal ENB, with the
 

inland Kandrian district approximating the underdevelopment of Inland
 

Pomino. It has no areas that rival the wealth and development of the
 

Gazelle Peninsula in ENB.
 

During the time of the PRICOR project implementation, a new, very
 

decentralized government structure was being introduced in WNB. In contrast
 

to ENB, greater authority and responsibility were delegated to the districts
 

within the province. A local government council structure based on ward
 

development committees was instituted to involve the people in a self

government process. Due to new positions in the reorganized government
 

structure, transfers, holidays and long leave, there was no consistency in
 

the top provincial-level offices. Likewise, the WNB authorities had not
 

been involved in the PRICOR project design or the planning session. Thus,
 

project investigators had to evaluate the situation and restructure the
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approach to meet the demands of WNB. Once the correct entry point had been
 

identified project implementation began.
 

Project Sites
 

Each case study is named by the location of the health center in the
 

targeted area: Nutuve and Muela in East New Britain, and Unea and Turuk in
 

West New Britain. Nutuve will be discussed first, and the implementation of
 

the training phases will be presented more thoroughly in this case study.
 

The other cases will consist of shorter narratives, with discussion of the
 

implementation procedures noted only as they differ from Nutuve. In the
 

Turuk case study much more detail is given on the actions to prepare for and
 

conduct the workshop. Again this example illustrates the kind of prelimi

nary work that went into each district level workshop. Each of the studies
 

will end with a summary table that illustrates the objectives, outputs,
 

effects and documentation for that case. Most of the documentation will be
 

included in a site specific appendix.
 

Nutuve - Site #1
 

Nutuve is the traditional name for the mission station located about a
 

two-day walk inland from Jacquinot Bay on the south coast of East New
 

Britain. A recently built rough timber road has cut the walking distance by
 

half. There is also an airstrip constructed and maintained by local man

power usinn hand tools. It is occasionally cleared and approved for use by
 

light aircraft or helicopter. Other than the station, the nearest govern

ment or church services are located on the coast.
 

The map in Figure 8 shows the location of Nutuve and the surrounding
 

villages. Two nurses and two nurse-aides staff the health center. Three
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Figure 8 

Nutuve Area Map
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teachers are at the community school and two trained catechists maintain the
 

church. These nine workers provide health, education and religious services
 

for the 2,300 people in the 24 villages within a one-day walking distance of
 

Nutuve.
 

Training Phase 1: 	 Baseline Information, Community Relations,
 
and Problem Identification
 

At the request of the CHS, the teachers and catechists as well as the
 

health workers attended the training sessions. In addition, Sister
 

Helmtrude, the Church Health Secretary, came from Vunapope to attend. Each
 

health worker wrote a few comments on what he or she saw as the most impor

tant aspects of the work and the most serious problems. After allowing each
 

worker to formulate his or her own thoughts, these comments were then used
 

as the basis of the discussion. In general, the health workers enjoyed the
 

curative aspects of their job, had little contact with the wide-ranging
 

provinical resources on the coast and saw the most serious problem as one of
 

"the people don't do what we tell them to do." With the exception of regu

larly scheduled MCH patrols, they seldom went into the villages. There had
 

also been declining utilization of the Health Center and school at Nutuve.
 

During the training sessions, the workers discussed many aspects of
 

their work efforts. After a time, they re-defined the key problem as "the
 

people don't understand what we are doing." The workers decided to form a
 

development committee - the Nutuve Christian Community Development Group
 

(NCCDG). They chose the headmaster, Camillus Tati and a nurse, Peter Morris
 

as their leaders. The aims of NCCDG were to:
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1) improve community awareness of Church and government services,
 

2) increase understanding of the needs of the community and improve
 
cooperation, and
 

3) assist villagers in self-help projects.
 

They decided to pursue the group objectives using an adult education
 

approach. They sent a notice to all of the surrounding villages to attend a
 

general meeting. During the meeting, conducted by the president of the
 

group, village problems were discussed. The adult education program was
 

announced and dates selected for visits to each of the villages. The visits
 

began an ongoing set of interactions with teams of two members visiting each
 

of the villages on a regular basis. The initial meetings identified water
 

supply problems and serious problems with the two staple crops of the area:
 

singapore and taro. Following the village meetings the NCCDG decided on two
 

plans of action:
 

1) to report the crop problems to the Lowlands Agricultural
 
Experiment Station (LAES) at Keravat, ENB.
 

2) to contact the Water and Sanitation Division (W & S) of the
 
Department of Health for advice on the water problem.
 

There were a number of results of the first training sessions.
 

1) 	LAES was completely unaware of the singapore and taro prob
lems in Inland Pomio. For the very first time, they sent a
 
research team into the area (Appendix B - LAES reports and
 
letters).
 

2) 	W & S assigned a construction technician to visit the Nutuve
 
area. He assessed the situation in regard Co materials sent
 
two years earlier to construct five 5,000 gallon metal water
 
tanks. At that time not all the parts were delivered.
 
Those that had arrived were scattered randomly and no
 
techn;cian had been sent to assemble the tanks (Appendix
 
B - W & S reports and letters).
 

3) 	NCCDG established an on-going process of meeting with people
 
in the surrounding villages.
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4) 	Tati sent a letter to the Pomio District Manager and the
 
Department of Education informing them of the actions of the
 
NCCDG. The District Manager responded: "I like to take this
 
opportunity to congratulate you and the newly formed
 
committee in your endeavors to establish a self-help
 
scheme to genuinely tackle the existing problems in your
 
immediate area there. I must admit that the government
 
attempts at times has been very poor over the years and this
 
will still be a handicap in the years to come. None-the
less perhaps our possible solution is the step which you
 
have taken in which your committee becomed a reconnaisance
 
group identify and doing things in your own little way
 
forces the government to do likewise. Mr. President, I
 
would like to make myself available to assist in anyway,
 
please do not hesitate to inquire." (Appendix B - Tati's
 
letter and District Manager's letter).
 

Phase 1 began a process of change, change in the roles they played, in
 

the 	expectations they had of others. Worker-villager interactions in

creased, problems were identified, objectives set and actions taken. Never

theless, villagers 	relied heavily on the health worker and in turn the
 

worker relied on the training team for help in taking these actions.
 

Training Phase 2: 	 Knowledge and Access of Resources,
 
Initiation of PHC Projects
 

Following the Vatnabara workshop, the ENB Department of Health agreed
 

to sponsor a district level workshop in a rural area. It would repeat the
 

Vatnabara format and involve all government personnel in Health, Education,
 

DPI, Commerce, Communications, etc... working within the district. The
 

workers and people 	of the Nutuve area agreed to host the workshop and the
 

World Health Organization (WHO) agreed to fund it.
 

The personnel at the Provincial Department of Health as well as the
 

staff at Nutuve and Muela Health Centers were involved in the planning and
 

preparation process. All of the participants were contacted prior to the
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meeting to clarify their role and expected participation. In addition, the
 

NCCDG and the training team contacted all the village communities involved,
 

explained the process to the people and invited their cooperation. Both the
 

Nutuve and Muela staff played an active role in conducting the procedings of
 

the meeting throughout the four days.
 

Central to the workshop was the construction of a Nutuve Development
 

Plan (Table 12) using the Solution Development Matrix. Based on this plan a
 

number of actions were taken after the district workshop:
 

1) A land dispute was settled and an area designated for a DPI
 
(Department of Primary Industry) station.
 

2) Villagers began construction of a house for the didiman (agri
cultural expert).
 

3) A didiman was posted to Nutuve.
 

4) Application was made for a community school and an APO at an
 
outlying village (Lakiri).
 

5) An aid post was built at Lakiri and an orderly was assigned
 
there.
 

6) A technician was sent to prepare for the water tank construction.
 

7) An experimental garden was started based on the LAECS suggestions.
 

Training Phase 3: Evaluation of Project Implementation
 

Phase 3 was a second district level workshop held six months after the
 

Nutuve Development Plan was designed. It had a number of purposes: 1)
 

evaluate progress on the original development plan, 2) officially open the
 

aid post at Lakiri, 3) introduce the performance appraisal process
 

emphasizing PHC to the ENB rural districts APO's, 4) update the APO's
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Table 12 

Nutuve Development Plan - Original 

PLACE NEEDS LOCAL LOCAL TECHNICAL OUTSIDE TIME COORDINATOR 
MANPOWER RESOURCES ADVISOR RESOURCES 

I 
I 

Everyone Didiman 
(Agri-
cultural 
Expert) 

1. Build House 
2. Prepare 

Ground for 
Garden 

Local 
Materials 
Available 

1. Carpenter 
2. Didiman 

(Agricul-
tural 

1. Archbishop's 
Permission 
for Ground 

2. Tools for 

Start 
Now 

* 

Expert) House & 
Garden 

Paturu 
Bagitave 
Lakiri 

Safe 
Water 

1. Carry Parts 
to Village 

2. Assist With 
Construction 

1. Place 
for 
Tank 

2. Wood 

Water 
Technician 

1. Tank parts 
-Health Dept. 
-Community 
Government 

Start 
in 6 
Months 

* 

Kula 

Piovu 
Bakuria 
Lalika 

Safe 

Water 

1. Carry Sand, 

Stones, Water, 
etc. 

2. Carry Tank 

1. Sand, 

Stones, 
Water, 
etc. 

Water 

Technician 
1. Tank parts 

-Health Dept.
-Community 
Government 

Start 

Now 

Mongo 
Gelioi 

Parts 
3. Assist With 

2. Approval 
of 

Construction Ground 

Lakiri Bridge Assist With Bush Rope Engineer Cable One * 
Construction Month 



PLACE NEEDS LOCAL LOCAL TECHNICAL OUTSIDE TIME COORDINATOR 
MANPOWER RESOURCES ADVISOR RESOURCES 

Lakiri Community 
School 

1. Take Census 
2. Send Appli-

cation 

1. Approval of 
Ground 

2. Bush 

1. Headmaster 
2. Local 

Council 

1. Books, etc. 
2. Approval of 

Government 

Start 
Now 

* 

3. Build School & 
Teachers House 

Material, 
etc. 

3. Prov. Educ. 
Board 

4. Build Toilets 4. Natl. Educ. 
5. Support Teacher: Council 

Everyone 
Bagitave 
Lakiri 

Food 
(Taro) -

Experi-

1. Build Garden 
2. Build Fence 

1. Wood 
2. Planting 

Material 

1. Sr. Mary 
2. Didiman 

1. Approval for 
Ground 
-Father 

Start 
Now 

* 

mental 
Garden 

2. Planting 
Material 

Youth 
Group 

Chicken 
Project 

1. Build Pen 
2. Investment 

Agreeable 
Location 

Didiman 1. Chicks 
2. Food 

Wait 
for 

* 

Capitol Didiman 
3. Leader 

Mongo VHW 1. Carry Supplies 
2. Sel. Candidate 

Nutuve H.C. Nurse Medicine In Two 
Months 

Everyone Airstrip 

Employment 
1. Cut Grass 
2. Build Fence 

1. Wood 
2. Knife 

Tati 1. Pay 
2. Wire 

Wait for 
Approval 

* 



PLACE NEEDS 
 LOCAL 
 LOCAL TECHNICAL OUTSIDE 
 TIME COORDINATOR
MANPOWER 
 RESOURCES 
 ADVISOR 
 RESOURCES
 

Gelioi Law and 1. Select Rep. 
 1. Bush OIC- 1. Approval of Wait for * 

Order 2. Go for 
 Material Community 
 Comm. Govt. Community
Training 
 House Government 
 2. Law Book Govt.
3. Build Court 
 3. Approval of Notice
 
Village Court of
Office 


I 
Approval
 

I
 

Paturu Toilets 
 1. Dig Hole Bush Materials P. Moris 
 None Needed Next
Senel 
 2. Build House 

Parakamen 
 3
 

Mondays
 

Gelioi Pig Fence 1. Build Fence 
I 

I
 

Bush Materials None Needed 
 None Needed Start 
 *and 
 2. Plant Garden 

Now
 

Garden 3. Pen Pigs
 

• This category was added to the SDM after the original Nutuve Plan was developed.
 



medical training, and 5) begin water tank construction. With this extremely
 

crowded agenda not all the objectives could be reached during the four day
 

workshop. Nevertheless the Lakiri aid post was opened, performance apprai

sal was introduced, additional APO medical training given, and the progress
 

on the original development plan was reviewed. Two problems targeted in the
 

first plan received most of the attention. These were the didiman and the
 

water tanks.
 

The original didiman posted to Nutuve stayed a short time and then went
 

on six months leave. He also wanted a plank house rather than the standard
 

government metal house. To respond to these unforseen problems, the village
 

big men and the Nutuve health workers decided on the following action:
 

1) C. Tati would write to the District Manager and request infor
mation concerning the return-or-replacement of the didiman and
 
the government's position regarding the construction of his
 
house.
 

2) The letter would be followed-up in two weeks time by a radio
 
communication for a status report. (See letter in Appendix B)
 

The water tank situation posed an even more difficult situation. The
 

Provincial Health Department sent a WHO water expert and a technician to
 

Nutuve to teach the people to construct modular ferro cement water tanks.
 

The people, however, had spent the preceding time carrying the supplies plus
 

sand and gravel for the metal tanks. A conflict arose between what the
 

outside advisor would do and what the people had worked for. The decision
 

concerning what the villagers would do was left to the village big men. The
 

day after the discussions the village big men returned to the workshop site.
 

They indicated which villages were interested in learning the new tech

nology, who would carry new supplies up from the coastal "drop off" area and
 

who would carry sand, rock and water. After the workshop, the villagers
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kept their agreement, and they worked with the technician and health workers
 

to learn the new technology to construct the tanks. Later the health wor

kers and the district priest worked with the villagers to assemble the metal
 

tanks.
 

The demanding agenda plus the didiman and water tank problems did not
 

allow time for the people and villagers to revise the development plan. The
 

original plan was left with the health workers, and they were encouraged to
 

continue the evaluation and modification of the matrix. About six weeks
 

after the PRICOR investigator returned to the U.S. she received a copy of
 

the completed and revised matrix (Appendix B - Nutuve Development Plan 

1986). Table 13 is a translation of the Nutuve Development Plan for 1986.
 

As the training program implementation progressed, the villagers and
 

the workers became more independent in their decision-making and follow-up
 

activities. It was the village big men who proposed a solution to the water
 

tank problem. It was the NCCDG working with the villagers who determined
 

the action on the didiman problem. It was health workers, villagers, and
 

the training team who used the solution development matrix to evaluate the
 

original development plan and create a second plan without the help of the
 

PRICOR investigator. It was the NCCDG and the villagers who took a govern

ment proposal to upgrade the airstrip and responded with an alternative
 

proposal of using the funds for a road which they saw as more suitable for
 

their needs and circumstances.
 

The Nutuve training effort ultimately involved the big men and vil

lagers of the Nutuve area, the nine staff members, 20 APO's of the rural
 

districts, both the provincial government and Church Health Secretaries,
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Table 13 

Nutuve Development Plan - 1986 

PLACE NEEDS LOCAL LOCAL TECHNICAL OUTSIDE TIME COORDINATOR 
MANPOWER RESOURCES ADVISOR RESOURCES 

Everyone Didiman 1. Complete House 

and Ground 
Preparation 

2. Notify Govt. 

Necessary 

Items 
Available 

Didiman l. Planks 

2. Cement 
3. Water Tank 

Complete 

In Feb. 

1. Fidelis 

2. Lai-
Moilie 

Paturu 

Lakiri 

Modular 

Cement 
WaterTank 

Carry All the 

Needed Supplies 
to the Village 

1. Location 

Approved 
2. Sand, RocksWater, etc. 

Masea - (Local 

Man in NCCDG 
Trained in NewMethod) 

Moulds, cement, 

Filings, Wire, 
etc. 

Start 

Now 

1. Sena-

Paturu 
2. Nick & 

Joe-

Lakiri 

Bagitave 

Gelioi 

Complete 

Metal 
Water 
Tank 

Complete 
Modular 

Water Tank: 

Carry All the 
Needed Supplies 
to the Village 

lCarryCement to 
Village 

1. Sand, Rock, 
Water 

2. Frame for 
Catchment 

Sand 

Masea 

asea 

1. Metal Sheets 
-parish priest 

2. Bolts and 
Putty 

-Comm. Govt. 

Wire, Boltcutters: 
Cement and Chem. 

:-Comm. Govt. 

After 

Comm. 
Govt. 
Meeting 

Start 
Now 

1. Kaure-

Councillor 
2. Masea 

1. Bigilong 
2. Masea 

Mongo Catchment :
for New , 

Water Tank: 

Construct House Bush Materials 
Available None Needed Already There 

,Now 

,F 

Start 1. Leo 
2. Fidelis 

d 
I .__ 

---------- ______ ______ __ 



PLACE 


Lalika 


Kula 

Bakuria 

Piovu 

Lalika 


Mongo 


Lalika 


Everyone 


Lakiri 


NEEDS 


Repair 

Guttering 


1. Tap Ext.: 

Pipe 


2. Anti-

Rust 


Paint
 

Bridge 


Experi-

mental 

Food 

Garden 


Community 


School 


LOCAL 


MANPOWER 


Make Repairs 


Make Repairs 


1. Build Bridge 


2. Collect 

Materials 


1. Replant 

2. Weekly 


Maintanance 

Program 


I I 

Remind Educ. Dept. 

1. School wanted 

2. Viilage Support


Ready 


LOCAL 


RESOURCES 


Bush 

Materials 

Available 


Bush 

Materials 

Available 


Bush 


Materials 

Available 


Bush 

Materials 

Available 


Bush 


Materials 

Available 


TECHNICAL 


ADVISOR 


Michael 

(Plummer and 

Carpenter) 


Michael 


Stellon 


Augustine 

Joe 

Sr. Mary 


Local 


Councillor 


OUTSIDE 


RESOURCES
 

Brackets for 

Securing

Guttering 


1. Paint 

2. Pipe 

3. Tap 

-Comm. Govt. 


Rope and Plan 


Are Ready 


Seed 


Approval of Prov. 

Educ. Board Natl. 

Educ. Council 


TIME COORDINATOR
 

After 1. Kente
 
Comm. 2. Michael
 
Govt.
 
Meeting
 

After 1. Local
 
Comm. Leader
 
Govt. 2. Michael
 
Meeting
 

Begin in Fidelis
 

One
 
Month
 

Start 1. Village
 
Now Health Com.
 

2. Joe
 
3. Augus-


I 

Now and Councillor
 
Another
 
Letter in:
 
6 months
 



PLACE NEEDS LOCAL 
MANPOWER LOCAL 

RESOURCES 
TECHNICAL 
ADVISOR 

OUTSIDE 
RESOURCES 

TIME COORDINATOR 

Youth 

Group 
Chicken 

Project 

1. Build a Pen 

2. Investment Cap. 
3. Select Leader 

Bush 

Materials 

Available 

Didiman 1. Chicks 

2. Food 

Wait 

for 

Didiman 

Select 

Later 

Mongo VHW 1. Carry Supplies 

2. Rep. selected 

Nutuve HC Nurse 1. edicine 

2. Lock Box 

2 Weeks 

To Select 
Rep. 

1. L.Basing 

2. Augus
tine 

Everyone 

Gelioi 

Parakaman 

Airstrip Groups: 
Maintenance: 1. Cut Grass 

2. Build Fence 
I 

Law and 1. Representative 
Order Already Selected: 

2. Get Trained 
3. Build Court 

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I_ 

I 

Toilet 1. Dig Hole I 
2. Build House 

1. Wood 
2. Knives 

3. Work Sched. 

Bush Materials 
Available 

_ __ _ _ _ _ 

Bush Materials 
Available 

_ 

Kasari 

OIC - Comm. 
Government 

_ _ _ _ __ 

P. Moris 

_ 

1. Wire 
2. Nails 

3. Pay Money 

1. Official 
Govt. Approv. 
in Process 

2. Law Book 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I 

None Needed 

Start 
Now 

Comm. 
Govt. 

Next 
Meeting' 

_ _ _ _ 

Finished 

: Kasari 

I 

Leo Basing 

_ _ _ _ _ 

I 

Village 
Health Coi. 

Senel 
Patu-u 

Toilet 1. Dig Hole 
2. Build House 

-___.__ I 

Bush Materials 
Available 

_ _ _ 

P. Moris 

_ _ _ _ _ _ 

: 
_ _ 

None Needed 
Non 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Mondays 

Til Doe 
L__ _ _ _ 

Village 
VillageHalhCm 

_ _ _ _ _ 



PLACE 


Gelioi 


Everyone 


Bakuria 1 

Kula 

Ire 


Bakuria 2 

Piovu 


Paturu 

Senel 

Birigi 

Parakaman 


Bagitave 

Taravele 


Everyone 


NEEDS 


1. 	Pig Pen 

2. 	Garden 


Teacher's 

House 


1.Teacher's 

Kitchen, 

Toilet 


1.School's 

Toilet 


1.Nurses's 

Kitchen, 

Toilet 


1.Health 


Center's 

Toilet
 

Monitor 

School 

Attendance 


I 


LOCAL 

MANPOWER 


1. 	Build Fence 

2. 	Plant Garden 

3. 	Pig Pens 


Carry Supplies 


1. Construct 

Buildings 


2. 	Dig Holes 


3. Construct 

Walls
 

I 


1. Construct 

Buildings 


2. 	Dig Holes 

3. Construct 


Walls
 

I 


Parents of School 

Children Talk to 

Parents of Non-
Attenders 


LOCAL 

RESOURCES 


Bush Materials 

Available 


Sand, Rocks 


Bush Materials 

Available 


I
 

Bush Materials 

Available 


Local Truant 

Appointed 


TECHNICAL 

ADVISOR 


None Needed 


Michael and 

Linas 


None Needed 


None Needed 


Teacher 


OUTSIDE TIME : COORDINATOR 
RESOURCES 

None Needed 	 Decided
 
Not Good
 
idea
 

1. Boards, Metal : Start 1. Michael 
Sheets, Cement Now Monsa
 

!, 2. lana
 

None Needed Next 2 Village
 
Thursdays Leader at
 

Each Site
 

E
 

None Needed 	 Next 2 
 Village
 
Thursdays Leader at
 
Tra Each Site
 

EahSt
 

I
 

: 	Teachers Report Started 1. Village
Attendance to Already Leaders
 

' Officer 
 2. 	Teachers
!2Tahr
 

I I !
 



plus the Ministers of Health and Forestry, the First Assistant Secretary of
 

ENB, the Pomio District Manager and his full complement of officers, the OIC
 

of the Community Government Association, and experts from the Hanns Seidel
 

Foundation and WHO. It resulted in a genuine transfer of the basic OR
 

approach and related techniques. It involved many people in the Church and
 

Provincial Health Delivery Systems. It was the site that received the
 

greatest concentration of training and had the best documentation. The
 

short-term results suggest that the original OR planning session created a
 

feasible and successful program. The long-term results are unknown. Table
 

14 summarizes the results of the training prcgram at Nutuve.
 

Muela Area - Site #2
 

Muela was the second training site chosen in ENB. At the end of a
 

rough timber road it is still a difficult one day walk over bush trails to
 

reach the health center. There is no other way to reach Muela. The map in
 

Figure 9 shows the location of Muela and surrounding villages.
 

Muela differs from Nutuve in important ways. At Nutuve most villages
 

are within a two hour walk. At Muela great distances - a day's walk-over
 

rough mountainous terrain separates many areas from the health center.
 

Villagers come from different clans which creates social interaction prob

lems. The Muela HC and its four surrounding aid posts are isolated from the
 

rest of the province and from each other.
 

The HC at Muela is staffed by two nurses, a nurse aid and an APO.
 

There is a community school with three teachers and a catechist for the
 

church. The officer-in-charge (OIC) of the HC, Peter Iliva, also supervises
 

the 4 aid posts located a days walk in different directions from the HC.
 

The Muela HC serves about 4,000 people.
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OBJECTIVE 


Community 

Relations 


Problem
 
Identification 


OUTPUTS 


2 - Phase 1 Training Visits 

2 - Phase 1 Training Visits 

2 - Phase 2 Training Visits 

2 District Level Workshops
 
8 Village Meetings

3 General Meetings
 

Table 14
 

Nutuve Summary
 

EFFECTS 


Development Group (NCCDG) Organized 


Implementation of Village Visita-

tion Schedule 


Big Men Participation in Two 

District Level Workshops 


Identification of Water Problems 


Identification of Crop Problem'
 

DOCUMENTATION
 

Exhibit #1: Report to Provincial
 
Government and Church of ENB from
 

Tati
 

Exhibit #2: Report to Provincial
 
Government and Church of ENB from

Tati
 

Exhibit #15: May HC Report
 

Exhibit #4 and #5: In Appendix A
 
-ENB Signature Lists
 

Exhibit #3: Morris' Letter to
 
P. Batari
 



OBJECTIVE 


Problem 

Identification 


(continued)
 

Resource 

Knowledge 


and Access
 

OUTPUTS 


Phase 1, 2, 3 Training 

Visits 


Vatnabara 


2 - District Level
 
Workshops 


EFFECTS 


Solution Development Matrix -
Action Plans #1 and #2 


Community Diagnosis Mapping
 

3 - LAES Research Visits 


Visit of Health Inspector for 

Water Tanks 


Negotiations for Didiman 


Negotiation for School 
at Lakiri 


Negotiation for Base Camp 


Negotiation for Road rather than 

Air Strip
 

DOCUMENTATION
 

Exhibit #4 and #5: Nutuve Action
 
Plans
 

Exhibit #6, #7, and #8: Research
 
Reports
 

Exhibit #9: Report From Health
 
Inspector Regarding Metal Water
 
Tanks
 

Exhibit #10: Tati's Letter
 
Regarding Didiman
 

Exhibit #11: Application
 

Exhibit #12: Tati's Letter to
Ellen
 

Exhibit #12
 



OBJECTIVE 

PHC Project 

Tmplementation 

OUTPUTS 

Phase 1, 2, 3 Training Visits 

EFFECTS 

Experimental Garden 

Metal Water Tanks 

Cement Water Tanks 

DOCUMENTATION 

Exhibit #14: April HC Report 

Exhibit #13: Peter Morris's Report 

Exhibit #13 

Didiman Exhibit #10 

Toilets Exhibit #14 

Base Camp Exhibit #12 

Bridge 

Aid Post 

VHW 

Exhibit #17: 

Exhibit #13 

Exhibit #16: 

NCCDG Aug. Minutes 

July Staff Report 



OBJECTIVE OUTPUTS 


Support District Level Workshops 

to Reorient
 
System Toward
 
PHC Vatnabara Workshop 


* Appendix B Unless Otherwise Noted. 

EFFECTS 


LAES Team Sent to Nutuve 


Performance Appraisal 


Funding District Level Workshop By: 

WHO 

Provincial Dept. of Health
 
Hanns Seidel Foundation
 

Appointment of APO for Lakiri
 

Didiman
 

Support for NCCDG 


Establishing a Base Camp
 

DOCUMENTATION
 

Exhibits #6 - #8
 

Exhibits #18 and #19: APO Report
 
Forms
 

Exhibit #20: Tati's Report of
 
Second Nutuve Workshop
 

Exhibit #21: Aua's Letter
 



Figure 9 

Muela Area Map 
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The target sites f:or training in the area were Muela and two aid posts
 

at Bago and Mile. The other two aid posts were extremely difficult to
 

reach, served small populations and would tax the project resources too
 

greatly. Unlike Nutuve, each of these areas worked independently of the
 

others. They focussed on one or two projects and relied primarily on brain

storming and community diagnosis mapping as planning methods. Although the
 

brainstorming addressed the components identified in the solution develop

ment matrix, the matrix itself was not used as a planning tool.
 

During the first trip to the area the training team visited the Muela
 

HC and the aid posts at Mile and Bago. They met with the station staff and
 

village people. They found that the baseline situation was similar to that
 

of Nutuve. The workers perceived the people as uncooperative i.e., not
 

doing what the workers told them to do. The workers were not involved in
 

problem identification or solution development as a team or in conjunction
 

with the villagers. Their relation to outside resources was primarily in
 

terms of supplies for the HC. Trips to the villages were for MCH patrols.
 

Sometime after the initial visit the health staff of each site was
 

changed. It was at this point that Peter Iliva became the OIC for the area.
 

Faced with delays caused by the rainy season and the staff changes, the
 

training team prepared to begin the training program again. Suprisingly,
 

because of the initiatives of the villagers and the OIC, who had attended
 

the Vatnabara workshop, it was not necessary to start from scratch. In

stead, a number of actions had been taken at the different sites. Because
 

of the distances the three sites functioned independently, the discussion of
 

the results of the training for each site will be treated separately. The
 

one factor that influenced all sites was the OIC, Peter Iliva. Peter and a
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number of his staff participated not only in the training at Muela but also
 

sessions at Vatnabara and the Nutuve district level workshops.
 

Muela
 

In the Muela area the health workers tried two different strategies.
 

At Muela they used prayer groups as a means of beginning community discus

sion as well as more traditional activities such as a demonstration nutri

tion garden. These activities were not suggested by the people and were not
 

sustained because of lack of interest. At Malboni, a village of approxi

mately 300 people located about a two-hour walk from the health center, a
 

different approach was tried. The OIC built on the initial visit of the
 

training team to the area. He met with the people and their leaders. Using
 

a basic PHC emphasis on community initiative and participation, the Muela
 

health workers began by working with the villagers to draw a community
 

diagnosis map. Together they focussed on a pilot project for a Village
 

Health Worker (VHW). The village selected a local married woman for the
 

training and decided to build a "haus marasin" or health house. The health
 

workers at Muela agreed to train the VHW and provide supplies. After her
 

training the VHW began a health education program with the village people.
 

She also trained her husband with the approval and under the supervision of
 

the OIC. Together they provide basic medical care to the people.
 

Later another VHW was approved and trained for Maribu, a similar
 

village in the Muela area.
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Mile
 

Mile is a seven hour walk from Muela. The aid post located there
 

serves about 2,000 people in four villages. At Mile the one aid post
 

orderly (APO), two catechists and the village leaders formed the key nucle

us. Their objectives and programs spanned the range of holistic develop

ment. The people sought assistance to train spiritual prayer leaders from
 

among themselves. This was a significant decision because it reflected a
 

real step towards self-reliance. The people argued that they needed to rely
 

more on themselves and not on the infrequent outside assistance.
 

A second project initiative was to begin seed multiplication gardens
 

that would allow everyone to diversify their crops and hopefully improve
 

nutrition. Ineach village the youth groups started the seed gardens under
 

t",e supervision of a newly appointed youth coordinator. Interestingly
 

enough, this project idea was suggested by the big men to help bridge the
 

generation gap that was a growing concern. Itwas a solution that involved
 

the youth in a traditional activity - gardening - with the social and poten

tial economic aspects that api3ealed to the youth.
 

Lastly, they sought to develop sewing and cooking instruction groups
 

for the women. Itwas the village men who vocalized this request and gave
 

the necessary approval for the women to participate. This permission opened
 

the door that allowed these women's groups to contact other women's groups
 

on the coast. As their awareness and social skills grew, they elected two
 

women to represent them in the ENB Council of Women. Based on the develop

ments at Mile, women from other areas including Muela began asking for help
 

to start sewing and cooking groups in their villages. These last two occur
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rences are important given the extreme isolation of Mile. They were oppor

tunities for villagers to expand their world perspective and begin to devel

op skills needed to keep pace with the growing development process in ENB.
 

Bago
 

Bago like Mile is a day's walk from Muela. The work at Bago was just
 

beginning toward the end of the project. Emphasis was on commmunity rela

tions and problem iaentification. Requests were made for seed gardens and
 

cooking instructions.
 

The key health staff (OIC and APO) participated in the Vctnabara and
 

Nutuve training sessions. As in all cases, the training team encouraged
 

workers and villages to identify their own needs and develop solutions to
 

them. The problems they identified reflected the broad scope of PHC. These
 

included physical, spiritual, economic and social dimensions. Muela dif

fered from Nutuve in the techniques the workers adopted, the independent
 

action of the villagers or APO's, and the key role played by the OIC and the
 

village leaders. Given the extreme isolation of Muela and the vast terri

tory it serves this independence is important. Table 15 summarizes the
 

results of project implemcntation in the Muela area.
 

Unea/Bali - Site #3
 

Unea is the mission station for Bali Island. The island is located off
 

the north coast of WNB about 15 hours by boat from Kimbe the capital of the
 

province. The island is basically circular with about a 7 km diameter.
 

Three tall mountains rise from the center of the island so that the over
 

7,000 people living there have settled mostly near the coast.
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Table 15 

Muela Summary 

OBJECTIVE OUTPUTS EFFECTS DOCUMENTATION 

Community 
Relations 

2 - Phase 1 Training visits 2 - Community Development Groups 
Organized 

Exhibit #1: Minutes of Development 
Group Meeting 

Village Visitation Schedule Exhibit #1 

Malboni Community Relations Day Exhibit #1 

Problem 
Identification 

2 - Phase 1 and 2 Training
Visits 

Need for VHW at Malboni and Maribu 

4 - General Meetings Mile: 
Training for Prayer Leaders 

Exhibit #3, #4, #5: 
Letter 

Catechist 

Women's Development Groups
Seed Gardens 

Community Diagnosis Mapping Exhibit #2: Map for Malboni 

Food Problems 



OBJECTIVE 


Resource 


Knowledge 

and Access
 

PHC Project 


Implementation
 

OUTPUTS 


Phase 1, 2, 3 Training 


Visits
 

Vatnabara and Nutuve
 
Workshops Attended By Muela

Staff 


Phase 1, 2, 3 Training Visits 


EFFECTS 


Acquainted with Resource People 


VHW Permission and Supplies 


Instructor and Supplies for Sewing 

and Cooking Groups
 

Youth Coordinator Posted
 

2- VHW 


4 -Seed Multiplication Gardens 


4 - Women's Development Groups 

4 -Prayer Leader Groups 

DOCUMENTATION
 

Exhibits #1 - #5
 

Exhibit #6: Iliva's Report
 

Exhibits #3, #4, #5
 

Exhibit #6
 

Exhibit #7: Pilot Project Report
 

Exhibit #3, #4, #5
 



OBJECTIVE OUTPUTS EFFECTS DOCUMENTATION 

Support 

to Reorient 
Vatnabara Workshop Youth Coordinator Appointed 

System Toward 
PHC Performance Appraisal 

VHW Approval and Support 

2 - Development Workers Funded for 
Area 

* Appendix C Unless Otherwise Noted. 



Access to the island is provided by a weekly scheduled government barge
 

and various other smaller privately-owned boats. Commercial air service is
 

scheduled twice each week when the weather permits it. Two-way radios
 

provide emergency contact with the mainland of New Britain.
 

A large portion of the island's tillable land supports a commercially
 

owned coconut/cocoa plantation. While it offers a means of employment and
 

thus cash income, it also severely limits the land remaining for food crops.
 

Studies have revealed that the local people exhibit stunted growth due to
 

chronic undernutrition.
 

Figure 10 illustrates the island's major villages aod other features.
 

The main health center is located on the mission station at Mikiri. Gener

ally, it is staffed by six to seven nurses and nurse aids plus a number of
 

local helpers. They maintain 24 hour service at the 40 bed health center
 

and in addition operate monthly MCH clinics in all the major villages on the
 

island. Makiri also has a community school staffed with 14 teachers, a
 

small vocational school for young girls, and a church maintained by a
 

priest, three to four religious sisters, a brother and several catechists.
 

Bali Island has three other major population centers: Penopo,
 

Vatukele, an,, <umburi. All have a community school and a church with
 

professional staff based on site. Kumburi, as well as Nigilani which is the
 

sub-district government headquarters, also have aid posts.
 

At the time of project startup, baseline data indicated that a health
 

extension officer (HEO) was in charge of the HC. His training and job
 

description included more PHC type work than the regular nursing staff. The
 

HEO had identified a number of needs in the area e.g., toilets, rubbish
 

disposal areas, etc. The HEO was transferred a few months later without
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Figure 10 

Unea Area Map
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having begun any of his projects. He was not replaced. With the exception
 

of the Sister-in-Charge (SIC) who would occasionally go into the villages to
 

give family planning instruction, the remaining nursing staff was content to
 

fulfill their HC and MCH duties.
 

Project implementation began with a general meeting at Unea. All the
 

health workers, community school teachers, and church staff from all over
 

the island were invited (See signature list in Appendix A - WNB). The
 

purpose of the meeting was to introduce them to PHC/Community Development
 

and to begin Phase 1 of the training. This was done through a series of
 

group discussions and meetings at the different stations. As a result, four
 

development groups were formed - one in each of the population centers on
 

the island. An ambitious set of team visits to the villages was scheduled
 

and carried out. The initial work of the groups focussed on problem identi

fication. Details of these activities are documented in the letters and
 

reports found in Appendix D. However, after a number of attempts by the
 

health workers and teachers, it was evident that the village people were not
 

interested in working with the station staff in problem identification and
 

solution development. The villagers perceived the staff as "outsiders".
 

The villagers wanted to work on the problems themselves and use the health
 

workers as resources. This situation led tc a major shift in the training
 

approach taken on Bali Island. Although the project investigator continued
 

to work with the station staff, she also set up a program targeting the
 

villagers.
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This shift coincided with a request to the PRICOR investigator from the
 

sub-district government coordinator. He asked for help in introducing the
 

new provincial Ward Development Committee (WDC) structure. A joint workshop
 

was planned. The purposes of the workshop were:
 

1) to introduce the WDC structure at the village level,
 

2) to consider the "whole person" in community development, and
 

3) to introduce participants to the necessary skills and techniques
 
to successfully identify problems, plan and implement village
 
based community development projects.
 

Using the Soluton Development Matrix (SDM) a number of problems were
 

identified and solutions proposed. Table 16 illustrates the solution
 

development matrix that was constructed at the Unea workshop. Because of
 

commitments in Turuk, the PRICOR investigator did not attend the Unea work

shop. For the first time an entire district level workshop using the OR
 

approach was conducted by someone other than the PRICOR investigator. Sr.
 

Mary Drum, a member of the training team, worked with the Bal, staff to plan
 

and coordinate the three day meeting.
 

Unea was quite different from the ENB sites. The training approach had
 

to be revised to meet the problems that arose at this site. A great deal of
 

time was spent determining how to adjust the program to the new circum

stances. Itwas not possible to move through two iterations of the action
 

plan (SDM). Nevertheless, once the training approach was adapted to the new
 

circumstances, progress began to be made. Again, the OR techniques were
 

useful tools in the new situation and technology transfer occured. On the
 

other hand, the training program (originally designed by ENB health system
 

personnel) needed a numbar of changes to be implemented in Unea. Table 17
 

summarizes the results of the training program at Unea.
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Table 16
 

Unea Development Plan
 

PLACE NEEDS LOCAL 
MANPOWER 

LOCAL 
RESOURCES 

TECHNICAL 
ADVISOR 

OUTSIDE 
RESOURCES 

TIME COORDINATOR 

I REOUCE 

Manopo 
Penata 

Fishing 1. Village Youth 
2. Fishing Experts 

1. Handmade Nets: 
2. Canoes 

1. Fisheries 
Officer-Kimbe 

1. Boad & Engine 
2. Freezer 

February 
1986 

WDC 

3. Fishing Gear 2. Business Dev. -Kerosene -Lead 
4. Fishing 

Rights 
5. Land 
6. Storage Place: 

Officer-Bali 
3. Population 
(Market) 

-Elec. (Gen.) 
3. Nets & Other 

Gear 
4. Housing

Material 

Time 
(2 
Months) 

5. Loan K1,000 
II! I 

Penata-
botong. 

Nalagaro 

Semi 
Intensive 
Piggery 

1. Village Labor 
-Clear Ground 
-Cut Posts 

1. Land Rights 
2. Local Trees 
3. Food for Pigs: 

1. Didiman-Bali 
2. Business Dev. 
Officer-Bali 

1. Fence Wire 
2. Nails 
3. Iron Posts 

Start 
August 
1986 

WDC 

2. Select Care- 4. Money 4. Timber 
Taker 5. Pig Food 

TOTAL PROJECT COST: K1,500 
6. Money-Council 

iI 
I 

to be funded from village contribitions and local
I II 

I II I 
III 

Government Council funding. 

I 

Malangai 
Kumburi 1 

: Sea 
Wall 

6 Youth Groups 1. Sea Rocks, 
Soil, Sand 

1. Engineer or 
Surveyor 

1. Iron Bars 
2. Money K1,500 

Sept '86 
to 

WDC 

, 2. Canoes
3. Logs 2. Sub-District 

Coordinator Sept '88 
, 
I{
I 

I4. Money K600 

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _I_ _ _ _ _ _ _I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I _ _ _ _I _ _ _ _ 



PLACE NEEDS 


I 

Kumburi 2 Copra 

Navandau Drier 


Ketinerave Transport 

Tamagone 


Rukaboroko: Water 

Makiri Supply 


LOCAL 


MANPOWER 

I 

1. Carpenter 

2. Village Labor 


-Clear Site 


-Help Carpenter 


I 

Hold meeting and 

and Discuss K7,000 

Contributions 


1. Village Labor 

-50 Workers 


2. Parish Priest

-Coordinator 


LOCAL 


RESOURCES 


III 

1. Land Rights 

2. Money K300 

3. Stone 


4. Gravel 

5. Sand 


1. Local Wages 

From Jobs 


2. Driver 

3. Chairman 


1. Dirt, Sand, 

Water, Stones 


2. Money-K1,OOO

Village 


Contribution 

3. Trans-


portation 


4. Tools 


TECHNICAL 


ADVISOR 


Didiman 


!. Didiman 

2. Business Dev.
 

Officer
 
3. Land Surveyor
 

1. Plumber-Kimbe 

2. Engineer-Army 

3. Land Surveyor


-Kimbe 


4. District 

Coordinator
 
First Assist.
 

Secretary
 

OUTSIDE 


RESOURCES
 

1. Money-K400 

-Rural Dev. Fund 

-K1,410 


Agricultural Bank:
 
2. House Plan
 

3. Tools, Nails,
 
Cement, Timber
 
Metal Sheets
 
4. Transport Hire
 

Bank Loan 


II 

1. Cement 

2. Pipes
 
3. Fittings

4. Tanks
 

5. Money - K5,000
 

TIME 


March '86: 

to
 
June '86
 

I 

April '86: 


5 Months 


COORDINATOR
 

WDC
 

WDC
 

WDC
 



OBJECTIVE OUTPUTS EFFECTS DOCUMENTATION 

System Support District Level Workshops Workshop Funded by Provincial Exhibits #10: November 22, 25, 26, 
to Reorient Government 1985 Drum Report 
System Toward 
PHC Justice, Peace and 

Development Presentation Provincial Government Funding for 
PHC projects: Sea Wall and Water 
Supply 

Who - PHC Workshops 

Management Seminar Sponsored 
By CHS 

* Appendix D Unless Otherwise Noted. 



Table 17 

Unea Summary 

OBJECTIVE OUTPUTS EFFECTS DOCUMENTATION 

Community 

Relations 

2 - Phase 1 Training Visits 4 - Community Development Groups Exhibit #1: April 9, 1985 Report 

1 - General Meeting Education Week Exhibit #2: Education Week Report 

4 - Group Meetings 6 - Initial Village Visits Exhibit #3: March 11, 1985 Report 

Villagers' Participation in Meetingsand Workshops Exhibit #1Appendix A- WNB Signature List 

Exhibit #10: Joint Workshop Report 

Problem 

Identification 

2 - Phase 1 Training Visits 6 - Village Visits Exhibit #4: April 1, 1985 Report 

4 - Group Meetings Solution Development Matrix Exhibit #5: Completed Matrix 

Education Week Exhibit #2 

Problem Identification Matrix Exhibit #9: Oct. 2, 1985 Report 

6 - Extensive Lists of Problems 
Identified 

Exhibit #6: 
Report 

Village Meeting 



OBJECTIVE OUTPUTS EFFECTS 

Resource 2 - Phase 2 Training Vists Proposal fur Funding of Community 
Knowledge Library 
and Access 

District Level Workshop 
Request for Workshop Assistance 

PHC Project 2 - Phase 2 Training Visits Youth Fishing Business 
Implementation 

District Level Workshop Village Piggery 

Sea Wall Construction 

Copra Dryer Construction 

Co-op Truck 

Water Supply System 

DOCUMENTATION
 

Exhibits #7 and #8: Letter and
 
Proposal
 

Exhibit #5
 

Exhibit #5
 

Exhibit #5
 

Exhibit #5
 

Exhibit #5
 

Exhibit #5
 



OBJECTIVE OUTPUTS EFFECTS DOCUMENTATION 

Support 
to Reorient 

District Level Workshops Workshop Funded by Provincial 
Government 

Exhibits #10: November 22, 25, 26, 
1985 Drum Report 

System Toward 
PHC Justice, Peace and 

Development Presentation Provincial Government Funding for 
PHC projects: Sea Wall and Water 
Supply 

Who - PHC Workshops 

Management Seminar Sponsored 
By CHS 

* Appendix D Unless Otherwise Noted. 



Turuk/Kandrian - Site #4
 

On the south coast of WNB is the large government district of Kandrian
 

(See Figure 11) Like the Inland Pomio area of ENB, inland Kandrian was
 

designated in a National survey as one of the most undeveloped areas in PNG.
 

Access to Kandriah is limited. It is two days by boat from either Kimbe or
 

Rabaul, the nearest cities and sources of support. A commercial airline
 

plans three flights each week. However, air service is very irregular due
 

to weather and higher priority flights necessitating changes inthe sche

dule. Solar-powered telephones, which have been recently installed, provide
 

a communication link.
 

Prior to the establishment of the WNB Provincial Government System, a
 

mission station, Turuk, was built inthe area. Turuk consists of a church,
 

a health center and a community school. A staff of ten persons provide
 

health, education, and church services to the people. Delivery of health
 

services was limited to those coming to the station seeking help or to
 

mothers and children during MCH patrols to the remote areas. No other
 

health promotion or disease prevention activities were pursued by the HW's.
 

Because of the remoteness, the provincial government established a
 

district headquarters in the same general area at Kandrian. All of the
 

government services are represented. During the first years of operation,
 

attention was devoted to establishing an aid post network throughout the
 

Kandrian district. A second health center was built between the coast and
 

remote bush settlements in the mountains. Inaddition, a small hospital
 

supervised by a volunteer doctor was built at the Kandrian Headquarters to
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Figure 11 

Kandrian Area Map
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handle emergency cases. By the time the PRICOR project began, this system
 

was fairly established and the medical officer was interested in beginning
 

PHC activities.
 

Again, the training program began with the mission station staff at
 

Turuk. However, a number of problems soon became evident. First, the
 

decision-makers had specified that project activities were to be focussed on
 

the remote rural areas. Because of the coastal location of Turuk, the HW's
 

only contacted the remote village people approximately six to eight times a
 

year for a few hours during MCH clinic patrols. Opportunities for sustained
 

contact or frequent follow-up were difficult to arrange. Second, there was
 

no clear signal from top level supervisors that work activities should be
 

altered to include PHC. Frequently, this lack of top administrative leader

ship crippled efforts in WNB. Project investigators tried to follow the
 

pattern that had been set in ENB but evenutally changed the focus of
 

training.
 

At the request of the Kandrian Medical Officer a workshop was held to
 

introduce the PHC concept and approach to all of the Church and government
 

health workers in the area. This workshop was attended by the District
 

Coordinator and other government station officers. As a result of this
 

experience, the District Coordinator contacted the PRICOR investigator
 

requesting assistance in moving the area toward self-reliant development.
 

As with Bali Island, the Kandrian District Coordinator was faced with
 

introducing the new WDC structure which was a new local government system
 

based on the self-reliant PHC approach to community development. This goal
 

of moving toward self-reliant development was shared by the district medical
 

officer and the PRICOR project staff. Therefore it was decided to hold a
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district level workshop similar to the one held in Nutuve. However, because
 

of the size of the area and number of people involved, village participation
 

was limited to Passismanua Gimi/Rauto, areas that have refused to legally
 

join the province or establish a local government. A central village site,
 

Liama, was selected to host the workshop. Village youth groups were hired
 

to construct a meeting hall, cooking and sleeping houses, and toilets.
 

Village people were asked to plant extra crops to provide sufficient food
 

for all the participants. Arrangements were made with a commercial con

struction firm working in the area to assist in transportation of supplies
 

and partipants. Funding was requested and received from the WNB Provincial
 

Government. Work schedules for the district officers and health workers
 

were rearranged to permit participation in the four day event.
 

The objectives of the workshop were:
 

1) to introduce and clarify for government officers and village
 
people the WDC structure,
 

2) to introduce and clarify for government officers and village
 
people the role of government personnel, village committee
 
members, and the village people themselves,
 

3) to develop individual village project plans,
 

4) to develop an overall Kandrian District Development Plan, and
 

5) to establish integrated involvement among all government depart
ments, and between chruch and government organizations.
 

Once the workshop was announ:ed requests came from National DPI, the
 

North Solomon Provincial Nutritionist, and the Anga Nutrition Project in
 

Morobe Province to be allowed to send observers to the workshop. The W'JB
 

provincial government also sent representatives. A "toksava" (notice) was
 

broadcast over the provincial public radio announcing village groupings and
 

dates for' pre-workshop meetings as well as the workshop time itself.
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One week prior to the workshop, the PRICOR training team arrived in
 

Kandrian. They spent time working with the district government officers to
 

finalize workshop arrangements. Five days were spent holding 15 village
 

meetings throughout the area. The purpose of the workshop was explained to
 

the village people, and they were asked to select representatives to attend
 

the sessions. The village communities were requested to discuss their
 

problems and strengths and to come to the workshop ready to think about
 

community development. In a society like that found in PNG, it is impirtant
 

to give the people time to think about, question and prepare for decision

making. The pre-workshop meetings gave them time to anticipate, discuss,
 

and reach a concensus about acceptable conmunity actions.
 

The first day of the workshop was a pre-meeting training session held
 

in Kandrian for the government and mission staff. The actual program for
 

the day and each day of The workshop is outlined in the report included in
 

Appendix E. The purpose of the first day training session was to give the
 

professiona staff a sense of their role in the wider scope of community
 

development. The training focussed on practical exercises of some skills
 

that would help them to do a better job working with the people to encourage
 

self-reliant development. These included the linking game, community map

ping, and the solution development matrix.
 

This staff training session was followed by the three day PHC/Community
 

Development Workshop held at Liama. Ultimately, 135 partipants were in

volved. In spite of the long, intensive sessions the participants worked
 

hard and stayed involved throughout the days. Many question-and-answer
 

sessions clear'ed up some long held misunderstandings and fostered a feeling
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of cooperation. The community diagnosis mapping and solution development
 

matrix created a common understanding and shared expectations of the devel

opment process. The action plan designed by the participants is seen in
 

Table 18.
 

Because Passismanua Gimi/Rauto was a non-council area at the time of
 

the workshop, the sessions could only be used to present ideas and practice
 

working together with the people. However, the general concensus at the end
 

of the workshop was for the area to form a local government council. Once
 

the legal proceedings are completed, the implementation of the action plans
 

can proceed. Table 19 summarizes the results of the Kandrian training
 

program.
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Table 18
 

Kandrian Development Plan
 

PLACE NEEDS LOCAL LOCAL TECHNICAL OUTSIDE TIME COORDINATOR 
MANPOWER RESOURCES ADVISOR RESOURCES 

Asengseng Rebuild 1. Comm. Approval 1. Wood, Vines, None Needed None Needed 3 - 4 -Luluai 
Village 2. Clear Brush 

3. Build Houses 
Thatching 

2. Ground Rights: 
Months -Magistrate 

-WDC 

Aid Post 1. Ground Approval -Wood, Vines, 1. Inspector 1. Teacher 3 - 4 -APO 
2. Census Thatching 2. Prov. Educ. 2. Books, etc. Months -WDC 
3. Carry Medicine Board 

School 1. Ground Approval 
2. Clear Brush 

1. Wood, Vines 
Thatching 

1. Inspector 
2. Prov. Educ. 

1. Teacher 
2. Books, etc. 

2 Years -Mission 
-Council 

2. Timber Board -WDC 

Kaulon Water Tank 1. Prepare Cement :1. Sand, Stones Plumber 1. Cement 2 Months 5 Village 

I I 

2. Carry Stones 
3. Carry Sand 

2. Tools 2. Tank Fittings Reps. 

Maintain 
Road 

1. Cut Grass 
2. Dig Drainage 

Ditches 

1. Stones 
2. Tools, 

Knives 

None Needed 1. 5 Wheelbarrows 
2. Spades, Sarafs, 

Shovels, Picks 

3  4 
Weeks 

5 Village 
Reps. 

3. Lay Stones 

Aid Post/ 
VHW 

1. Build Post 
2. Build House 

1. Wood, Vines 
Thatching 

1. Doctor/Nurse 
2. Local Trainee 

1. Medicine 
2. Lock Box 

5 Months Health 
Committee 

3. Plant Garden 2. Land Rights 3. Health Dept. Chairman 
Approval 



_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

PLACE NEEDS 

Gimi Water Tank 

Feeder 
School 

Rauto Water 

Supply 

School 

Palan Bridge 

Road 

Health 
Center 

Water Tank 

LOCAL 


MANPOWER 


1. Build Foundation: 

2. Assist Plumber 

3. Collect Material:
 

1. Build Teacher's 

House 


2. Build Classroom 


1. Clear Brush 


2. Carry Materials 

3. Carry Tank Parts: 


1. Select and Clear: 

Ground 


2. Build Teacher's 

House & Toilet 


3. Build School 

4. Prepare
 

Children
 

1. Clear Approaches: 


2. Cut Trees, Vines; 


Clear Brush 


,' 1. Approve Land 

2. Carry Supplies 


3. Clear Brush 

I __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I_ 

Carry All Tank 

Fittings 


SI 

LOCAL 


RESOURCES 


1. Wood 


2. Bamboo
 

1. Land Rights 

2. Bush 


Material 


Bush Material 


Available 

I 


1. Land 

2. Wood, Vines, 


Thatching, 

Other Bush 

Materials
 

1. Trees 


2. Vines 


Axe & Knives 

Available 


1. Land 

2. Wood 


_ _ _ _ _ _ _I_ 

Catchment is 

Available 


TECHNICAL 


ADVISOR 


Plumber 


Teacher 


None Needed 


1. Educational 

Inspector 


2. District 

Coordinator
 

Engineer 


1. Kiap 

2. Engineer 


I 


1. Carpenter 

2. Nurses 


3. APO's 

_ _ _ _ 

Health Inspector 
_ 

OUTSIDE TIME 

RESOURCES
 

Tank Fittings 2 Months 


1. Educ. Dept. 1 Year 

Approval 


2. Census 


1. Cement, Wire 5 Months 


2. Pipe, Guttering 
II 3. Tap (Have Tank)! 

1. PEB Approval 1 and a 

2. Teacher, Books,: Half
 

Ruler, etc. Years
 

1 Wire 6 Months 

2. Timber , 


1. Spade 1 Year 

2. Pick
 

I 

1. Gov't Approval 2 Years 

2. Timber 


3. Money
 
_ _ _ 

,1. Tank 
_ _ _ _ 

3 Months 
_ 

'2 Cement, etc. : 
II
 

COORDINATOR
 

WOC
 

-WDC
 
-Educ.
 
Inspector
 

Councillor
 

Councillor
 

-A/S Kand.
 

-Local Rep.
 

Local Rep.
 

Health
 
Dept.
 

_ 

Health 
_ _ 

Inspector 



PLACE NEEDS LOCAL 
MANPOWER 

Central Water Tank Collect Stones and 
Passis- Gravel 
manua 

Pig____Pen1. Land____ Aproa _ 

2. Clear Ground 
3. Build Pen 

Drier Land Approval2. Local People 

to Carry Dirt, 
Stone, Wood 

Double 1. Land Approval 
Classroom 2. Local People 

to Carry Sand, 
Gravel, Water 

LOCAL 

RESOURCES 


1. Stones, 

Gravel 


2. Money 


3. Catchment 


1.______Wood Vines_Wood,
Vines 


2. Money 

3. Food 

1. Moe 


2. Wood, Vines 


3. Water, sand, 


1. Money 

2. Gravel, 


Stones, 


Water 


TECHNICAL 

ADVISOR 


Inspector 


None Needed 


. P
 

1. DPI 

2. Business Dev. 


Officer 


Local Govt. 

Council Foreman 


OUTSIDE 
 TIME COORDINATOR
 
RESOURCES
 

1. Cement, Nails, 6 Months 
 WDC
 
Wire, Spade, 
 Health
 
Tank Kit 
 Member
 

2. Money
 

DI___
Wire, Iron Sheets 3 Months -DPI
 
Cement, Nails, 
 -WDC
 
Drums
 

Timber, Drum, Iron, 1 Year 
 WDC
Sheets, Cement
 

Wire
 

Timber, Nails, 
 2 Years Board
 
Metal Sheets, 
 of
 
Cement, Boarding, 
 Management
 
Paint
 



Table 19 

Kandrian Summary 

OBJECTIVE OUTPUTS EFFECTS DOCUMENTATION 

Community 3 - Phase 1 Training Visits 20 - Village Visits 
Relations 

Villagers Participation in Meetings Exhibit #2 
and Workshops Appendix A - WNB Signature List 

Project 2 - Phase 1 Training Visits Community Diagnosis Mapping Exhibit #1: December 2-5, 2985 
Implementation Report and Action Plan 

District Level Workshop 
Solution Development Matrix 

APO PHC Workshop 
Linking Game 

15 Pre-workshop Meetings 

Resource 2 - Phase 2 Training Visits National DPI Participation Exhibit #2: Morris-Hughes Letter 
Knowledge 
and Access 

District Level Workshops Request Funding and Technical 
Assistance for District Workshops 

APO PHC Workshops 



OBJECTIVE OUTPUTS EFFECTS DOCUMENTATION 

PHC Project 2 - Phase 2 Training Visits 6 - Village Groupings Exhibit #1 
Implementation 

District Level Workshop Solution Development Matricies 
(Implementation Pending Local 
Government Formation) 

Support 
to Reorient 
System Toward 

District Level Workshops Provincial Funding for District 
Level Workshop 

PHC Management Seminar Sponsored 
By CHS Provincial Government Accepted 

Petition for Area to Join Province 

WHO - PHC Workshop 
Provincial Staff Sent to District 
Workshops 

* Appendix E Unless Otherwise Noted. 



Vunapope Workshop
 

Toward the end of the project the PRICOR investigators were asked to
 

conduct a workshop for PHC workers from a number of provinces in PNG. Of
 

the 27 participants, ten were PNG nationals working with various health
 

systems. Seventeen were expatriots many oF whom were volunteers involved in
 

two year rotations in PNG. The diversity of the group and the lack of a
 

broad base of experience in PHC created unanticipated problems. The par

ticipants' expectations tended to reflect the needs of their unique work
 

situations. They lacked the common set of concerns that bound participants
 

of earlier workshops together. These difficulties created by the absence of
 

a common 
purpose were exacerbated by the minimal pre-workshop interaction
 

with the participants. These preliminary difficulties were never overcome.
 

The inability to capitalize on the potential of the situation did, however,
 

reinforce the importance of the preliminary efforts that went with each of
 

the previous workshops. The use of proven OR techniques was not enough.
 

Efforts needed to be made to insure that participants understood the nature
 

of the workshop and were ready for meaningful participation in it.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 

Conclusions
 

Examination of the results of the case studies suggests three general
 

conclusions for the PRICOR project to determine the most effective way to
 

train rural health workers in PNG.
 

1. The OR effort created a solution that effectively reached the goal and
 
objectives of the training program.
 

In drawing the conclusion it is necessary to consider the results in
 

light of each of the program objectives as well as its overall goal. The
 

original request from the Church Health Secretary sought help to reorient
 

the health delivery system toward PHC. Decision-makers identified a program
 

to train rural health workers as the place to start the re-orientation.
 

They set five objectives to increase skills and knowledge in community
 

relations, problem identification, resource knowledge and access, and to
 

choose physically, socially, and spiritually stable workers for the remote
 

areas. The last objective was beyond the scope of the training program and
 

was a recommendation to system decision-makers. The remaining objectives
 

and the overall goal will be discussed individuall'y.
 

Community Relations Skills
 

At each site the HC staff took steps to improve community relations
 

with the villagers. At Nutuve and Muela, MCH patrols had been the only
 

effort made by workers to go to the villages. Once training had begun the
 

staff at each HC set up a village visitation schedule to establish an
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ongoing pattern of interaction with the people in each village. At Muela
 

these visits were the first time the workers had ever gone to some of the
 

villages. The people's reactions to these visits indicated improving rela

tions between themselves and the HC workers. The villagers worked on prob

lem identification, the village big men participated in the multi-day
 

workshops, and the people maintained their commitment to the developing PHC
 

projects. On Bali Island the village visits led to a redefinition of the
 

roles of the villagers and the health worker. The more sophisticated vil

lagers at Bali sought to keep problem identification as a village respon

sibility and to use the HW as an outside resource. This redefining of roles
 

was necessary for PHC to proceed in Bali. In Kandrian, community relation
 

efforts focussed on villages in an area that refused to participate in the
 

process of becoming part of WNB province. For the first time, the village
 

big men explained why they refused to let the people join in the new
 

government. Together big men and government officials worked on a solution
 

to the problems and took the steps necessary for the villagers to legally
 

adopt provincial government. Finally, the process of bringing provincial

level decision-makers to the remote areas was important. It helped
 

establish the credibility of the system's workers and decision-makers. It
 

helped the rural villager begin to participate in decision-making. It
 

helped those in the system recognize the ability of the villager to be a
 

part of the decision-making process and to see themselves as resources. It
 

gave the rural health worker a new role too, a role of linking the villager
 

to the system. Thus, at each site workers took specific actions to improve
 

their relationship with the villagers. The response of the villagers
 

suggests that their efforts were successful.
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Problem Identification Skills
 

The development of problem identification skills was emphasized in
 

Phase 1 and continued throughout the remainder of the training program. The
 

program focussed on problem identification skills in three ways: 1) It
 

taught workers and villagers problem identification techniques (brain

storming, community diagnosis mapping, Solution Development Matrix), 2) It
 

modeled the use of problem identification skills in different contexts
 

(village meetings and district-level workshops), and 3) It led to effective
 

problem solutions which in turn served to reinforce the skills of the
 

villager and the worker. At Muela, community diagnosis mapping and brain

storming were used to identify two or three problems that the workers and
 

villagers then targeted for action. At the other sites there was a two step
 

process of community diagnosis and brainstorming at the village level then
 

followed by a district level workshop. At these workshops the SDM was used
 

to set priorities among the problems identified in the villages and to take
 

action on them. Examination of the effects of the program at each site
 

indicates that the individual workers, big men, etc., learned effective
 

problem identification skills. These data also demonstrate that the targets
 

of the training program learned to use these skills within a multi-level
 

planning context as well as at the village level.
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Resource Knowledge and Access
 

Prior to the training program, the relationship between the rural
 

station and provincial resources was primarily one of ordering supplies for
 

the health center. After Phase 1, the workers and villagers recognized the
 

part external expertise and resources play in problem solution. However,
 

their preferred way of accessing these resources was to ask the PRICOR
 

Phase 2, however, brought worinvestigator to make the initial contact. 


kers, villagers, and political and technical resource people together. In
 

creating the solution development matrix, the resource people came to a
 

The villagers
clearer understanding of the problems of the remote areas. 


and workers came to understand the role of the resource people and the
 

procedures necessary to access resources. As the summary charts and docu

ments in the Appendices for Nutuve, Bali and Kandrian suggest, after the
 

district level workshops (Phase 2) the workers began dealing directly with
 

the provincial resource people instead of asking the PRICOR investigator for
 

help.
 

The extreme isolation of Muela led to a different result in terms of
 

Decisions were made to lessen the dependence on outside
resource access. 


resources. In each project: the village health workers, the seed multipli

cation gardens, the cooking and sewing groups for the women, even the prayer
 

groups, there was an attempt by the villagers to "do things for themselves."
 

Therefore, in the Muela area requests for outside resources focussed on
 

seeking help to increase independence skills, not for requests materials or
 

expertise for a specific project.
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Thus, at each site workers began to access outside resources far beyond
 

seeking supplies for the health center. However, the impact of the acces

sing process was quite different for the various sites. At most sites it
 

drew people, workers and resources closer together. At Muela, it sought to
 

create greater independence.
 

PHC Project
 

The summary charts at the end of each case study illustrate the many
 

PHC projects initiated as a result of the PRICOR project. Some of these
 

projects included establishing an agricultural base camp with a didiman,
 

building water tanks, planting experimental gardens, training VHWs and
 

assisting in introducing a performance appraisal system to the church and
 

provincial health delivery systems in ENB. The PHC projects targeted a wide
 

range of development problems related to health, education, social and
 

spiritual needs. The successful completion of these PHC projects indicates
 

that the workers did acquire skills in PHC implementations. There are, of
 

course, PHC projects for which the original plan was not successful. In a
 

way, these projects also suggest that implementation skills have been
 

learned. In each case, workers and villagers have modified their actions
 

and worked out a new solution. In no case have they given up because they
 

did not have immediate success.
 

Reorienting the System
 

The four case studies suggest significant progress toward reaching the
 

program's goal of reorienting the system toward primary health care. The
 

number of people in each province who participated in at least one multi-day
 

training workshop was in the hundreds. (See Apendix A - Tables #21 and #22)
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In ENB, provincial level decision-makers in the health system, the rural
 

health staff, and the village big men worked together in an ongoing set of
 

these sessions. In WNB, the process of ongoing interaction, planning and
 

evaluation has begun. In each case, the participants represented an entire
 

provincial system, and together they began the process of reorienting that
 

system toward PHC.
 

By locating the training sessions in the rural villages, the solution
 

increased the likelihood of community participation. In order for the
 

remote villagers to become part of the decision-making process it was impor

tant that they participate from the security of their "own turf." Thus the
 

village "location" was crucial in gaining the participation and the support
 

of the people.
 

Effective reorientation of the system toward PHC also required the
 

financial and political support of top level decision-makers. In ENB, the
 

response of the CHS and the Provincial Health Service (PHS) was particularly
 

significant. Each used a portion of the budget to support the project. The
 

CHS committed personnel for the training team. The PHS used its influence
 

with outside funders to gain additional financial support for the project.
 

Each system encouraged and often required participation of the workers.
 

Both systems introduced the performance appraisal program which defined PHC
 

expectations of the workers and compensated them for meeting the expecta

tions. Finally the system supported the implementation of the individual
 

PHC projects. The negotiations needed to implement the PHC project repre

sented a realistic give and take between the rural villagers, the workers,
 

and the system. The system did not automatically support any request nor
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did 	it always function without problems or hesitancy. The system did pro

vide realistic support. It worked with those in remote areas to negotiate
 

solutions aiid implement them.
 

In WNB system, support came primarily from the district and provincial
 

level government with additional support from the CHS. Although Bali and
 

Kandrian functioned independently, it was the district level political and
 

financial support that was crucial to implemLntation at both sites in WNB.
 

Once the project was established the provincial government provided finan

cial support for the district level workshops. Provincial level personnel
 

also participated in the district level workshop in Kandrian.
 

Thus, the data suggest that the health worker training program did
 

begin the process of reorienting the system toward PHC. It encouraged
 

village level participation. It helped villagers, workers, middle level
 

decision-makers and advisors begin new ways of planning together. It gained
 

important political and financial support for the reorientation process.
 

2. 	The flexibility of the OR approach increased the probability of
 
successful implementation.
 

Of particular importance in the successful implementation of the PRICOR
 

project in PNG was the flexibility of the OR approach. The characteristic
 

phases of OR: problem analysis, solution development, and solution valida

tion plus the ongoing sensitivity analysis were strategic in: 1) expanding
 

the program target to include the entire health delivery system, 2) identi

fying additional operational problems, and 3) allowing for site-specific
 

adjustments in the training program.
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Target expansion from the rural health worker to the entire system was
 

a key to successful implementation. It laid the ground work for system-wide
 

participation in the district level workshops and continuing system support.
 

Although the target expansion reflected an insight of ENB decision-makers,
 

it helped prepare the training team for adjustments that needed to be made
 

at the WNB sites.
 

Itwas the flexibility of the OR approach that allowed for the area
 

action plan at Nutuve and the village-based plans at Muela. It accommodated
 

the strong leadership roles played by the health secretaries in ENB and the
 

same role to be played by non-health system district level managers in WNB.
 

Flexibility characterized the implementation of the training program at each
 

site. Yet at each site: the program took place in the villages, targeted
 

the 	same objectives, and used the same general approach and techniques.
 

3. 	The OR approach made possible the transfer of self-reliant development
 
skills.
 

The use of the OR approach and techinques throughout the project made
 

possible the transfer of important self-reliant development skills and
 

system changes. The PRICOR project transferred the skills to plan and to
 

implement within a village setting and within multi-level decision-making
 

situations. It began changing the roles of the decision-makers, the
 

workers, and the villagers. It became a process instead of a project. It
 

provided the tools for reaching 7ommon understandings, definitions, commit

ments. It did not solve all of the problems or even most of the problems.
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It did transfer problem solving skills and help workers, villagers, and
 

decision-makers learn to create situations in which they could use their
 

skills together.
 

This technology transfer is perhaps the most significant effect of the
 

PRICOR project. This effect was not just a matter of teaching techniques.
 

To achieve a technology transfer the investigator needed to adjust the
 

technique to the participants and prepare them to use itwithin a specific
 

situation. In those situations where these dimensions come together, the OR
 

approach led to common expectations, effective problem analysis and feasible
 

solutions. In those situations where the target-based flexibility or strong
 

participant preparation were missing, the techniques were less effective.
 

Thus, the ability of the OR approach to transfer self-reliant development
 

skills was a significant result of the project, but the impact of other
 

project characteristics on bringing about technology transfer must also be
 

taken into account.
 

Recommendations
 

As part of the conclusion of thL PRICOR project in PNG, a meeting was
 

held with the administrators and decision-makers of the ENB Provincial
 

Included in the
Go-..-rnment and Church Health Service delivery systems. 


meeting were the Archbishop of Rabaul, the ENB Assistant Secretary of
 

Health, the Church Health Secretary, and the members of the health extension
 

The purpose of the meeting was to review the progress of the Rural
team. 


Health Worker Training Project and make the following recommendations:
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1. The training program should ontinue to be reinforced at the four
 

original sites and expanded to other sites in each province.
 

Prior to the exit of the PRICOR investigator from PNG, the health
 

extension team drew up their continuing training visits schedule for the
 

next four months. Consideration was given to: 1) the progress and needs at
 

the existing training sites, 2) expanding the program to at least two
 

additional sites (Ruansepna and Aona), and 3) giving a balanced training
 

orientation to the new team staff. In December 1985, one of the health
 

workers from Nutuve was sent by the CHS to a two month community development
 

course in the capital of PNG, Port Moresby. Plans were made for him to
 

visit other health center to share his experience with other health workers
 

as the program expands.
 

2. 	The Church Health Service should train additional staff to work with the
 

health extension team.
 

Since the beginning of the PRICOR project implementation in PNG, two
 

full-time workers had been assigned to form the health extension team.
 

These two persons gained experience in the use of OR techniques and were
 

independently planning and coordinating workshops by the end of the project.
 

In addition, the CHS created three new positions on the health extension
 

team. These were filled by a nurse and an APO both with the rural HC
 

experience and a vocational teacher skilled in community work. Their
 

training wouli emphasize on-the-job practice with the original team members.
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Because of the extreme isolation of the Muela area, two nationals were
 

hired to live in the area and provide development assistance to the sur

rounding villages. Prior to placement, one was given a special course in
 

addressing community needs, and the other had vocational school training.
 

3. 	The Archdiocese of Rabaul should use the OR approach and techniques in
 
training its church staff to do community development work in the rural
 
areas.
 

Faced with declining staff and increasing demands, the Archdiocese is
 

formulating a new approach to meet the wide range of spiritual, educational,
 

health and social needs of the people. The strategy would focus on
 

increasing the participation of the people. The extension team that worked
 

with the PRICOR investigator throughout the project was recommended to
 

participate in the study for the new pastoral program. As a consequence,
 

one of the team members was assigned to the five person committee to design
 

a proposal for the Archdiocese to consider. In addition, the Archbishop
 

requested that a summary of the PRICOR project be sent out to each parish
 

as an example of a community planning and implementation process.
 

4. 	The Provincial Health Service should continue implomenting and expanding
 
the performace appraisal system that emphasizes the PHC component of
 
health workers' responsibilities.
 

The implementation of performance appraisal shows every indication of
 

being completely integrated into the Department of Health management system
 

and into other provincial government departments as well. The Hanns Seidel
 

Foundation has committed funds and personnel to complete the program.
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5. 	The Provincial Health Service should reinforce and expand the com
munity development network with other provincial departments, espe
cially, Education, Primary industry, and communications.
 

During the week following the departure of the PRICOR investigator, an
 

inter-departmental meeting to investigate integration of efforts to serve
 

the rural community was scheduled. The outcome of this meeting is not known
 

at this time.
 

6. 	The Church Health Service and the Provincial Health Service should
 
continue their joint effort to plan and implement the health worker
 
training and other projects directed toward reorienting the health
 
delivery systems toward primary health care.
 

The Health Secretaries of the Church and Provincial Health Systems
 

establish a strong, positive relationship during the planning and
 

implementation of the PRICOR project. There is every reason to believe that
 

they will continue to work together to reorient the health delivery system
 

toward primary health care.
 

Additional Research
 

The recommendations for further research are based on the immediate
 

resutls of the PRICOR project as well as interactions with all levels of the
 

health delivery system in PNG.
 

1. 	Consideration should be given to provide ongoing consultation for
 
continuing and expansion of the health worker training program.
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The results of the project demonstrated the importance of taking
 

advantage of the flexibility of the OR approach and adapting the projects to
 

site specific conditions. Both continuation of the project of the original
 

sites and expansion into new areas could benefit from planners familiar with
 

PNG and yet working from a broader grasp of the use of OR in developing
 

countries. Timely consultation could provide the insight and reinforcement
 

necessary for systematic and effective project expansion.
 

2. 	The long term result of the PRICOR project should be evaluated in two to
 
three years.
 

A major problem in the implemenation of PHC projects in developing
 

countries is the ability of the host country to sustain implementation once
 

the external funding and technical experts are no longer involved in the day
 

to day operation of the program. Despite the strong positive outcomes of
 

the PRICOR project, its long term maintenance is not known. Therefore,
 

evaluation two to three years from now would provide conclusive evidence
 

concerning the effectives of the OR approach to lead to solutions which are
 

not 	only feasibile in the short term, but also sustainable in the long term.
 

3. Consideration should be given to providing assistance in other projects
 
focusing on reorienting the health delivery system toward PHC.
 

A crucial factor that underlies this recommendation is the readiness of
 

provincial and national government systems for PHC initiations. East and
 

West New Britain demonstrated this potential. A structural base for
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the national and
addressing the needs of the people has been built on 


provincial levels. Provincial governments are becoming more autonomous and
 

However, they are also faced with decreasing financial
self-reliant. 


assistance and an expanding population with growing needs. The National
 

Both provincial and
government, too, is facing a similar situation. 


national level health departments are looking for a way to handle these
 

problems. PHC has been accepted as the most viable goal. The National
 

as many provincial health departments, have
Department of Health as well 


established PHC offices yet they need assistance in systematic problem
 

identification and solution development.
 

PNG is but ten years old. It is politically stable and has created the
 

government structures to move effectively toward development. Its popula

tion is small and its problems are relatively uncomplicated by the political
 

and historical 	burdens of "older" third world countries. For these reasons
 

systematic efforts that target self-reliant development. Its
PNG is open to 


characteristics suggest that the potential impact of PHC can achieve maximum
 

effectiveness.
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ADMINISTRATION
 

The administrative staff in the PRICOR-PNG project included six people.
 

These were: Dr. Charles B. Hamilton, Dr. Sherilynn F. Spear, Ms. Ellen Vor
 

der Bruegge, Sr. Helmtrude Tewes, MSC, Sr. Rosalind Cairns, MSC, and Sr.
 

Mary Drum, MSC.
 

Charles B. Hamilton, Dr.P.H. served as the executive director of the
 

project and administrator of the grant. His knowledge of community organi

zation, health planning, and management allowed him to offer additional
 

expertise to the project.
 

Sherilynn F. Spear, Ph.D. was the co-principal investigator and guided
 

the research dimension of the project. Her background in medical sociology
 

and social psychology, research methods and statistics, and applied research
 

experience in the areas of needs assessment and program evaluation were
 

useful in project implementation. Dr. Spear's three site visits to PNG
 

during the project were especially important to achieve the full research
 

potential of the OR study.
 

Ellen Vor der Bruegge, MPH was the other co-principal investigator and
 

Her role was to serve as the link between the
in-country project director. 


PNG program site and the U.S. based research staff. Her responsibilities
 

included conducting the initial planning sessions and workshops, supervising
 

the solution validation phase, and maintaining the communication and
 

reporting on the project progress.
 

Sr. Helmtrude Tewes, MSC, the Church Health Secretary of ENB, served as
 

the co-prinicipal investigator from the host country. Her training,
 

experience, and dedication to serving the health needs of the people in PNG
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made her an invaluable contributor to the project. Sr. Helmtrude was the
 

driving force behind the decision to expand the ENB health delivery system's
 

approach to include PHC, and she offered sustaining support and advice
 

throughout the project implementation.
 

Sr. Rosalind Cairns, MSC, and Sr. Mary Drum, MSC, were two full-time
 

staff members assigned by the Archdiocese of Rabaul to the health extension
 

Sr. Rosalind is a trained educator who has had years of experience
effort. 


working with rural communities, is fluent in the language, and knowledgeable
 

of the culture. Sr. Mary is a nutrition/food technologist who has worked in
 

PNG on national level projects to develop alternate food sources and preser

vation techniques. Both of these staff members were involved in the OR
 

alternative solution generation process and the training program implementa

tion. Their assistance enhanced the development of the PHC program to
 

include social and economic development. Sr. Rosalind and Sr. Mary are now
 

the nucleus of a five-person team supported by the Archdiocese to sustain
 

and expand the work begun by the PRICOR project.
 

Financing for the PNG Rural Health Worker Training Project came from a
 

variety of sources. These are broken out by purpose, source, and amount in
 

Table 20. Because the in-country investigator was not directly involved in
 

handling the money the totals listed are approximates.
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PURPOSE 


Training Health Workers 

in Papua New Guinea
 

Vatnabara PHC 

Training Workshop 


Nutuve District Workshop 


Nutuve Evaluation Workshop 


Bali District Workshop 


Kandrian District Workshop 


Vunapope Workshop 


* Approximate Amounts 

Table 20
 

Estimated Total Costs
 

SOURCE 


-PRICOR 


-Archdiocese of Rabaul 

-ENB Povincial Government 


-World Health Organization 

-Hanns Seidel Foundation
 

-World Health Organization 


-Hanns Seidel Foundation 


-WNB Provincial Government 


-WNB Provincial Government 


-PRICOR 

-Internation Human Assistance
 

Programs 


TOTAL 


AMOUNT
 

$ 72,196
 

6,000
 
6,520
 

10,000
 

10,000
 

8,000
 

1,000
 

2,500
 

14,300
 

10,000
 

$140,516
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Cattholic 11ralth Service 

Archdiocese of Rabaul
 
December 12, .1983.
 

TIE PRIMARY IEALT71 CARE COMPOIENT Or A TENI APPROACH TO EXTFIISIONsnot
 
WORK IN IEW BRITAIN.
 

Project Packtround
 

llecoqnizing that health is auclia basic riaht for every
 

individual, the ALMA-ATA Declaration, 1970 endornel the V-31O 

qlobal goal of ' Iealth for all by the Year 2000". In order to 

achieve this qoal the need to concentrate on Primary H!ealth Care
 

PFIC ) based on individuals and families in the communitywas 

emphasized. The necessary components and minirin requirements 

of such care were listed as follows:
 

1. I'enlth education "bout common health problems and methods of
 
control and prevention.
 
2. Promotion of foorl 'in-i proper nutrition.
 
3. Provision of edeonate eupply of safe water.
 
4. Frovision of basic sanitation.
 
5. ?Isterna] and child carp, incliiin- fo"'ily pannin,i.
 
6. Irviunization ariinst i-aJor infertious disnson. 
7. Prevention and control of locelly enle,ic dlnenses.
 
S. Treati-ent of corr-on illnesses an-1 inhinries.
 
9. Adequate supply of essential druns.
 

Obviusly en effective henlth ewtension service is crucial ir all 
the population im to hove sccens to the mini-u- requir- ent.% of 
P11C. his extension rust devote attention to all the. components 
of PI!C. 

The T'ealth Sarvice of 9t. lary's T'onpJtAl, Vunapope has alwa-ys 
recognized the Importance or licalth Fy.tenrion work and has in 
the past devotel considerable resources to rnrryin, out guch
work. The focus of such work hi's been the rntrols to heaolth
 
centres and aid -osts to conrduct rAternpl nncl child henlth
 
(1'Ci:) clinics. lihil!. work other thnn 
 r'r1' ),nn lean 0one on these 
clinics e.q. Irwunisation, trentriont of comni-en Illnesses, control 
of enemic Miseasem, assistance in forily plnnnin-, nuprly of drurin 
and nome health education, the rain section of t),e pnputation 
contacted throuch such work ]ns been rothcrs, children nd those 
who are sick. For Porn time now it ban been aprarent thrit in order 
that all the necessary areas of PIPC receive attention, the total 
community needs to be involved.
 

Seeinn that the goal of providino health for all by the year
200n is to permit people to lead a socl.lly and econo-icnlly
 
prorluctive life, it would seem desirable that as 
for no possible
health personnel (!o not work in inolation but rnt1.er tor-thior
 
with othern resnonnihle for lpadershly. Pnd c evoor,.-nt in the
 
vil]lr%' community such an ieliic.n, teachers, nterhista end
 
rastors. fIhch an approach shroul-I rrove r'ore intenrntonl nnd 
ensure that care of thieetotal person c,-.-'s tl,e focus of 
evtennion work rather than one particulnr nce, -r-r junt ns ie 
cannot afford to foctis on sfri cooPnent" or pi;r to th#e.nelect 
of others, similarily we cannot in oilr service o€ people attend 
sirply to the personal anO not the nscip.l, to the physical onn' 
not the emotional, to the riaterial nnO not the rititunl nos 
of these people or vice versa.
 

Project Outline and Objectives:
 

Vunnpope ission proposes to introAuce an extension tenm
 
approach 
onnencing in mid 1904 and runninI throuqh 19flS/1986.
 



The tenr will include experienced technical personn.l from the 
fiel.ln of health, education, nutrition, food tecl:noloy nnl fnwily 
rlnnninq tonother with national countprirnrt ntff. ,11 tle technicol 
personlnel are qualified in their res-ectivr, flelfln with a nir'i-.r 
of y'nrs of experience of which at lrnct thlree yrirn luin 1'r-ii 
rpent wor):inq in Papua Now Guinena. 'I':iir 1:ork wnult.' involve patrols
to the rost remote rural areas in Flast '-w !lritain wi-cre the nivnion 
bns health centren, aid posts, and srhools. The object of these 
pmtrols would be to work with the neres, aid rnrt or,lrrlirn, 
taechern and catechists to support. ther in the work they are doin-i.
 
Such support would be given by:
 

I. Fstnblishing regular personal contact wit), theoe often
 
isolated workers.
 
7. Sharin. in the concerns and difficultiep, heron nn, joyn of 
these workers in their respective cor'?unitien nnd throu-h this 
appreciation of their specific situation, working sido *cy side
 
with them
 

* to help reinforce the trairinst they 1:'vo received 
* to assist in findinn the most erfectivo r.-etho,!n of 
Implementing this traininq for the ctood of the people 
they serve 
* to encourano then to persevere In ths work they arr 
doing and work with them to overcoine difficulties which
 
hsve arisen
 

1. rxpanding and developino the initial trm'nin- of thone 
workers through in-services in their professional fields. 

Further because the team will saend a tiro with th- villm7ers in 
each area, possibly two or thres wqek, contact will b rnap 4ith
 
the total comunity not just mothers and children. 

Finding for the P11C Component of the Project 

.hiln it is the intention of thc- misnion to Initiate tbis projct,
the nsaistance of the Provincian Covern.cnt in sonih:t in 'uin'in, 

those aspects of the project rprtninint, tn r,'e mr t1: r-Innion wil 1 
I.enr thre resonnihility of e.s-crln-i ronn-irc-q for tife re-mi"-r or 
the tenim. All coi.ponerts of primary health care will 1:e rnterel ror 
in the following manner:
 

1. The lender of the health e!tnnPJ-n cor nnt of til rroimr.h'?re
after referred to as team lead.er, will h- a volutoorr wit-h three yearn 
previ us rural experinnre in mptin 't7-w rciitnr- fnln n r-r-ritnty hrnltlh
Pipbrora.It will be the resionnibillt-y or tl'n t.r.- 1,e"or to S-o to it 
that nll the ninn essential elc-ntp of rt,r rnceive : 1 ,e,,i,-r nttentirn,
nadartinq the errhasis of tim Pror.ri rrop. area to rean iccnrrain1 #-o the 
need of the specific eo-Iunitie-7. 
2. It is reconnize- that in a nu'4 "'r of tie- remote rural artnn in 
pnrticular, mnlnutrition In n merinn.prebl'-. A -nol Tecrtnolo-int 
with foutr yearn previous ex.rripnco ill the cnoitry will. tnl 
resp'Onnibility for tho promotion of foot! and proper nutrition. Thin 
will involve: 

(a) the qrowing of food and where niecesrary the introiluction 
of a wider variety of fooels and hettrr varietien of crops in 
termn of yi#ld ann r'sintanco to disease where ti,ene mre 
available in the eountry
 

1(M) Post utilieation of nvailable foo,' throu'.h(i) r,"rhanis 
en nutritious and hyriinnic rothon rf food preparation n'1 
(ii) training in techniques of ton ntornre nnl Tre:;ervntinn.
(c) trainino in nutrition. thin neo,, for n haannced iet for 
all se'nnnts of the populntion, via otonstrntion and
 
education. Dpecial emplihsn 
 will be nlace,1 on intro-lurinq a 
wide variety of "weanin't" foods in sufficient quantity to 
suppimient breast feedinel from the nei of fotur -onthnoniar,ln 
to eliminate the frequent weirlit losan nn. qrntlu.l rlecline in 
health which occurs at present with o many of these infants at 
this age. 

..... cont'd..
 

http:Pipbrora.It


-3

3. Tri&nod ovulation method teachers will provide assistance and
 
training in family planning.

4. Vational counterpart staff will bn ientified from staff
already employed by the tisslion Health Sorvice.
 

Budget
 

1~undinq is aouqht from the Provincial Government for the follow-
ing aspects of the peoject:
 

1. Hecen for the team lender ..........................V3,510/annum
2. Travel exvense for team lender .................... .11O010/nnun

(&qq.to fund two tripn each year to the rollowincy
areas- Uvol (i500), Nutuve (KIlO) 1Muela (:160)
end GuTa (K200).)

3. The supply of gardening tools and seeds ............ K10O/annun

4. aterials for teaching ais ......................K1000/annum
(e.g. charta, posters, photoR, writtn mmterials,

simple food preservation utenailo/equipment)
 

This nmount to total finnnclal assistance of Y6,520 per nnnum 
for the duration of the project. 

4. Wv-"e 
Sister Ilelmtrude Tewes
 
Health Secretary.
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Table 21
 

East New Britain Training Participants*
 

NUMBER 	 PERSONNEL
 

3 Provincial Minister
 

1 First Assistant Secretary - ENB
 

1 Church Health Secretary
 

2 Provincial Assistant Secretary - Health (PHO) 

15 Health Administrative Officer 

11 Government Officer - Outside Health Dept. 

2 School Nursing Administrator
 

6 Health Extension Officer (HEO)
 

20 Registered Nurse
 

4 Nurse Aid
 

19 Aid Post Orderly
 

130 Village Leader
 

40 Village Community
 

16 Other Development Work Personnel
 

270 	 TOTAL
 

* 	 Persons included in training sessions at Vatnabara
 
Nutuve, Muela, or Vunapope. Participant signature
 
lists follow.
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Table 22
 

West New Britain Training Participants*
 

NUMBER PERSONNEL
 

1 Provincial Minister
 

1 Church Health Secretary
 

3 District Coordinator
 

2 Provincial Administrative Personnel
 

8 District Officer
 

3 Health Extension Officer (HEO)
 

12 Registered Nurse
 

10 Nurse Aid
 

34 Aid Post Orderlies (APO)
 

175 Village Leader
 

75 Village Community 

45 Other Development Work Personnel 

3 Observer from Outside WNB 

I. 

372 TOTAL 

Persons included in training sessions at Bali/Unea
 
and Kandrian/Turuk. Participant signature lists
 
follow.
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Visit to Nutuve by Cox, Gunawardhana and Kasimani from L.A.E.S.
 

18-22 February, 1985
 

The yields of taro in the villages around Nutuve do appear excessively low
 
(150g/co-r. cf. 6 80g/corm after o months at Arambam on the upper Warangoi,
 
another of our sample sites). 
 The reasons 
for this are not clear.
 
Although taro leaf blight, virus diseases, corm rot and Papuana beetle
 
damage were all seen, none of these were 
sufficiently severe 
to account
 
for tne low yields.
 

We suggest that 
some or all of the following treatments should be tried in
 
local fardens to find out more about the cause of the problem and how: to
 
alleviate it:

(a) Varieties Planting material from the Bainings
 

e.g. the cultivar Kulavesca, might be
 
tried. The yield potential of these
 
varieties is known to be substantially
 

greater than the actual yield of local
 

material.
 



00'' i 


(c) iertiliser 


(d) Pesticide 


If the gardens are forked before
 

planting (to open up and aerate thn
 
soil), this might provide better
 
conditions for root cro- deveiopnr:en. 

Te soil could ue iooscueue again curing 
subsequent weedings. Perhaps the taro 
could be planted in trenches (say ift 
deep and l.Sft wide) with composted 

organic matter (I cut grass).
 

Soil samples were taKen ant we will
 
provide the results of the analysis when
 
these become available. In the meantime,
 
it might be worttlwhile to try
 
topdressing developing corns with a
 
nitrogenous fertilizer (e.g. urea or
 
ammonium sulphate).
 

There is 
a possibility that the
 
condition is associated with soil-borne
 
pests, perhaps nematodes. The response
 
to applications of a granular
 
insecticide (e.g. lindane, carbofuran)
 
should be considered.
 



It must be stressed that these are experimental treatmentr to tcca thC
 
yield response on small plots in farmers' gardens NOT for extensive use-


Thcr -- be no need for a comple. cr -rimental desigr (as lon- as it
 
is noted which treatments were used on particular plots) as wc are looking
 

for a large response. If we are on the right track with one 
of the
 
treatments, the response should be obvious. 
A formal eXerime= might
 
t:ien be nut dorn. to map 
 the response i. more detail beforE :'-r-latin? any 

general recon-.endation. 

We would be only too happy to help in any way we can with the
 

implementation of these proposals.
 

P. Cox
 

S. Gunawardhana
 

C. Kasimani
 

LAES, 4 March 1985
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L I REFYOUR 

DATE: 

RE FOCDCROP STUDY OF THE NUTUVE AREA 

Dear Oswald
 

During a recent visit by our taro team to Nutuve, it was obvious that
 
there was a major food production problem facing the people. 

Due to the isolation of the area a major research effort would be toocostly to undertake but Dr. Peter Cox our Foodcrops pathologist has m.ade some recommendations to follow up on which could be carried out by your
 
extension officers in the area.
 

As it is already past the usual planting time for the Nutuve area and with

the wet season due in iay, 
the initial work would have to be super-imposed
 
on existing gardens recently.planted. The Catholic lission based at Nutuve
have personnel that are interested in assisting with any observation plcts
 
for data collection.
 

It would be b'st to select various areas of inland Pomio to do the study
to draw out any anomalities of food crop production in the general area
 
of the south coast.
 

If funds are avail3ble from Provincial sources, a helicopter could be chartered
to do a preliminary survey of food gardens from the air and collect soil
 
samples from selected sites.
 

fne straopdv. is to 
rccuc on thrc areas of the south coast of E.N.C. where

rainfall and soil conditions oapcar to be similar and survey food gardens
 
in these areas.
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These are:
 

1) East Pomio - Nutuve area, population - 2154)
 

2) East Pomio - Central Pomio near Mt. Ulavn - population - 2031) 

- area near Auuna Health Centre - population 3527)
3) West Pomio 


If resources arf. limiting, then the Nutuve area can be concentrated
 

on with data collection of the 61r--- two areas being carried out by 

extension Officers to use as background information.
 

Your further suqgestions/comments on the proposal would be much 

appreciated.
 

'ours faithfully
 

RON 	 CROYDEN 
Area Horticulturist
 

cc 	 Dr Peter Cox
 
Foodcrops Pathologist
 
LA 	ES 
KERAVAT
 

cc 	Mrs Miriam Ponja
 
Food/Nutrition Section ENB
 
RABAUL 

cc 	 D R D 0 Pomio District 

c c Sr Mary Drum
 
Nutrition Section Vunapope 



AssisLant .6ecretary,
 
Department of Primary Industry,
 

P.O. Box 440,
 

Rabaul
 

Proposed research/extension project for Inland Pomio
 

During a recent visit to the Nutuve area of Inland Pomio as part of a taro
 
garden survey project by Cox, Gunawardhana and Kasimani from L.A.E.S.
 
(18-22 February) 
it was established 
 that the yield of taro 
is low
 
compared with 
that achieved 
in the Bainings (150g/corm after 1 year cf.
 
6 80g/corm in 6 months 
 in Arambam). It was 
 concluded that 
 this is a
 
location-specific problem 
-
related to soil and weather conditions in the
 
area  rather than the result of a specific disease. But the fact remains
 
that cultivation of adequate food in this part of Inland Pomio does appear
 
to be difficult and 
 that it 
is potentially a food-deficit area. The
 
difficulty of access to these villages precludes the use of purchased food
 
except to relieve severe 
shortages. We have been asked by Provincial DPI
 
to draw up a research/extension project 
with a view to identifying and,
 
ultimately, relieving existing yield constraints and avert the possibility
 
of Inland Pomio becoming a food-deficit area.
 

We propose that the 
 DPI project should incorporate three distinct
 

aspects:

(a) data collection on existing farming systems
 

s) reliCf of i--j -
 constraints within traditional production
 

,2 devclonnc:. anJ introduction of improved alternative systems.
 

These are 
 not to be considered as sequential: all three activities can be
 
carried out at the sa.-,e 
time and in the same gardens.
 

\\ 



The DPI 	Officer in charge of the project will need tot

(1 cultivate a garden of his own to teat out possible
 
improvements, for 
use as a demonstration plot for improved
 

practices once 
 these have been identified, and to provide
 

multiplication plots for newly introduced planting material,
 

(2) arrange with 
a small group of local farmers (a panel of 5
 

should be more than 
adequate) to provide continuous data on
 
inputs (particularly labour requirements), planting dates,
 

cropping practices and yields in traditional gardens and to
 
include 	test 
 plots in their gardens to simulate local farm
 

conditions as closely as possible.
 

(a) data 	collection
 

We suggest that, to start with, 
the area for the DPI garden and the
 
gardens belonging to the panel of farmers are identified and a proper soil
 
analysis done on each. If the gardens are already established, sketch maps
 
should 	 be prepared showing 
 the location of different crops with
 
information on planting dates, varieties, crop spacing, disease and insect
 
pests, and yields. If possible, the DPI Officer should record rainfall at
 
his station using a simple rain gauge. Work could begin on this before the
 

heavy rains which occur from June thru September.
 

) yield 	constraints within traditional systems
 

be used to test different ideas to identify, and 

.,-. te,!i ield constraints within the traditional farming 
.. 'te- i.e. the use of improved varieties, ways to improve soil tilth (for 
example by forking over before planting and/or incorporating composted 

fne DPI plot s!iould 


vegetable matter in enlarged planting holes), use of fertilizer (pig
 



manure, household waste, inorganic fertilizer especially nitrogen and
 
phosphate), use 
of granular insecticides (lindane, carbofuran). Suggested
 
application rates for inorganic fertilizers would depend on the results of
 
the soil analysis; pesticides should 
 be applied at standard rates.
 
Treatments which look promising 
 should, where feasible, be replicated in
 
farmers' gardens. Detailed records of all treatments, and the yields
 
obtained, should be maintained by the DPI Officer. The treated plots need
 
not be in the form of a complex experimental design requiring special
 
statistical analysis. We are 
looking for large effects which, if present,
 
should be obvious. The important thing at this stage is to try out as many
 
different ideas as possible. When (if) a yield c.onstraint is i rnLfie£, a
 
simple replicated experiment may be put down in the DPI garden to find out
 
more about the shape of the production response before a general
 

recommendation is made.
 

(c) development of improved farming systems
 

We should be planning 
now for the time when the traditional long bush
fallow system 
must give way, under pressure of population, to a more
 
sedentary approach to farming. Initially, a garden may need to be used for
 
a longer 
time before being abandoned. The rate 
of decline ir.fertility
 
could be estimated in the DPI plot by soil samples 
and yield data in
 
successive years. Ways of compensating for the decline in fertility could
 
be tried out. These would be 
 similar to those proposed under (b) above,
 
but the constraints would almost certainly vary as the life of the garden
 
is prolonged. Of more importance perhaps, the use of a garden over two or
 
z.ore 
seasons would allow the development of more complex cropping patterns
 
- the 
 optimal species composition would change in successive years as 
the
 
fertility declined. The best 
 way to manage the decline in fertility must
 
be decided by experiment, initially on 
 the DPI plot, then in farmers'
 

6ard 11) 



Tne use of new crops (?maize, various legumes) shoul- tested and 

demonstrated on the DPI plot, with a view to including the: an improved 

cropping system. 

Although this is envisaged as a project for the Provincial DPI, the
 

resources available at L.A.E.S., Keravat, should be used to the fullest
 

extent possible. Not only can the staff at L.A.E.S. help with ideas,
 

-r-nvisionof planting material, data analysis and interpretation, but the
 

project itself, if implemented, should be properly documented and written
 

u,- as a case study of the interaction of the research and extension
 

:unctions in an attempt to generate practical solutions to real problems.
 

As a first step, it is suggested that the DPI Officer responsible for this
 

part of Inland Pomio be asked to identify a suitable site for a DPI garden
 

and establish contact with those farmers willing to cooperate in the
 

project. At this stage, a visit might usefully be made by a team from
 

L.AIE.S. to supervise soil sampling and finalise treatments for the first
 

round of trials, shape and location of treated plots, methods of data
 

recording etc.. Because of the difficulty of access to this area, this
 

will unfortunately necessitate helicopter hire (the airstrip at Nutuve is
 

not serviceable for fixed wing aircraft). This charge can be kept to a
 

minimum by (1) ensuring that the DPI Project Officer has completed his
 

preparatory work and (2) arranging a visit by the Project Advisory Team
 

rather than separate visits by individual advisers. A second visit by the
 

advisor) team should be scheduled about 3-4 months after the first (after
 

the heavy rains) to check differences in plant growth in response to
 

alternative treatmcnts, mcthods of data recording etc.. A third visit
 

should be made about the time of harvest (? February/April, 1986) to check
 

yield estimates both from treated plots (which should be harvested
 

entirely) and from untreated parts of each field using random crop cuts.
 



Tne severity of the problem of food production in InlanL. . should not
 

be exaggerated. The people there are not starving. But r.t:ier should it
 

be underestimated. A research,'extension project of the kin -.-oposed takes
 

time to become establishe(. and to start to generate worthwhile
 

recomuendations. This kind of problem is complex and often appears
 

intractable. But the sooner a start is made, the better the chances of
 

averting a severe food deficit in Inland Pomio a few years hence.
 

..Cox 

3o-zrops Pathologist
 

R.Croyden
 

Horticulturalist
 

Lowlands Agricultural Experiment Station, 25 March 1985
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"butuve Co.qunity School, 
Govnt,CommunityInland PoLio 

P. (j.Ponio.TiiE ,AST lURT.6UjJP;CT: 

nemaersa of, 
on the 15.8.850 among the 

The meeting was called 

GRuUP to oisdcus the
 

LNUTU' E GHRISTiA Cui"MNITY DEVEPMENT 
comnnuity School. 

low attendance at nubutuvepromlemof 

haa decided to take the last efiortof 
4DUCJiTIUS
 

The group 

The group has done two,
 
AARhNESS GkiWPIUN INTU VI4.GES. 

was taken.no possitive respond
so far already, but 


Ei PRuGRAU".
UkAE IS UR 

19.8.85 • karitave, Mirigi, Taravele. villages.
Monday -

Parakaman villages.Paturu, Senel,

V TUesday__ 20.8.85-
Pio-vu, Ire villages.
21.8.85.AeLnesday_ 

Orela villases
 
22.8. 35.axur'.a No 1&2, Kula 

Thuraday 

23.8.85, Oelioi, Lalika,Mongo 
villages.


riday 

regartsolution. -in 

r tu aiscuss some
Gone togetbThe -goup has 

to low attendance at tte school.
 

UP pR6JLCTS.
K D iiATING iA 

afte
 
are given certain 

projects to LooL 


The mnmers of the group 


as follows:
 

pETER MORi &FPATiICKgASEA.

T KS _____ 

&STALAND 
WATJAR 

LINDRUDEi. 
V iIDI[iL6 RUTL 

ISS RIUR RiDW 
pAG.& AUGUSTINkLi-LEpu

GUjiDjLrN Kkl~ljoL 
&IJ3X0.iSiXR & IARy

VIiAGI; AID i TAT1._-LLJ"UVi.sE GiiAI 


jANIG & NICHOA'US-
TuijpTTSTR 

, 
reports on each project 

every two 


group agried to prOauceThe 

roup will meet a~ain. 
moLths when the 

aCndat 7.30 pmonce aweek every 4ednesasy
The grottp will meet 


every Saturday frortigjtly 
tuthe viliage inuicateu 

Below.
 

& NICHOLAUi.. ISIDuRKU.jA VILLAG 
Lideu & CAMILisS TT.L. 

A"LJRIA VIiLiLGE __jOSaji 

& LiGE .


VILULAGE ____IDiLLSpARAi"LV 
& PETaL AvDRIS.ALLAL _ _,PATRICKyEji.j AGE 

of the last apeting of the,
the minutesThese are 

AGRC6LJ-PDrJP1-uiLJ.LTLNUTUVE CHRLSTAII 



utru(i n~ij U IAST NEW BRITAIN 
DIVISI(N OF IlFHALTIl , ,"t 1/ 

LUKLUK LONG VILIS - HISTRI 

PPO NEM 
 AID POST 
 .... 
 HEALTH CENTER
 

VILLAGE NEM 
DATE 

HAMAS MAN I STAP LONG PLES?
 

MAMAS MERI I STAP LONG PLES? 

HAMAS YANGPELA MAN/MERI/MANKI SKUL I STAP?
 

HAMAS PIKININI KRISMAS 
 BILONG OL I ANINIT LONG 5 YIA? 

PIKININI KRIMAS BILONG I ......................HAMAS .....OL ANINIT LONG 1 YIA? ................ 


HAMAS HAUS INSAIT LONG PLES?
 

)L PIPEL I SAVE TROMOI PIPIA WE?
 

..........................................
 
HAMAS TOILET INSAIT LONG PLES?
 

...........................
.................. 
 . 
I GAT GUTPELA WARA KLOSTU?
 

. . . . .
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
 . 

LUKSAVE LONG HAP PLES WE MOSQUITO INAP PUTIM KIAU LONG EN 
- I OLSEM WANEM? 

NEM BILONG PIPEL I GAT T.B.
 

NEM BILONG PIPEL I GAT LEPROSY.
 

"ANEM KAIN GRUP I STAP? (YUT, MERI, SKUL BOD, HELT BOD, VILIS KOMITI)
 

. . . .
 .
 .. . . .. .
ICOMMENTS/ACTION PLAN/PERFORMANCE GOAL 

.. . 



UbPARTMENT OF FAST NEW BRITAIN 

VILLAGE PATROL FORM 

APO NEM AID POST HEALTH CENTER 

VILLAGE NEM 
DATE 

OL I SAVE WOKIM WOK BILONG KLINIM PLES?
 

WANEM KAIN PIPIA I STAP NABAUT?
 

OL TOILET LONG PLES I OLSEM WANEM?
 

OL HAUS LONG PLES I OLSEM WANEM?
 

PLES BILONG KISIM WARA I OLSEM WANEM?
 

OLSEM WANEM LONG OL PLES WE MOSQUITO INAP PUTIM KIAU?
 

OL PIK I STAP LONG PLES? OL I WOKIM WANEM LONG OL?
 

NEM BILONG OL MERI I CAT BEL.
 

NEM BILONG OL MERI KARIM LONG PLES. 
 (MAMA NA PIKININI I ORAIT?)
 

NEM BILONG OL MERI I KARIM LONG HELT SENTA.
 

HAMAS PIKININI I CAT KASKAS?
 

NEM BILONG PIKININI I BUN NATING.
 

HUSAT I SAVE KISIM TRETMEN BILONG T.B.?
 

HUSAT I SAVE KISIM TRETMEN BILONG LEPROSY?
 

HUSAT I DAI PINIS NA LONG WANEM?
 

YU BIN TOKTOK LONG WANEM WANTAIM OL PIPEL?
 

TAIM YU TOKTOK WANTAIM OL MAN 0 GRUP OL I CAT TINGTING LONG WOKIM WANEM SAMTING?
 

(PROJECT)
 

YU MEKIM WANEM KAIN WOK WANTAIM OL MAN 0 GRUP?
 

COMMENTS
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PA IALAL 
PMB aABAUL 
MiJB Province 

10 	 December 1934 
AA/2-9-1 /abPre sidr.nt 

Christian Conrn.ity Development A Aua 
Group District Manager 

Nutu.-e 
PI.IB 	 Rabaul 

RE: YOUFR FO0JALATION OF A SELF-HELP COU2I.TIE 

I like to take this opportunity to congratulate you and the ne',*ly
formed cornmittee in your endeavours to establish a self-help scheme 
to geniunely tackle the exi;wting problems in your im!-edizte area 
there. I imust adr.it that the government attempts at times has been 
vcry poor over the years and this will still be a handicap in the 
years to come, None-the-less perhaps our possible soluticn is the 
step which you have taken in whioh your corz.ittee becomes a 
reconnaisance group identify and doing things in your own little 
way foces the government to de likewise. 

14r Presidentg I would like to make myself available to assist in
 
anyway, please do not hesitate to inquire.
 

cc 	Miss Helen Vor-der-braegge
P 0 Box 58 
KOIIOPO 

(%V 



47{~Arutuve 	 /,ho
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22-4-85
 

The Provincial Lduention uird
 
Oivilsion of Lduc~tiun
 
P.L. dox 922
 
Rnboul, ENfi 

bubject: '"UutUVO Christian LornrunitV Devalorv1Rnt Lorkehopm 

Perticipents: 

-1.Vi~daqe Leadurp wid lntereated People In 
tile 	Iduuve Community
 

C. 	 Pruvincinl nnrl 1istrict o.Lvernmk'nt :,t"77

Hvsem Turbn'rtt Firrt 
 ,s-Lotnnt -mcrettry ItOlan i.ua Aeitzlct lirn.'gir Vomlu
.It tin flaiengjI Lvr/ *vt. F'naio

iL3;ir ulIrk d. I HlUED,
i'.11nn tiukie ',L; L '.1 
Camillus Tnti 
 Hl/11 	;.utuve LUIj - Iep. LducF.tion '.apt.tAzinia 1:,'ioi :IL onjo Forratrv 

Johrl 1"Olprik Jusint'T1nn I r,-iln

Vadlll ;cni .,upervlacr 1 uie"Path rrvice


Hanrald Crivon :. 	 I Dmlo Hpith Pn tar 

Fr. 	 M. '.ittijF'r, V-. Parinh 1Iripat I mrilo 

!,r. 	 imcadlind L: irns, Ltjuc tian L-oordinaitor

Lir. bi~ry irum, I* rricultire/f m~id TrchnaloUlst

i~vte t rmeIr 1~d Nutri tionist
 
LlI1'n Vnrr doer 'r-j!nqn 1'r'.'' th ; ri
 

.err: urls 
 '.ur'. *.tuve -r. Ith !.EntEor 

111Jrctivpo of' the :.orkshii' 

U. 	 -to 1i:;t!n tu un~1~orrira 

L. 	 - to tvll thir cor-tuni ty witi.t dpwilopainInt pl-n *ir r f tiir ntrr~a 

L. 	 -t') hC'rl tIP Vill '.91 -70OPl to 'Je'.Iqn their On -x.nolt 
ueave1ipirnnt ii ;mr 

In 	 I.bJective 'L; tmnia In ulii t I prrq-nftt'd: 

:.ducutiajn ;(-. rt-ent - i'rividp - tm~ic'ipruj rt;r thi'nrh-il 



0. [rovide schonij materials 

0. Education for the children of tNutuv' *..Ommunity 

J. Reonil for rdmininterinrj of funclo to t- echo 1. 

L. lnspecture v.-.vit the acho~il 

F. Llean studenta a~t I almrimel Hligh .Chuol und M-adant Tanchera Coll'cpe 

in Cbjectivr. "Uu this is what I rrns ntel: 

ill,t-z'av.us H1i T Lrrk ror teechera - inejervice Fur new ideas 

81. Ten~t .'lon 'Iolidatinn of Tar~t ,uerAtI'ns) 

L;. )Inalyiin or Urs. I ,5, und 6 trE.t ::hr-ie wjhic, lauds to mure 
cunstructive teoclrtng. 

'Problemis Faced et tNutuve L/Echo-:l% 

U. linsent.1fn by thr' hildren 

fhr!"ie mre thei wftuin FE~ctrs crintributing to im'r'r st,"nd~rdqnfa

th-n c'111drmno uv.!uc>itlon. mvillcot lr~dr i'rim Lv.1,1ri Jl 
 rp.r
t,uest,.d n nrij ncholl -.o be ononepd In hlr wErrd. lipre Pro hivi rp;,-	 ;no. 
r,. Thc Ji? t-rice from L~~ii'i to roituve 1:. v!-rV f;
h . The 15ves !' thpir r-iildrp-n Fire tntirurn. 
r. 	 Thre U2. rivpr In tl;rngeruijs to their chlla.cn ~Whrin flonrtr-i.


I tOld tir I LAll tnLe thp rs'-.tua-t to the eductl n ;3ut~itrrtir'n

in (rLr~ul. The MAot~Int Pcrr't-rV 1r. Hourn Turb.-rot alo htrwnd 
to e to expinin thp chnnr,,1 nr how tn open n nrw. schnol. lie arided
that 	 tthinLgo ron' t cur~ n~ernigiht buj. it takes time en'! money.

U;nmrbody rained thn r~ur-vtinn, 6j.1l It be p n-lble to trnnofer

the b-rioni from TiwI-. 
 to Lnktri beinnuee mne~ny rnnd mnterinilo beiniq
rlacritedc for tthem ra not ba ~ng ucrd. I snid I do not know but I
 

will refer the ;uoqt.',n to thp I LU Fur their deri,.inia.
 

Then worknhup1 It-, 1f wL.' rinE? Lf thp rarot iuorkr.i,', t'j,?': f-ld itrNutuvp L~rrviuoity. .1 f,;hm it Ii t'!:tr'tin] tir-un It . qivol tl'nn- who
aittenaved i,n opportinity ton rone th- II f--ty1.' nf tU'r ppi-1' :nil tn 
prepr, to i s to ~ thi' pe.ople' n prohtimsn. It Stien '~~" h
governrient arffiL(!r., -)JrI' .nirir . r-i ::eop 'i t , r-. r-. *' Ol
itica., znd to !uork tnm)ethler toward tho~ drvt:1opmnn, of I p r ijrlariprd
al-at-1. 1 hie.-snrvl~y rit verv lo n!-.t- tforO, it no .,- rppre
spn itq Je frn) thre top nuthnrity In .dotc -tiin. ThI2 in- H -.Line
Lducr ti n lipo dip n 1-t nf narvice lIn thr' r -0.. -o-n..- or tvii:
provin.-P. Thrfore, frnr this rar.-3n therr' should bp p r-:'r;%nnt-tlva.
from 	 the -. durr'tlon . e:irrtMent in futurr o;orkah-ipr, like t!o 

Fin!cily I !j u1-- like to t~m-i thnt I h.,.ve rice o3 )it to Cnin
tribute touii,23 thp -!urreg iruilneoE of thiin urnrksThj '. Ia-ar, j9 the 
rep~ort of 0: t LhL uors,.hni;p tno, all obout. ca.y jf* tio' .utuvn
cOmmunity *'cti.:n '.an Iq t'ino nttichcd to I'm~i rnp,-rt. 

Yourg slicerely, 

/nvb 

http:chlla.cn
http:t-z'av.us
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E,/ie'r 'Pd7
 
Penopo Com. Center
 
C.N. iakiri 
UNEA ISLAND 
P.O. Kimbe, WNBP 
4h! 1vJ/ 1985 The Arch-Bishop of.Rabaul 


P.O. Box 414
 
Rabaul.
 
EIBP 
Dear Your Grace,
 

Greetings, we wish you good health!
 

We wish to submit an application through you to the office 
of the "Commission for Justice, Peace and Development of P.N.G.S.I. 
This application is for the money grant of the sum of twelve
 
thousand kina (K12,000.O0). We now wish to mention the purpose for
 
this request.
 

Due to strong demand, we see the need to construct a community.

.building for the population oL one-thousand-five-hundred people

(1,500). (.This figure corresponds to the last census count). These 
people are the residents of Penata and Manopo Villages at Unea 
Island. This building would cater for three (3) projects, namely 
a community library, an office for t.,o I'lard Devoloprlent Coiimittees,. 
anl an aid post. This money requested for should cater for all
 
building material, plus furniture for all three compartments. Yon
 
building materials like library books, medicine, paper and others..
 
would come from self reliant sources and other means.
 

This money we request for would have to be chanelled here
 
through the K.K.D. (Kristen Komiuniti Divelopmen) or C.C.D.
 
(Christian Community Development) Office in Kokopo, Leaded by

Ellen VorderBruegge whose office address follows!:
 

Ellen VorderBruegge
 

P.O.-'Box 58
 

Kokopo
 

E.U.BP. -

The following peuple would co;ordinate the construction of the
 
building at the community level:
 

BITO Robert - chairman-Ward Development Comm., Penata 

- chaiman, Ward Deve1. Comm., Manopo 

luke -chairman, school E.0.M. 

BITO MichaelJ- W.D.C. minister for education, Manopo
 

RAGA Julius - W.D.C, minister for education, Penata. 

http:K12,000.O0


VOGAE Charles - permanent resident, Penata, ex teacher 

BABAI Michael  permanent resident, teacher, respected

F 
 citizen
 

....
Simn h mter# Penopo Com. School
 

We hope, your grace, that you will kindly give your support
to our requeat,
 
We will willingly supply any further information if you so
request for it, regarding what we ask for.
 

ITLf':
 
Also included are details giving support to our request, or
 reasons for the need of our request.
 

Sincerely Your's
 
LAUP yinond: 
 on behalf of the above committee
 

.. °0
 



STATEITMITT L: 

COI'-IMITY IIBRART - need based on: 

i) 	 need for space and facilities for increasing 

number of Gr. 6 drop-outs to 

: allow for general ongoing education 

: continue studies through the C.O.E.S. scheme 

ii) 	 more than 50; of the previously mentioned
 

population (i.e. 1,500) are literate, and a
 

library at their home ground would prove as
 

a strong means of improving their literacy
 

iii) 	visible sign of hope like a library is needed
 

for the greater number of Gr; 6 graduates who
 

don'"t continue to high school or any other
 

formal institution for learning - these are
 

so-called drop-outs which is a.very disollu
sory 	term both for the parents and the student
 

STAT El1TT D: 

WARD 	DEV 00IMITTEE OFFICE - need based.on:
 

i) need for meeting ground for two Ward Bev.
 

Committees to have dialogue and plan'
 
constructively together before, during,
 

and after implementing ideas
 

ii) 	 facilities and space is needed for non public
 

servants but educated citizens to give a hand
 

to Ward Dev. Committee members in areaa that
 

they are lacking in
 

iii) 	 safe place is needed where records of W.D.C.
 

projects and other relevant documents can be
 

kept safe in filing cabinets
 



STATEmenT C:
 

AID 	POST - need based on:

i). 	there is.an increasing need to have prAIa-r.Y 
medical center where minor health problems 
can be prevented from becoming disasterous 

this applies to infants, children, and adults 
likewise
 

ii) make.use 
of trained nurses with certificates
 
who are jobless  we have two at the villages
 

iii) 
 a center equiped not only with medicine but
 
also with material to educate the people
 
about matters.concerning hygene
 



(Compiled by Br. nayrmord Lau:hj - ,/ / 

1 EiT: A 

TOKTOK BILONG GitUP. 

This list follows the original format as recorded oz. the
 
board by Gregory Nlongi on the 11th of September 1985 as
 
the different groups reported on their discussions.
 

1. 	Haus Tisa - Naterial
 

2. 	Haus Lotu - Noni 

5. 	 Komiuniti/ 
Secondary Education - Libreri, ino komik tasol 

4. 	Wara 


5. 	 fid Po st 

6. 	Population 


7. 	Vocational Senta 


High Skul 

8. 	Bisnis 


9. 	 Laibreri 

10. 	STOP LIKA TRED 
11. Transport 

12. Sport 	 -


RRtUIRENEETS: B 

- Drink/Tutrition 

- Health 

- Giraun i sot 

- Skills to help family, community 
and 	culture.
 

- Long Bali/"itu 
- 3r4""m Aevelopmen .nnr peles. 

- liamba bilong ol sumatin long 
Bali/witu. 

- Katolik Skul 

- Eanaemen na success long Bisnis. 

- SAVE
 

Wari long femili, society.
 

Salim products (communication)
 

Play graun long Penata.
 

TOKTOE BILONG GRUP.
 

: Developed Form - following catagories by Br. Raymond Laupu 
based on hEkUIni KNTS: A. 

A: The different areas of concern
 

a 	 Education
 
Health
 
Economics
 
Land
 

e 	 Religion
 
f3 	 Leissure 



Cont. A:
 

EMUCATiOrl 

Concern 


I Physical (non spiritual) 

- teachers house 


2 
Spiritual (non physical)
 

i) 	Community 

Secondary education 

- library 

- advancement of 
education for
 
general public.
 

ii) Vocational Centre 


- skills in help: 

0 parents & family
 
o community orientation 
o preserve culture 

iii) High School 


- bring development 

- eliminate transport

problems.
 

- Catholic High School 
in Bali or witu 

HEALTH
 

i) 	Water 


- needed at villages in 

abundance.
 

- for drink or washing
 

- source: VAr.I 
ii) Aid Post 

- primary care for health of 
children, adults too. 

fature of 'tid
 

funds for
 
material
 

moral support
 

funds
 

direction
 

concern
 
support
fund s
 

support
 
communication
 
funds
 

new 	water pump
 
or funds for
 
maintanance.
 

advice; funds
 

material-medicine
 

0 01 



Cont. 2: 

i) Lucc e,.:: 

- rrali 

l iisnis 

eient problems. 
advice 
aid: any other. 

ii) Transport 

- consistent sales of 
produce 

safeguard 
boat 

- communication 

LAED 

- land shortage 
therefore: land disputes. 

survey 
registration 
tribunal 

RELIGICIN 

- Church buildings for both Penata 
and Eanopo. 

funds for 
material. 

LE IS EUnE 

i) liquor trade 

queries due to family and 
social problems caused by 
liquor sales: 

principles 
regu-itions
discipline 
EDUCATION 

- Is it a sufficient means of 
leissure when weighed with 
the problems related to Lt? 

4" wit Sp *It? 

- Can the people(traders and 
consumers) be trained and 
formed to a better and 
healthier use of liquor? 
How? 

- Are government regulations 
helping at all? 

ii) Spor't 

Playground at Penata closer 
for use of Penoj'o School Kids-

• tcrr. ": t.f. 

i=-vcd (a?" ?e:I',tc,:-t 
...... rr'2' .- _ _ 

agreement of 
landowners; 
equipment for 
upgrading;
f______ ___,__ __, 

L- L "*, 1 



B: 	 iT .. A.LLCFLL] T2 

,,,ks after "ssretalk: P1019 

1. 	 work-Shop - 21s z-23rd October 10g5
 

Venue: iigdjiani Courcil Chamber
 

*vestBali, 20 names already collected,
Attendants: 

more names still to come.
 

Speakers; John (co-ordinator)
 

Br. Raymond Laupu
 

Provincial Youth Co-ordinator
 

President 	of Women's Council for Province
 

E.B: a) Same programme will be given for East Bali 
the
 

week after, the place will still be chosen,
 

18 names already collected, more names 
to come.
 

b) 	 Nature of Br Raymond's talks.
 

Integral Human Development
-


- Particular reference will be given to
 

REKUJi~ktEi TS: B especially where Penata and
 

are concerned because the
1'lanopo peorle 

I (Ray)
requirements are primarily theirs. 


plan to break them (Penata & Lanopo) up 
into
 

groups to investigate further into the
 

requirements along the following guideline
 

questions:
 

c) Guideline %uestions
 

a) 'whathave we got (regarding any of the
 

fore-mentioned requirements)?
 

b) What do we need and have not got?
 

c) How can we achieve what we need by
 

i) self helr
 

ii) outside aid
 

d) 	 How will the changes we bring about benefit
 

the people
 

i) morally ? 

ii) spiritually ? 

iii) physicK. -: 2 



i:"xDEVELOPMENT CO MTEE (WDC) AND KRISTEN KOM/MITI DEVELOPMEN KD 

JOINT WORKSHOP PAIIANfl NOVEER d5T amd 26th 

AIMS: I) 7a, introduce the WDC Gbvernbeht 'structure t) womeiT and youth
representatives at the village level. 

2) Ta encourage participants -to give due .attonitiom to, the needs of
the whole persorr im Gommunity Developmemt worq. 

3) TCD iwtroduce participats to the necessay skils and ochmiques
to successfully identiify , plar and implement village based 
. nxmmty development projects. 

PARTICIPAIT, Twelve 'vialges were each- ited to, send 6 partcicants, 
twa)each from 	 a) WDC members 

b) *vumen
a.) youth

Although all the villagee: invited were represented, not all emt6 participants. A list of participants ams is given in the 
apendix. 

Friday November 22nd: 1400 - 1530 ---- IEFIN@ 

Registrafton of participants, intr ductiom to the workshop and brief outline ofthe mair subjeot matter for the Monday and uesdas sessions, :4e. 1) Government
Structure 2) 	 Council Administration "3) '"hat is a Mau?"/ Mc= Develapment
4) Community Diagnosis 5) Project Identification, and 6) CammuniW Involvement, 

** t. re session 3: It was still hoped at this. stage that Pr* Raymond would
successfully find transport im order to make the main-presentation on thissubject. This 	was not possible so. ,a closely related ba -slightly differeni 
topic was treaied im this "sessaon. 

Llonday November 2t : 10830 -	 1630. - Sessions 1-4 
'T.e day oammenced with a abort prayer asking for the Lord's guidanue on theyork about to be begum together, recognizing in the wards of Psalm 12, that
3 W. the Lord does mot build with us their we labour im vaiuno
 

0STGOVNNTTRUCTURE : Jalmnn 
 -ans k, Sub Distriat 0o-ordlaatar 

"vxptanation of 	the levels cf government im PNG and the 	diffem between thse .. o ARE actually part of the GOVERNMENT - that is Political Representatives and those who are employed to WORK FOR the OVRNMENT  that is pub ioc 	 servants/c.'9.n. For example, the memt;- s of the ward development ommttee are the 
...... c level gazvemuent., that is the spokesmen- and political repreeetatives of 
thc people at the villge, level; while people such as the illage oourt mtimstratcand extensio officers didimen etc., are workmet of the go'ernmenA at villagel . ,e 1,,
 

A-n explanation of the stramre of the Department of lIN3 was them given. This 
u& 
to assist particLpants to understand that the differemt government vorkers im theProvince come under the responsibility of certain people, at the sub-'?.striet,
"istrict and Provincial headquarters level, SD) that it would be Clearer VI h1path of oommunioation meads tw be followed for the implementation of Goyt; polr.'
projeats eto. 

SEMION, 2 0OUNCIL ADMINISTRATION g Jram.Es Slpa, Coumcil Executivo Offtoer 
A simple explanation. of the, f:.nacial aiW4 istration of the ward development
committees, For example, it was explained that it would be the reeponsiblity-f the oommittee ta, estimate before the em. of one yar how much money co=1 be .1' 



&goes 2 
,10ated to be oollected im the coming year from euoh sarces as vilLge headlevled by the vtillage court, tam 

tax,.:is on cash crop earnings and then to decide h=• ':ismwiey would be spewt, e.g. how mumh would be spemt an various development
- e&,s and how much on administrative.ed budgetting. costs of the committee. Sudh planring is 

. ioc&a .It ws noted ttt such, budgetting wasGovernment Cou=c1 previously debe bybut now the villaore had&:Kcitpamte a greater opportunityIm deciseonz concerning wJlag talevel developmnt ,mnow step at the village level the Coaun~ 
Btit because tuLs

executive-143t officer offered to.any of the wad development committees requirigg help, to prepare theirk .Igets, 

H ~ ~i~ /V 1OLE/M DEVELOPM s Sr. Mary, jkW**-Kamunit Devekpmsn
order to ive, every man, and v has various typoe of needs. Mhese basic 

caoe rouped in o three' T.tal needs. It j importent to ma.n. aeas: "lael emotional andrememer that wea 3,i which must be have needs in all threez Spornded to) i 
: t 

any emmmity development work. We have t'to uolk together to develop the vhOU p rsom and- or:2Y,, e.g. physie,31 or spi,tul needs. 
mt limit our concern tcD ome 

'--.'Zonof Jesus 7he New Testament passagers used to illustrate of thethis (Luke 4:1-12). At the time justhe begaM his m-tcive ministry' his work among and with the community, Jesus,:-!' recogejsed th.'3,e,-' three besic, areas of nsed im life mde nm b s me ed , e . the e xe r of h was temptedttat a.ex econ ce nt r a o c og e me u g e r por c t " "hese meeds am cr vv&U be answered k! 'Anther,, God. the Father, vwthon/.;o work or persr-nal:.c1l effort. Tbt Jesms fourd that the- is Very dif-eremnt pnth He, and '7,It imolves discovering what is had7,i.*,la. ourselves W already gulable.urcommun.ty and working trustfblly with th to, develap
(_3 lif~e we ha::e'beem' gdive"r~
-. group activity, participants,.. cted in prqe looked at lists of needs whiahas VilIg had beenmeetj~g conducted0dade 'bich by the Makiri KKD group md triedarea uf our life (phystsl, emotical., spiritua) each need was' - ,. ne d v&-ffhq 

_ 10: 4 ----- TYD1AWOWS 
Sr. Mary

1.-p, of a sick 1,ersom coming to a doctor for helpD was".j.i(Utify the 
used to aid part5zipmatmaim Ateps Involve. Imh'3 ..=d treating it and thus 

a doctor finding out what sickness a pmtiemtthe steps imvolved , 'u'ity: development 'rk, Just as 
In commmity diSamosis for ef2ectivethe doctor has to take artain steps to:indJt", what tdakwss iis patient is Suffering from (e.g.* cYJVGoms; work sp'oial tests) 

examine pa-.ent" ask 
7 Much as possible abowt the 

so ve need to. do aerttmi things in order to Thueommunity s needs so) as-r4 to these needs. 
to) find the best possible 

C'OUp then ledS.:h atone need on their list and tried1:2 ho taken, to find (ut more t souggest steps thatabout this used eg. askg the people their feelfgs,-. .t , Om'ryi-rg out, m m&rveyv eaul4g on the ielp of')L someoneLpeCAIs ski-Ilau or 1=vawldgSV 

*:0830 -1600 Sessions4 7 
..'. , sessons begm with & short pemr led by Mr. Pius Ura. 

j-(o:ort inpt on oe w- to- drw up a 
p to-t mwer the commnmmity needs 
we hM--cA:zi:-fd/V sed; h ,., to desigm a trealmet or WUOMDim for thehe follc.vng questions *omm= i.Aned to be answered: 
1) What work vdU be done byr the local eOmmumity?2) What reeoxz'psth,, gs, are available locally?
What people f&'U, outside the loeal co are
$mity needed to, heIT?nemed, toWhat beIl or Vdt e be obtained from outsde?.T:) o. When blwWi}a the wk soum m ? 

VMo'w long will the work tai? 

http:commun.ty


ON 5 PROJEC1,ItNTIFICATION : Johnny Bazak
 

TMis followed on firom spesion, 4 aldhelyed participants to)understand the stoe
L voled in piemnine a communiti development project through the correcrt chanze'.si 
f= the Government structure. Groups wIthin the comimunity need to propose,
s'ixggst t' the WBC those projects to be carried Out* Projects which they bel-iove 
W!R respond ta the w-edB of the community.
Tnese proposals are tien discusmed bF the WIC and listed im priority by the WDO
according to which se'ms most suited to the eommunity- and most likely tO suocee&.
The proposalsare mext presewted to the appropriate Goverment offioers who
 
st-hdy them and if necessary carry out surveys/feasibility mtadies eto. to mre
 
Si.e the proposed projects re really suited to 
 the local community md likoiy tN
bg su =ossful. After receiving these recommendMions, the members theof DC 

. ip a final list or projects to be submitted either for self-funding or 
"ore'. sponsored furling, depending on the overall project cost. 
T5hrse projects for self-funding by the WDC canw then proceed but projects reqin =g
+,i sponsorship of the local gcvinent Eouc.il -wst await approval or nat by

the CounciL 
 If tho correct proceedure has been fullowed'. the appropriate Gove:m
Mmoff,-icers v&U. the-x supervise tfie Impl.ementatiom of the various projects. 

SEM-1ON 6 COMiUNI LYT Sr. Mar'y 

T- was primaily a jwa-tioal sessiazi in vWch partiaipaxts wormed in groups to 
w. action plan 'ox &project which they vshed to pursue in their wardF.reas. The short i mut for this sessiom emphasized that those projects in tiih
 

Th1'-e s a. high degree of commnunty inwolmement both in project plam=ng and
 -

:.:plementation have been found to have greater success than those in which -here
 
is 1Lttle oomumity pU paim. Iim preparia shtiom plams, groups were
 
eI-ouxaged (before seelkding outside assistanoie) to carefully consider what
 
mSOuraos are already available im the community and how best these can be
 
ai for any pan1=tcu1, projects The project w'tiom plaus prepared are smmar'sed 
Si.h3 table which fo--lows. Although a little more detailL is requiLre in

some instances, the groups worked wel im the limited time available. 

SBMSION 7 gD, • Johnny Bnzak 

At the request of the participants this was a further sessiom on budgettring to 
aws: 'ist tb WDC members lim the work of preparing their 1986 budget* Prac'; L 
ex-Mp!es of pzregmn sucmh a budget vere worked om the blackboaid, 

SPECIAL SBIO . F=ANCIAL LF-4MLIAMGE I Fr, Willimm, Parish Priest, ea 

Thlawas a simplified and brief explan-itionr of the country's economy* Si6e 
Indepmiden PNG has mot had mfficiemt money frm Its earnings, eog. fron, 
agrlmturaL mid minipm; products to pay for the materials an, services it rean e 
to con. nMe the rate of development it wishes to take pLacs. It has therc .e
borrowed money overseas to fumd development projects. However a lot of this 
money ow needs to be paid back and the main sources of income heme not Increased 
as .much or as fast a it was hoped they would, e.g. copra, coffee and copper
77-117 have all fall r in recent years exd the gold m1ning has not proceeded a
qtLVklyj as oxpeoted. The more money the Governmeat has to. borrow, especially 
iff :-t is not yet able to repa its first loams,the more difficult It becomes*
This means that although the Givernnent mW w.sh to make more funds available
fair development projects, It maV nut be im a position to do so. Therefore the 
more communities are able to be self supporting, the greater their chance of
Rrocessing, of developing, Where limited fmds are available, projects W- N 
a igh degree of community Iomlrv1vamt and self-help, requiring only sr,
af,'lnts Of eXternal assstanoe are more likely to be suocessfu!L in beiL, ,.... 

and fundedo 

http:chanze'.si


CONCLUSION
 

The workshop clom 
 with a final prayer from Fr. Villim and the sharing of 
kalkci by- all the particlpats and teachers of Makirl Community school.
A special word of thanks must go to the womem of Makiri who- looked after a1
the main meals dur:-z the workshop and Sr. Gerhardia far assistance with.
morning and after--. ,on tea. Thanks are also due to,Mr. Otto Nomani. and staff 
of'Makiri Commiuni ,p school for making availabie a classroon for the workshap
md for assistinE Cm duplicating handoits. 
Finally I would 1 :e to express my thanh3 to Mr, Johmr Hnzk for the
invitation to be rt ot this workshp and to all the participants for the 
wholehearted way. which they entered into the program.
May I encourage et< h of.the ward development committees to complete the work 
on their 1986 bA,, ts..Use the skills learat during the workshop to identify
comnity developmi t,projects to benefit all the people of your respectie
v.lna.os and in w) oh everyone feels able to. be involved. Representatives
of the various you-h, womenx church and school etc., groups can assist in

such project identVfication work by using the action plao farms to clearly
 
pIan for such coim i Lity projects'
 
Solim. tingting loi,. 
 dispela wok, i no wok blong sampela tasolp i no'nup&U
wok o wok big dis,: La taim tasol - Nogeutt I wok blg yumn olgeta; i wok
brong olgeta Kria..i manmri. Tni aita gat wok Ug kirapim na strom n 
laip insait long rminii lUg ymi. 
EmannaLs Kristmas .n'ug yupela Qlget& m. gtpe;La- teddn I step wantha ytz. 

Sre Mary Dru 
K:istc= Kommniti Developmen. Tim 

A2penCir: LIST ,? PARTICIPANTS 

1 u.mmxp- Fenatabotbng Group,3 :Kuabm'I I 
C, IJu.2. 
K, Vatoto 
M. Laupu 

J. hmbA 
K. Nale 
Vagelb. Am" 

Tpaple Lfqomt=ni 
Devoku Pakurorsi 
Hendrick Ma"auxve 

K. Mangi 
Ko P nga (Kvei)
K. Panga (Ke1uki) 

Mary Kavml:ci 
Paledti Kamli,
Wiie= Uto 

Lmpa Nale 
Manguri Talingapum
Margauve Ngato 

: 
K. Kalago 
Qork 

Pemata Falwaro; 
Bito. Johm 
Taele Elmer 

h... . 
Ramomd NSauke 
Pius Urn 

Komboli 
Catherine Tarrge 

Qoropo Swam Joseph Rto' 
Dantel Kantomm 

Pengeti 

:G-___t__u-_, 
 e_ mra_ 2Gro Rakmmora.k 

P..= Taqoqcla Vake Nale Williim,
Magwmangtt Pius Michael Yale .%nny Mamae 
Peroro. Ngate William, Vugae
Ksleon 
 John Nle 
 Johm Kavulio. 
Kmwr~oe Mene Wilfred Yapale


Albert N,-Ze 

Kolobolo. Lunga - Petali Moia
T. Rucki Raphael Buai 
L, Qeqila 
M& Lonboi 

http:v.lna.os
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!RANDRIAN D333MICT rC/COI'2.UIIITY nZVYOP11UMM 702=1102 
X-m 2. - r,. 190C. 

The obectivea of thm Torn-oo- are: 

a) to introduce & clarify f or -overrr:ent off icero nnd vi).laGe people the 
71T3 7arc' Develo-=ent S: ate= Structure 

b) 	 to introdt-ce and cl- rify for Governrient off icersa nd village oeo'le the 
role of Coverm-ent -,crEj3n.7ol, village cormittee metibera, and the vi11af-e 
,3eo'l.e t"-et.zelvec 

c) 	 to dev,,!o- individual vi1J. ,e nro~ect -)lnnc 

d) 	 to develo-i c.p overall :'andrian Diatrict r-evelo'xmnt Mlan 

c) 	 to ootn.bliah inteCr- te6 involve-nent a-onr -nll C;overn.ient departments, 

end bet-Jeen Cirurch cnd Covern-ent oreaninationo 

71! A1B - ionday, Dece::ber 

:0"7. o- 7c172~' - 1- .:i'IiC, 

i. 	 -w~c- of -V: -Inre --ovelo-inont 3yatcm .3truct'.re 
- ICYZzidor Tali 

- by 7!1leo, Von. eer ir.'e~Ce 
3. 	 ILction -1:tn risir~n 

- by', llon Vor der :rueGeo 
4. 	 Individual Fro-ar-.tion of: 

- ob eoccri-Aion 
- -7 t involvo! :ent in co-i-.iity dev~lo',r.'ent 

-,rzocnt f'-,ttvrc -1'In/ieens for ccr--,ni. eel~el 
1:. Yrecentation of Inidivieu-:1 PF.icrs 

%le of -ovcrr-7o.nt Cfficerro in the ~o~o 
- fcilit-te -rointrcio douoi'. 
-direct cor.-.--ity ---- inr e.::rci!,e 
- 'Trtici-)-.te in ai;-d giuide con-rTwmity diaCnocic and action -31an desiEn 

-71.7- T"O 	 -Tuacday, 7ece::-ber Z; 

1. 	 Ceonin- of t':.e Trcc 
- Ceuin!7 .Tr~yer 
- Introd&-ction of 7nrtici-n'nta 
- J.or::sho ' Ire nca -:p1hined
 
- 7eynote e.Ir
 

* love-O 	 of t'-e "iC **'2rcd Ceveloment Synte.-i 
3. 	 Off icero .:recent their --ole c'.d Involvement in Narndrimn Develovj.ent 
4. 	 '"overnent Officero Irnotruct 'lare. Com~ittee I.em-bern on t'eir -tole and 

omvonoity1 Itieo M-rc 

http:Trtici-)-.te
http:ovcrr-7o.nt


rA. T7,M7, - '.cdnccdn.y, Decem~ber '1 

!.CaLnity D)iarnorc 3xcrciato - Qroup '7ork 
P.C'rou,- 7recentntion of Cotvrunity Diap'nooia 
3. Action "Irn Zeoign - inctructions fo11o-.ed by Crou, lrl 
4. Presentntion of Individual Villare Action Flaana
 

D1.727CU"R - 7aurneey, 73ecember Ui 

3MOI 113:
 
1. 	 7reacnt~tion of lrh ividuel Vil1ptee Action 71lcna continuen 

~Eraft en Dverall lfzdien Dictrict Action 'Y1an 
- clarity P1l rcleo and reaorzoibilitieo 

7f.3et Ti~.'.e etc., Aooign Le- ?era for each andfor ren:rts, pro'ect, 
Schec'u.e a Evaluation 

4.* :,viei ""Ven'ts of t:-e 'or-mho-) 
1.Clocing Cernmony 

http:fo11o-.ed


P.O. Box 53
 

Kokopo, ENBP 

15 December . .. ; :, 

Dear andrian District .orkahop Participants, 

Congratulations to each of youl 
 You are part of an important step
 
in the process of making a self-reliant local government council a reality
 
in the Passiamanua Gimi/Rauto area. By participating in the workshop at 
Lilaa you have demonstrated your willingness to join w74th 
others to build
 
a ctrong Crowing community.
 

DurinC the first workshop sessions, Covernnent officers carefully
 
c:t.!Ollined the !ard Development System to all the villaGe leaders from
 

-n.zic a ,nua2imii/Rauto. It is important that the decision-nakera have a
 
cle.r underctndin, of Coverrraent and how it works, 
 Everyone involved
 
nedz to know,rf.-at are his duties and responsibilities and what help or
 
,7.ssict21nce can be expected from others,
 

Men the workshop -e-cions turned to Primary Health Care. 7e all
 
h'c' 
 a cha.nce to learn and then practice come skills that will help us be
zin our "ror'c. -o.wefully, x.!e discovered that it i possible to work toCe
ther to identify nroblens and plan what action can be taken to overcome
 

.nclosed is a report that reviews the sessions of the workshop. Stud.
 
it, recall all 17a learned, and use theme new skills in your service to
 
othero. 2 emeber that PEC IS SO'-TKIN1G 71 DO "7IT-r TZ:Z C0'I:U!IM and not 
just discuss at wor!-xhops,
 

Iy thanks to everyone who particinatcd in the work hop. I enjoyed 
meeting some of you for the first time and also visiting with old friends.
 
I loo forward to folio-7ing the progress of everyones' -iork. .:lease keep
 
in touch and let me 
or my teammates know if we can be of ausiotance to
 
you. 

All the Bent,
 

3llen Vor der Bruegge 

Health Planner - Vunaope 

/evb
 



!V2711 LJDZ212?CCii1'CiUT 7.3Z 

DMM - IS05MLI 2 5, 

LIIJ :A 

a) to intro,-'uce anc. clsnrify for Govern='ent officers and~ village people 
th~e "1112 "'rrd4evolo',-ent System 3tructure 

b) to introdu'ce ar-4 clarify for reovern -ent officers and villa-e peor~1e 
t':e role of r-overn-ent tzeroonael, villare committee members, and the 
vil!%ae D!eo,le t~emselvea 

c) to cevelon. individual villa-e ,roject plalD 

C) to develon~ an overall X.ndrian District Develoi',,ent -Plan-

)to ect?.blish integrated involvement &-norx, all governmeint de-partmentaq 
-;n,-:bet~ieen Church ance rovorn~ent ore-anirationa 

-* -ovck -nove~rt vinrecentativea 

loic'ore 'Deli - 3-,ecia.l .eource Cfficer for Diatrict Services 
r-;-ncif. C . 3 - 23Coor'Cinator' 

-4c±t-uThvernr.,ent _Re-reoentcatives 

.-ewny a~r:)ro - _/Acaot~nt Ce1cretary. for -.1'ndrian Dis trict 
:Aene ucro!.:a - IkOsiatant Dictrict Officer 

"djie 'Crai 3uciness -evelo-raent Cfficer-Tistrict 

,.eve 1onnent 
- ictrict 7?-rect Officer 

7.ij -all - e'"ic'.l fficer 
A-i'tnei ozrier - Zc~oo'. Iriorector 

:r: tn '*,.- i.a - Thtrition C>fficer 

ove -Eirtrict
n-c~izo .. Izr~ Cf icer 

~7:'e- oter/7 
3,-e £z2J. - FUaroe/i-idwifs 
ory .ih T'r o---'itY 'c o' 
(3orr . i ,ct .,a.1rinc

i*~' 7e 3.i 

C - z~er 
Thil-~ - :jir'a*oI~n e a-'.rter 

rltsiaj - :e ima.tc~r 73*ijr 

i -c :' le -:n ;~uz.-termat i: 

Fololi Y i-=aiia]iolok- C-acter 
Eo--Anic 1 o~res - 7thndri '-n Voca:tional School 

-. Licion TIereent-.tives 

Or. .iry Drnu:n, 11,C - 7?o-d Technolory 
3r. DRoalin= O>airn3, I'-3C - kiuc'tion 
2llen Vor der D're- Health _71rnner 

WiOter t.rency --e-creoint?.tives 

V_"rie TDyler - rovincial 1!%ttritionist 113? 
joz-eniine -Felis - 0-M-11 Liv3oto t& :xtbnsinniat, Venym.rya, V-orobe 
Faris 7?eenen - ia~ere- 1112. M~urition 7ro'ect, Venya~rya, V~orobe 



171C.-I -LSNI3AfjU. 
Anton Aire', 


-o in 

J.oe ;,Cru 

If.jG 

Tolia,. 

Zalhonio 

3enang 


Inime 

Paul Ilemio. 


llak:i 
!'Pr-nie 

.. e-C' 
Pet~7Li~~~-
LP-lil

Zernr~Cr 17oesi 

P.>':cnoeAoin 
Joze~~~h 
7* .~r~tTo~nneul 

-iri 

-0-oo 

runo 2e'-.iz 
rotin 

*'nco ~eter 
1Vrhcus Ve r U 

F-tiza nc-io 

:'.akum 

I al-: i 
3ar ji.-I
 
Llos 'Lanjg 

ionday, Tecermher 

Andrewn Xadula 
-ijU rirno 

1.'jchen6l Irio 
Jacob V'aiang 
ieter'Paer-En 
Ancrery Pazgelo
oinon ~JU 
? o!'-eao -_ungio 
Th~as 7avolone 
a'::el '-'inirg 
'iu ?orroD 

Andre7" IPovor 

ter Crio
 

3 i:' on Irek
 
joian Saoia
 

caeio 

P?r!cic Vindrorng 

ea Ln;-,en 

':,ul 'Aeksi 
ien L'pn~inung 

Vur'2 
.:e-ul 'encle 
Leo Iaco' 

ibr-umnio 

3by :31len Vor dier 'rtegge
T-he ope nir7 aeocion tr:aced 'te Cevelo',nent 

Ai'SINM___3__ 

Likler Sahak 
Lutz-Fueli :'iheli 
Tia-ial j3ulum 
S3u'cul A~ita 

L. jfl
ArG l 
Ululu Heli
 

- Vincent Uotc~ak 
Anton ':ail. 
a~ae IFockli 
Vani Lierig 

Jocelpl Utli
 
i~er.;nr~zn ek', o
 
Ulelicra- nno
 

Feter '"emd o 

::zncli er 

Tuka flenbo
 
Li?!ie't Ilihenbo
 
Jo--'n ?-itsili
 
Lilngin Prul
 
Sepi Leli
 

of Frimelry 'ealth Ca.re(PHXC) from intsrnitiona1 to 7:I-1 rPationl, 7rovincial 'and District levelimn'lementation 3chemen. A time line x-Ra used to follot7 the events "hichhave occurred in7~3 C'e m~eanin;-- of -:-C r7-hich includes the three aspectsof riervice, atructure and an-jroac% r'.as exnlained. - a'aningful izm,e'nentation eenns on political corm~itz-ent, como:re:aensive rilanning; and a train-

2'LVIL''4* 7 ?ET07*U:!'T ST'-JZWrJ--~i -7A2 
by Fenny IVsroro 
The form~ation and deoign of the "1 rd Develo-,ment Z3ystem tian outl.ined by the acting'Anciatant 3ecret'ary. 
 7-e areas of ,?riority and asloacto
of t',ie budget were covered. The_'wesent situation involving council end


no-council arein e, lYainee. 



LJ'. CI'I.JrTITT -IkArrc3: /ACTIMI 7--P.A. 
by Zilen Ver 6er 3rue!,7e
The skills uae£ to iaEnoae the sickness of an individual patient

ain *e trannferref to r±in"nosinp the problems of an entire village com
'u-ity. All of th e socis.l, nolitical and mnvironnental factors must be.oicered. There are "ioyo to met the cr munity interested a-,. involved
 

i- ,efinip.. 
 their o*-r 7r)bemoo 3o--e of theco teehnicueo -ere de;monatrate-"ane nr;,ctice6.
 
There are 
aloo many 7:ya to look for problens in the corunitye 3 one

io-71-.l health-. r-e usin' center records and -,'. clinic booha, surveys, anr.
vectio-naireo. Others are lecs forna, and u.e o-.r eves, e-rs, nose, handsnnd co_-_on sense, .Tnhete problem is identifieC, a clear nlan of action

is the "e-t -,,y to solve it. 3i -73le, easy t7ays to do this -,ere exnlained
z"nz' 7e7*on-,trateC. 

7 _DVIJT-,II, -.V-U- I HT WL:Z I 1-7 -V.TDZVCLOI''3r-i'3 T4 
by Isi-fore Teli 
T-e fuller rictu'-e of the 'iard atr%.cture uas -.resented by the fornsr:7an"rian. District Coor,.inator. -e 'eacribed the c2ans end frojects m:iich 

re bein-

".evelo--ent of the - .
 
-. develoned at the -rovincial and national levels to aoist the 

hy lilen Icr der .rueC-,e 
.. c!- -overn-.ent .7orker -'ao a,-ed to -re-are a 3reaent.Ftion covering 

-ree w eaz:
 
"eir :ob -encri- tion %"C rec-:noibilitie; to serve -..e "eoT'.e.
 
:: eir -r'zt irvo!v'r-e:-t in the istrict develowent.
 

C) t eir cn--estiono f£r ".hint rov.rnent/co-n.nity activities to -ronote
 
develo-.m nwt.
 

It 'as F-Iso evnlaine' the,
t-Tt "rin71or.non they -,o,ld be aske:. to:
a) facilitte Pro , instructions and eiscuizsions.
 
b) direct cot-.unit, massing e::-rcise.
 
c) articin te in 'ne -"i~e co::unlt:,, iianoois an, -actionplan cesir.n.
 

2%ecd-.y, Dece:-ber 3 

Ci i'UI!IT -". "ZX3 " 32IIS7 :;'ICT 

- I<'enin- -rayer by Fr. Jo..n - Anllican -;*-urch Priest
 
- Introduction of .articinants
 
- "7cr'hsh n &xa.inedby 
Zllen Vor eer 3Bu'-ci e - "7or!,hop Coordinrat--
- -eynote Zne,['ker by Isidore Teli - Special :.esoce Officer, Mibe 

-CV" 1.3 7AJ V1Z2F_7,3TT,, 
by Inidore Teli 
L cle:.r, c.refi1 ez n?.ntion of t-:e new "7-ar Develo-ment Syste. 7.s."iven. "-o." the oyoter. stz-cture o-eraten, -ho in involved, the role

resoosibilities of t'e ;7overn-ent cnd the peonle 
ad 

were all ecribed.T:~e=-ic-, the orocedure for beco:.in-. a local povern-ont couincil rea -ias-"tlined. A !e time for queotions and P-nmniern Civen.'s 

'. ~C~IZ14Z, VT OPT,ICEZ? P223'MTT:_IR ROLZ IN NAND.IAJ DO.ZNT 

by Z :r-ene Joromo - Councilor
 
.uc-s .ovi - Econonic Lervicea
 
7.cbin Bell - e.lth Services
 
A',.:stine ironies -. 2ducation
 
Isidore Tali - Co:.-inity Zervices
 

?ollo-iinr the catogorieo uaeO in t' e :ard :eveloomnt 3tructure,
•"ovor.-_ ent rerresontetives described their job res'-onoibilities. ;3ch
"s z'ed to revietI 17hat services the Covernment he" already .rovided in 

http:beco:.in


the area end also 1-ive iVemo for .)ossib1e,.future_.joint_ .=o)jcts.inolvinG

the ,e)onle.


A second tonic covered by achL.ooecter 'was t7?e role end res'onoibilities of the eo.axective .-,ar+.co:ittee -embers. "Atmntime was -loved for
.-ue-tiona and anwtere. .a, aE!,o:e..for
 

by.,llen Vor eer Bruege'All the rtic~tants e76re dlVieed "into6' gr.wups. 'They .70re given
 
he aacigr=nt 
 intea' to jictite 'i info'roation they had dollected 

re~d to continue -in :,their ',lace ac well as what' .arshon.ld'bee cht~,ged4 not "so ooe.S O.1~a h '.,d.........-.... '*r 
and
*. .K . ~ •...- ? 

Wednesday, December.4.•December~~~....... .......... ,....... 
 ;....-_...............
 

SiI3,?,3: , 1 : : .. .. 

by llen V-r der rue

U7in, t:e cor:iunity "ge. drarm the previous day ewch Srv. roi 

..- , to evelop_ or=uae't cofive reac of responsibilities for nity* TIvthe vi?5 coi-mtee menbers vere tmeptin ":ind xn "o. 
,r

t,ese ledera dould become involved in t.e oollition to the
issues re.
 

, ROU2 3F7MIATII NS OF COI'MiJNITY DIAGI"313 .. c. of t e C rouv') elected a ':s -an" to Vireentthe results oftheir t .ni.n. z.nd digzonois exercines.il7uatr.te the .iointo nade. The result The co=.-unity naps were une, to,s a cle7r overvie", of each vii!.:e rro:,in- in the 
r 

-re -nd e concise stpterjent of stren..thasFnd?cces in t;e various cit,-ationa. ee-Time vcn Given for -;,eati-nn an'. aona-ers.it c.l.v"e" to p etevryor,3 a -ch bn.tter uneerattndinr of t:h.eir o-n nroblens -:,,n -!ell s the difficulties f-ced by other peo-le in the .-rea. 

by Ml?.en Vor der Bruegge
A oi:ielo .ethodto hel. 'grouns ,lan te action to be tat-.ntheir lpr~blema r;.oa described. to solveIt involves answering the folloiinc:
 
1171.D41 LOCAL .LgL 
 T3C, .1ICO.L OUTSID:3 II,7T&WTATION -1=z 

i0IT O3n. O A33IMT,.IrC3 :7,=U:CSOW-Z TIiQ 
cle-r .ictzro of everyt'in necessary to adereas the vroblem is thus
riven. :Vory,-e !mo.ws 7ht is involved fron: each of the categories. Itbecv"'ec i-nscible to thzen decide -i7hch 
neid %as top priority and ret a 

.. 

rec".nible cocitent fro- the govern.ent e 
 the vilk1e.eo=uzites to
.the
t!.-,! nned oolp;tion, "
 

7e1 C 'CII.-."JITIT7 P1^I1lVJ PLANSAain eac .rou-, . oitec M."..USxian". to nrecent the act±Dn plan 
ech columi--en." tol',in, a~bot"it 'did- a .od'--4ob-of filli. - in-1t the- cYA.l, do toof tHeir..o.... solve the problemse. . , . of.ht,. Q¢tanm. o attgoched. 

"............... 
 + " ' ** ;••.. +............ + 
 ' 

Thursday, December 5 

Z 3ICI!3 : 

. 

'* .... . .+ :. * 
' 


- :-*'
 
L0 

UT h C I 0 T, C C1 j IU f IT7 CT1 V PIY , .. 
 .
 

he .presentations otprted• - t.,e. k' +~~day before . werecontinued, ,- and com.,leted. , + rn nu a O D,. " 

+"+: : ' '"'+..[+::++:....+ , :+,41: ; ... 1': :4 : L"+: , r%:.':: :' :)+':': :+".:: 1:1::+: :: I 

http:il7uatr.te


OV :IiID IAi1 N :1VI. 7 CFL 'I -'ITIACTI 7-7,iT1 Air '_C-SIcO SZ3 IC13 
by El.en Vor der Zruegge 
Once the community action olans rere all resented it was demonstra

ted hovw a total r'.an could be desijncd for 3roblems common to everyone.

The function of the government, the resnonsibilities of the reople and 
the 7roceso of the '7ard Development 3ystem were revierled ahowing ho-.7 they 
all fit together. 3ecaue- the participating comunities at the workshop 
are a non-council area it was not nossible to -ah:e commitments to imple
ment tie plans designed. A question and answer period followed.
 

3. CLOSIIUG C2-TIIr 
-Closing Cornents by Isidore Teli
 
- Closing Prayer by Tr. John 
- Final Feal 

SFFCIAL THIAUK 

3Secial wt1uks got'c to t'ie DZ'AIST1,MTT OF" 77,3T 1!7 BRITIAN for the
 
financial and staff suy.'-ort that nade the vorkshop possible.
 

Z'cisl th.rho gozs to the LIAi'?. CCV31jIITY that renared sleeing

iozses, a ze -Ell, coil.ing and eating houses, su:-lied and cooked
 
food, and in evory -.- -zoe us feal ",elcore and coafortable during our
 
stay in tl:eir nace,
 

3nocip tha.ks goes to the "-Jr1 of tie iAL3IIULIrJA 
Gli I/RkJ.ZLTO -.reas tat trzvollod so far to attend the .eeting -and gave
their full time and attention to each seson. 

0013 .2i!TS 

""P is currently !,orkinC very :-ard to ien31e:ent the Ward Develornert 
Systen throur-hout the -rovirce. The .zas is.i.enua Gini /:aulto area nresentu 
a snecial challenge since it is one of the few remaining places in all of 
7rT2 (ant the only one in :7!M) that has not formed a local govern--ent cour.
ril. The -or'shoop was ean ovTortunity to ez.-lain the :,governnent structure. 
to the noorle and denonstr.-.te to then ho:- to use the nrocesz of self
7ovorn ent for their orin development. T-he -!are Develo-;ent 3tructure
t:e ?rie..ry "eath Care nroceos/aproach are a n?.tural conbin-tion. 

T Liar.a ".orkshon Ti,as the first meeting or its kind in the ee.* 
Xt brou-ht together in a rural setting t'e full range of district govern.
izt officers the villages 

t re. Together they discassed t.cir roles anF resnonsibilities, 
o'shed at the local situation and cre-ted a joint olun of action to foll.,... 

r -0" ,rosess of celf-reliant develo'.ent given reasonnb"e assistance 'Iaw 
been set in otion. It is now up to the neople of Passis.anua Gimi/
7:aulto to decide.:wether or not to act. It is also the work of the "lD 
povernnent to encourage t"-Ae aeo3!e in their efforts and to nuaoort 

•.. and lenders and eecinion-,:a!:rs of all the ir 

then as they grow. 

http:denonstr.-.te


18 December 05 

'!a 01 Sltman big P-insiamanua Giji/2auto, 

IMi, Ellen, mi Cat likcik toktok mi 'laik bai i go longr 7an'lan big 
ela. Iltmba wan L.anmting, mi laik tok tenhyu tru lonG kanap big yupele 
- niting long Liama. Ili save i icnCg7e big wo!'.abaut big kam. Tacol 

yupeia oleeta bin orait big; Ica na otap ia'np 4-psla~ft. Long dispel*i 
Itatwvok big yupela, ;'u coim oi yu gutpela lids big ol), Tenytru 

1lamba tu a--titg mi tok ten:yu long gut-eia roh big; yupela olgeta
 
t-im yu bin atan lonuc7 miting. Li nave, i hatuok tru big sindaun na putim
 

gut long7 ol tok~ok na akul. Tasol yu;)eia nekim na, olgeta aar'ting i
 
bin kaziap gutpeia. 

Tirgtine bek lot ol a=ting yurri bin toittok. long en. Cicein Isidore 
i ocuwiin yuni long, olgeta namting bilonr nupeia gavanen atr-acta. 01 1 
:olim *I[^fDDZ:V-LdFWIJM :ZOIITI. An tingting long kirapim MDC insait long 
rovince em long, oi deauela: 
)Lono be!hoinim tirptine big 7rovincial Cawvn long: givim ainela poli

icni -)a- a na -%~~, go daun moo long oi nelea.,o! i 
Lon!: halivin iol pal, lom- ol yet i Iwn go incait lonZ oi toktok o, 

.1en long oi .,o'.- Ici-P nau i -7ok long kama-.. 
3) Lonr halivin na im oloe7. ol .'inal yet i nine !cisin gutpeia eindaun 
in- ol tkirr ro:ni cl i givim long Y{aunsilo 

~olbilon' hucnt -arrueri i nemba long dis-ela 7C 
I	Naunaila - iiaren. Bai iu'.autitn ci dia-aeia s'-:
 

- lo na odae
 
- atron-ueln Cri.n (biz, spirit)
 

" oni (finrnce)*7! 
-informotion
 

ttick lon7 luk~uzt4i. 7rDC 

) lpnr6 !'cn-ba .!toriomi't 3ervin.nei 

- o'- biania
 
-. 70o: forest
 

'2rn-ieil iEer-b" ::nilt- .Sevis
 
- J.uE"autim -7o!' ion- c i .d-)Oct
 
- ifktti2 -7o! ion:7 helt incait long *7oe
 

'1Para-,cln 1'er.br - E*eai 
-!to,-tiruiti S':ul
 
- o ul bion7 ci b.'-v-ela r'an'eri
 
- ick bilonC ?aocin t.-buna
 

''Ilrro-,eia Nenba - 'omuniti 3evia
 
- tick bilong oi y'ith
 
- -okc bilon- ci n-.ri
 

**'long roni.u *:ut oi an:rta
 
%P' loan ait biiongr ci iotu
 

Taim yu at-n longC nice !:inim -Aikna yu bin rwokim long Lia'.o wantein 
Cru-3 big yunela. S,:im -3iikc !one; oi mar~eri long- noes na okuliin 61 icag 
ol OFa'ting yurri tok~tolc lonr, en. TingtinG wamn kain hevi na uwarii atan. 
7ir~gtinCg -7an sa-.ting long plan i 70Ck lontg hana-, gutrela na yu lailt bai 
1 ,,so.t noa inca yet. 



Nau traim 6esn.ela rot -rin.ela uoir. yu',ela ninia big vootdn gutpela 
'.31an. 

T7AV:U.U TLIV 
LIT LG r-LE 1G~hl BLG AUT1TIT BIA '70- IJUT 

III3 7OX LC 07, CL 3ki.'rIN OL- SAPrLIflG -JAPA 

1 *,lmn yu')ela woIhi= pinia i stao long bekaait big repot hia. Sainom yu 
idirm iam els haliyin aingautim lain big gavmn o dasin big Imem za wrok
 

nt,?Ar. yu. Bihair. bai i eat narapela zmiting hkg (civim sampein alkul
 
in long ol 'boe Deyslopoen Komiti ifemba,
 

Nm.ba tr; nm-tine -Ai laik bri yu-3ela Igat kopi big rep:ot mi ritim big 
ing long Liam~. 3ori L-i ritimn em long tok Zngliok. V~ilaik soicm yu 

.jera *'olbig yumi i no piniia - nogat. Iiau ta3ol yumi sat long nupela 
rot b'ione gohet. 11~ bazame ri Ren wolcabaut xuantaim yupela long 
despela rot. Tencyu tru. Mm tavol. 

IYi taool - Long'peia non tunas 

ZIllen 



__ 

NIBS WOK BLG OL OL SP. TING ..... SAUEIAN OL S'.TIPNG TAIh PAPAU_ PLS- ' LG FAN.Pus Q_ 1JJO I_1KAITASENGSENG
 
Wokim -tok 
orait J-diwai, kanda -nogat 
 -nogat
Vilis -kilnim bus 	 3-4 mun Lulual
 rap, plank 
 ol bikman I stap

-wokim haus 	 MagistrateL-oraitim graun
Aid -tok orait ig graun 
 -diwai, rop,.:1 -dokta 	 KemitiPost -census 	 -marasin
kanda 	 3-4 mun APO
-nes/Apo 
 -moni
-karim marasin Komiti big 
Skul pies-tok orait ig graun -diwai, rap, kanda 
 -inspector 
 -tisa
-klinim graun 	 2 yia
'-plank 	 6OM Misin
-PEB 
 -buk, etc. 
 Kaunsil
 

Watef ' -redim wetsan 
 -wetsan 
 -pies wantaim
Tank -karim ston 	 -beg semen- 2 mun
-ston 	 haus man
piuma blg
* -tainim semen 	 -tank fittings-tools 	 blg wan wan
komuniti 

Maintain -kutim gras pies (5)


-karanas 
 -nogat
Road, i -wokim baret 	 -5 wheel barrows, 3-4 wiks-~tonis 	 Sub-komiti
lida blg ples 
 spades, shovels,
-putim karanas 	 big wan wani stap 
 picks, sarafs
Aid -wokim haus 	 pies (5)
-diwai 

Post/ -man big ples 	 -marasin
marasin 1-lep kanda 	 5 mun Siaman big
-dokta/nes
V.H.U'. -haus big VHW I-tok orait Ig graun 	

-lock/bokis helt komiti 
-tok orait big Helt_________-gaden big VHW 

-


GIMI
 
Tanks -wokim bed 
 1-diwai fpiuma
Wera! -kutim mambu 	 -oi samting big 2,mun
-mambu 	 Vlilis 

wokim tank komiti
-wok. wantaim piuma


Feeder . -wokim haus tisa 
 -tok orait ig graun -tisa
Skul 	 -tok orait ig-wokim haus skul -diwsi, top 	 I yia Inspector
education 


I 
WDC-Educ. 

-sensis memba
 

_ I 
_ 



WiJILWrK GLG GL 

MAAN LG PLES 


Were -klinim ples 
Supply -karim wetsen, Bton 

keranas 
-karim bl',hep :b~g 
-tank 

Skul -makim/klinim ples 
-heus tiee, toilet 
-wokim shul 
-rpdIm nikinin 

Brie -kutim arewe Ig 

ware lg brie 

-kutim diwal, rap 


Rot -kutim a! kokonas 
na ol dieal 

Helt -tok orait ig graun 

Center -Karim kergo, mares 


-klinin graun 


Ware -karim Dl hap big 

Tank tank 


LL~i ~'-.a.±j 
GLG PLES 


-rap 

-ston, karonas 

-diwBi 


-greun 

-diwal, rap, lep 

kande, ol samting 

bi bush -_

-diwel 

-rap 

-tomisk, eaip i 

stap 


-graun 
-diwai 


!-kapa ig haus 
: lotu i step 

-gat man lg ples 


-Inspecter 

-Co-ordinator 


-engineer blg 

wokim bris 


-kiap 

-engineer 


-karpenta 

-nes 

-dokta boi 


'-Halt Inspecta 


BLG AUTSIT 

-semen, wale 

-pipe, gutter
 
-tap
 
-tank I step

-tok orait-PEB 

-tisa, buk, rule,
 
na ol samting
 

-weia, timbe 


-spade 

-pick 


-tok orait ig gov. 

-timba
 
-moni
 

-tank 

;-semen, etc. 


&LG'.WD1Ki 

5 mun 

134 yia 


6 mun 


1 Via 


2 yia 


3 mun 


LUKPJT 

Kaungla
 

Kaunsil
 

A/S Kandrian
 
maus man
 
big ples
 

Lids blg
 
ples
 

Helt Dept.
 

Helt
 
Inspecta
 



NIDS WOK BLG OL 

HAM LG PLES 

CENTRAL PASSISANUA.
 

Tank '-redim eton, ku:.n-
-karanes 

Banis -orait Ig graun 
Pik -klinim ples 

-wokim haus 

Haus -to orait ig graun 

Fireman -groun, ston, diwai 


"olj pipel i wokim 


Dtubl .;.r I-tok orait~lg graun 
Classroom -wtsen, karanas,waa, ol pipel I

I -akim 

OL SiliTING - SAVEDIAN OL SAPMTING TAIM PAPA 

BLG PLES BLG AUTSAIT BLG WOK LJKAUT 

. -stcal, Waranas 
-moni 

-hsus kapa 

-Inspecter -semen, nils, waia 
spade, tank kit 

-moni 

6 mun 
-

WDC Helt 
memba 

-diwai, 
-moni 
-kaikai 

x.p -nogat 
Bikman i stap 
na tisa 

-waeia, 
-semen, 
-drums 

iron sheets 
nil 

3 mun DPI 
WDC Memba 

-moni 
-diwai, rap, wara 
-wetsan, karanas 

-DPI -timba, drum 
-9us. Devel. Officer -semen, kapa

I -waia-

I via WDC Kaunsil 

-moni 
-karanas, ston, 
wara 

LGC Foreman -timba, kapa 
nil, semen, 

paint, masonait 

2 yia BOM 
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S.Note' to File Dig~mL L - -I- FiI_-L 

Dau: 

TOPIC: Discu.sion in 
Kandrk-n Distric.i Rrl Development Projects
 

Place: Kimbe: WN8 Provinci2,. Oo' ,'-:t
 
Present: Isidore Teli 
 ./ K, i an
Ellen Vor Der Breugei ?lanner - Rabaul Arch Diocese 

".o:,,,nunty Development Team 
Elizabeth Morris Hughes Nutrition Planner FANCU
 

Item One Rde 
of FANCU/LD,
 

Nutrition Planner Suramar;zed:of FANCU: the events which ld- the objectives to the establishmentwhich inlcu6e Assistancein the design and impleinentat;,.n Vnd advice to th- Provinces 
the liaison of Food and N:'trition Policieswith the Provincial Planning and Projects:
Planning and Development in the 

Section of the Department of Nationaldesign andImprovement submission of Food andProjeccts specifical%, Nutritionin the Less DeveIoped . Area Districts.,
 
Item Two Kandrian Distric. 
 NFEP Submissions
 

General d|iscu,;sion 
 on the NPEP submissions for 9.86 funding from theNational Governrent from Kandrian District these inlcude. 
1) APAUN Bridge on POMALMAL Road
 
2) Amulut, Pomalmal, Fulleborn 
Sub-Health Centres
 
3) Upgrading of 
 Kandrian Vocational Centre to include outboard EngineRepairs. 

Boatbuilding
 
Fisheries Training
 

a) It was clarified that tnese hIPF.P submissionsmendations included were based on key recomin the Gl-ucester/Kandriwinhad been prepared by Consultancy Report andthe membe-rsCommittee. of the Kandrian District Co-ordinating 

4$' 
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b) It was noted that to emphasize the justification for these NPEP submissions,and to facilitate the identification of Donor Funding, substantial documentation of the -) process by which the proposals were drawn up (cf: Item2a above/Item 3 below) i) factors considered during the preparation ofof the proposals. (Item 4 below) is both useful and important. 

Item Three Process of Proposal Preparation 

a) The Kandrian District Co-ordinating Committee consists of the 7 O'/C's
and 3 representatives of the Sub-Districts Kandrian, Gasmata and Eseli.
 

b) Kandrian 
 Council was established 1934, Gasmata Council was establishedin 1985. Funded by
Workshops leading to 

a Provincial Development Program, Ward Developmentthe establishment of Ward Development Committees(WDS's) have been completed in all the Wards of Kandrian and GasmataCouncils. The (WDC's) have been completed in all the Wards of Kandrianand Gasmata Councils. The WDC, members are elected from theirrespective village Development Committees (VDC's). 
c) Since 1981 the O'C Kandrian had t~ied, through the establishmentPassis-Manua/Gimirauto of theDevelopment Committee  with 14 membersnominated by the villagers of the Sub-District - to encouage the peopleof the area towards co-operation with the District Government, so thatthey may benefit from Government Services. 

i) the people are still very familiar with the Luluai/Tultul system oflocal village government by Ahich they enjoy direct ac'.,ess to theDistrict Officer, as v representatives of the Provincial Government,and from whom they expect to receive their instructions; byassimilation theirinto the Ward Committee, Local Council system, theyrightly fear they wdl lose this valuable direct access to the DistrictOffice, ard are anxious about being required to assume mo;-e responsibi!ity for the "development" of their own area. 
ii) In addition the Passis-Manua/Gumirauto people object to hav!ng topay taxes to fund their Local Council. It is hoped that with the1985 abofition of Head Tax, and the establilhment of the Ward TaxSystem, by which 90% of the funds remain with Ward, 10% with theLocal Council who also hold the Passbook, thc understandable resentment and fear of the misuse of these local taxes will become lessmarked. 0 

ii) For the remainder of IS85 and1986 further work to assint thecommunities of Passis - Manua/Gimirauto Sub-District In their learningto work and to take decisions together, It Is anticipated. The RabaulArch Dioc'ese Community Deve;opment Team, with the support ofthe Kandrian 0 I/C's will hold an initial workshop at LIAMA -Gimirauto Sub-District in Jae November to introduce governmentpersonnel and community leaders to the issues and skills involvedin working with village comr.unitles to plan and implement their owndevelupment projects. Follow up to assist specific village communitiesin their efforts is part of the Community Development Team's Programand later Ward Development Workshops may be appropriate. 

iv) The Officer In Charge, Kandrian District required the exisiting Councilsof Kandrian and Gasmata to prepare an Outline Developmentfor 5 years. These are currently being considered by 
Plan 

the ProvincialExecutive Council (PEC arid will be included in the Outline Kandrian
District 5 yez. plan, of which tie NPEP oRopsals listed in Itemare only the first nhjse. -_ 

Two 
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Item Four Factors considered during NPEP proposal preparation 

a) The APAUN Bridge on the Pomalmal Road 
Note: i) This proposal was prepared by the Passis - Manua/Gimirauto Development
Council. (Item 3 c I - iv) 

ii) In line with the Gloucester/Kandrian Consultancy Recommendationsemphasizing the need to concentrate on the improvement of martimecoastal transport, the further construction ofthose directed roads to be limited toin land as feeder roads, the APAUN Bridge on thePalmalmal Road is a vita! part of the road to Palmalmal feeding offthe main Kandrian/Eseli Road, for which the WNB Government hasalready allocated K30,000 in 1985 in order to complete the last 20kmof the road.
 

iii) With the proposal to improve the access of the people of the Palmalmalarea to basic Health Services by the establishment of a PalmalmalHealth Centre (ef below), the APAUN Brdge as part of the PalmalmalRoad is essential for the adequate provision of supplies, staff supportand supervision and referral of patients between Palmalmal and Kandrian. 
iv) With a Patrol Officer and a DPI Officer now based in Palmalmalis hoped that work wif! help it

local communities to improve the productionfrom their subsistance gardens and to develop their interest in cashcropping activities will proceed -. provision ofsupplies and adequate agriculturalaccess to markets can only be provided via the PalmalmalRoad/Apaun Bridge. 

b) The Amulut Palmalmal Fullerborn Sub-Health Centre 

i) All three Sub - Health Centres are proposed to provide their respectivecatchment populations with access to basic Heclth Services; other thanthe three existing Aid Posts covering an area of 8088 square kms and11430 population, access to basic Health Servies, is only available atKandrian Health Centre. 

ii) In all three instances the Sub-Health Centres will form part of theService Centres being developed in their respective areas.
 
iii) Given that 
 these areas experienced a "TAIM HUNGRI" in 1984, oncethe Sub-Health Centres are established MCH Patrols to: provide immunization, monitor nutritional status, encouraged improved feeding patternsin the communities of the area will be possible. 

c) Upgrading of Kandrian Vocational Centre 
Based on the recommendations of the Gloucestor/Kandrian Consultancy,during the course of the proposal preparation, It was decided not to Includethe "sllpway" at the Kandrian Centre, since It was not considered possibleto provide adequate back-up facilities for it at Kandrian. 

Item Five 
Follow -up Action Areed 

i) Nutrition Planner to follow-up status of Kandrian District NPEP submissions 
with NPO/LDA. 



.Ji) Nutrition Planner 
to visit 

and Food Crop Production Officer fromKandrian District FANCU/DPIOctoberproposal submissions 1985 to assist withfor 19- T.--This visit NPEP projectwith Toni Simmonelli Regional will be following consultationPlannerwho is of the Islandsassisting the WNB Provincial Region Secretariat,
lines Planningfor the Districts Officer toon the implementation draw up guideof the Gloucestor/KandrianConsultancy recommendations.
 

iii) The 
 Community Deve!opment Team together0 l/e's will begin with the Kandrian Districtdiscussions with theGimirauto communitiesSub-District of Passis-Manua/in Novemberproject for regardingtheir area. A summary possible developmentvisit in October of the findings o!will provide a background the FANCU
information frameworkthese discussions. for 

Nutrition Planner 

Elizabeth Morris Huphes 

First Assistantcc: Secretary DP1/PpCAssistant Secretary
Principal Planning DPI/PPC

Officer DPI/PPCDavid Kwamillon Planning Officer DPI/PPC
Enoch Posenau 

FANCU Co-ordinator

Dr NyontLDA/NPO 
/JonathanEllen vor Hampshireder Breugge Agrculture Section/NPOetm Leader Community Development

Isidore Teli I TTeamRabaul'(andrian District
Arch Diocese

Officer 
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